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GaAs digital circuits are of interest because of their higher speed and lower

power dissipation relative to silicon, their broader temperature range of operation, and

their greater radiation tolerance. These factors make GaAs circuits very attractive for

many military applications. There is a growing commercial market for digital GaAs as

well, mainly in the area of high speed supercomputers. Future applications will

develop around the basic compatibility of GaAs with MMIC and optoelectronic devices.

Digital systems invariably require large amounts of memory, preferably

integrated on the same chip with the processing elements. Recent studies of computer

architecture for GaA, show that the speed advantage of GaAs microprocessors is

severely compromised by the need to go off-chip for memory access. This is

especially true since the off-chip/on-chip cycle time ratio is larger for GaAs circuits than

for silicon (in other words since GaAs systems are running faster than silicon, a long

wait for off-chip access wastes more cycles in a GaAs system than a silicon system).

This intensifies the need for fast , dense on-chip memory for GaAs digital systems. The

one transistor dynamic RAM (DRAM) is the smallest, most dense semiconductor

memory available. The availability of high density DRAM arrays in GaAs will have an

enormous impact on the performance of GaAs digital systems by reducing the need for

off-chip access, thereby directly improving the performance of the system as a whole.

We have investigated use of pn-junctions as the storage capacitor for GaAs

DRAMs. During the course of this work the charge storage times of isolated GaAs pn-

junction storage capacitors was increased from 20 minutes to over 10 hours at room

temperature. This was accomplished through a combination of improved epitaxy,

device processing, and device structure. Furthermore complete DRAM cells were

demonstrated using JFET-, MESFET-, MODFET-, and HBT-access transistors. The UJ [
details of the charge storage pn-junction capacitor and the transistor-accessed DRAM .........

cells are discussed in the attached publications which are listed below. _. ..
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Molecular beam epitaxy regrowth by use of ammonium sulfide
chemical treatments

M. R. Melloch, M. S. Carpenter, and T. E. Dungan
School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette. Indiana 47907

D. UandN. Otsuka
Materials Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette. Indiana 47907

(Received 25 October 1989; accepted for publication 28 December 1989)

The application of ammonium sulfide chemical treatments for molecular beam epitaxy
regrowth is examined. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction, transmission electron
microscopy, and capacitance-voltage profiling techaiques are used to investigate the regrown
interface. A slight enhancement of the electron concentration is seen at the regrown interface
due to the incorporation of residual sulfur atoms as donors. The amount of residual sulfur
donors is a strong function of the substrate temperature at which regrowth is initiated.

Several molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) regrowth tech- electron diffraction (RHEED), transmission electron mi-
niques have been investigated during the past few years.' croscopy (TEM), and capacitance-voltage (C- V) profiling
The major difficulty encountered in (MBE) regrowth is that characterization of the regrown interface which results
GaAs surfaces exposed to atmosphere oxidize. This oxida- when the ammonium sulfide chemical treatment is utilized.
tion of the surface of a MBE-grown film results in a high The MBE regrowth experiments were performed in a
density of interface states upon MBE regrowth even though Varian Gen II MBE with 2 in. n-type GaAs substrates. Non-
the surface oxide is thermally desorbed before initializing indium mounting was used for ease of remounting of the
growth. The regrowth technique which has met with the substrates and also so the samples would not need to be heat-
most success consists of deposition of an arsenic layer as ed before reinsertion into the MBE system. Initially 1.5/um
passivation before removal of the sample from the MBE sys- of n-type GaAs doped 2 X 10" cm- - 'was grown. The sample
tem." However, the arsenic layers are not adequate for per- was then removed from the MBE system and placed in a
forming processing steps but only as protection when trans- laminar flow hood for I h to insure oxidation and degrada-
ferring samples between vacuum systems. "' The arsenic can tion of the surface. Next, the sample was placed in de-ionized
then be thermally removed leaving an as-grown surface." '-"1, water while an etch of 1:1:250 H2SO:HO,:H,O was pre-
Also, no matter how robust the passivation layer, if the pro- pared. The sample was then etched for 30 s followed by a de-
cessing step between growths exposes material below the ionized water rinse for 30 s. The sample was then placed in
passivation layer, some treatment of the exposed material is ammonium sulfide for 20 min. Following this soak, the am-
required to allow for the formation of an adequate electrical monium sulfide solution was diluted with de-ionized water
interface upon regrowth. A versatile regrowth procedure and the sample rinsed thoroughly. The sample was then
would allow growth of a MBE film structure, removal of the blown dry and reinserted into the MBE system.
wafer from the vacuum system for an intermediate process- Since XPS meamurements indicate less than a monolayer
ing step such as patterning of the film, and then regrowth of of sulfur coverage and no other contaminants, no contam-
MBE layers on the patterned lower MBE layers. Such a re- ination of the MBE growth chamber was expected. How-
growth process would open the possibilities for many new ever, we outgassed the sample at 350 "C for I h in a high
device structures if the regrown interface was of adequate vacuum buffer chamber before insertion in the growth
electrical quality. chamber of the MBE system.

A number of chemical treatments have been demon- The reflection high-energy electron diffraction
strated which remove surface oxides while at the same time (RHEED) pattern of the ammonium-sulfide-treated GaAs
reduce the surface state density of an exposed GaAs sur- samples observed as the sample was heated to growth tem-
face." '  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has peratures is displayed in Fig. 1. (The sample was under an
shown that two of these chemical treatments, with ammoni- arsenic flux during the RHEED observations.) Initially the
urn sulfide or selenium reactions, result in a removal of sur- RHEED pattern was somewhat spotty with only a hint of
face oxides with at most a monolayer of sulfur or selenium surface reconstruction. At 530 "C there was a dramatic
remaining on the surface. - " " With a complete removal of change in the RHEED pattern. The main RHEED lines be-
the surface oxides, a reduction in surface state densities, and came streaks followed by an appearance of a twofold recon-
at most a monolayer of sulfur or selenium on the surface, struction in the [ 1101 azimuth. It is possible the submono-
these two chemical treatments are promising candidates for layer of sulfur was starting to evaporate at this temperature,
MBE regrowth. Recently Carpenter et al. 4 have demon- allowing the GaAs surface to reconstruct. [This interpreta-
strated MBE regrowth on ammonium-sulfide-treated GaAs tion is consistent with the low-energy electron energy loss
surfaces and Turco et ai.2' have demonstrated MBE re- spectroscopy (LEELS) observations of Oigawa et al.-' who
growth on GaAs surfaces which have undergone selenium determined that the sulfur atoms are removed by heat treat-
reactions. In this letter we present reflection high-energy ments above 330 *C. ] Above 580 "C the fourfold reconstruc-
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Using a mercury probe, the samples were C- V promeo.
From the C- V data, the apparent carrier concentration as a
function of distance from the surface was determined as dis-
played in Fig. 2. The measured carrier concentrations in the
epilayers of 2.5 x 10" cm - are very close to the targeted
value. However, there is a slight accumulation of electrons
near the interrupted growth interface with a peak concentra- !
tion of 5.7 x 10" cm '. The accumulation of electrons at the
interface may be due to residual sulfur atoms which did not

3500C 4000C evaporate and were incorporated into the film as donors.

[1 0] [ 1 0] (The peak concentration appears to be shifted slightly into
the regrown layer possibly due to outdiffusion of the sulfur
ions.) This interpretation is further substantiated by mea-
sured carrier concentration as a function of position across
our 2 in. sample. At the substrate temperatures used during
MBE growth, there is a 10 "C increase in temperature from
the center to the edge of our 2 in. sample as measured with an
optical pyrometer. The carrier concentration displayed in
Fig. 2 was measured -0.5 in. from the center of the 2 in.
sample. As one moves towards the center of the sample, the
peak of the electron concentration increases in magnitude.
With the center of the wafer at a lower temperature, it is
plausible that there is a larger concentration of residual sul-

5300C 530 0 C fur atoms present which can incorporate in the film as do-
[1 1 0] fi 1 O] nors and lead to the observed larger electron concentration

at the interface.
The regrowth structures were also examined by cross-

sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The
cross-sectional samples were prepared by mechanical grind-
ing and argon ion thinning. A JEM 2000EX electron micro-
scope was used for the observations. Figure 3 is a bright field
image ofa thin area of a cross-sectional sample. which exhib-
its a typical microstructure of the examined samples. In the
lower part of the image. the interface between the substrate
and the n -GaAs epilayer is seen as a low contrast dark line.

6000C 6000C
[1 10] [110 ] 10 . I , .. . .. .

? 8

FIG I Rvfl-.,twn high-energ) diffracotn r.wc of , GaAs surface treat-

ed %kith dlitT llimlm sullide as the samp*k 1, hii.v uider an arsenic flux. 6

tion hnes II OIL 110] azimuth bcc'nic Jearly visible, with . 4.

the twef'old i'cconstruction lines in thc I 1101 azimuth dim-
ming ,ome\hat in comparison to tht. main lines. This ,

RHEED hehasior was observed oi three separate wafers 0

which s, 2rc treated with the amnwI ,urM sulfide. t
Upon initating growth of GaA. on the ammonium-sul- t:

fide-treated GaAs samples at a substrate temperature of _
600 *C. the reconstruction Ines in tht [ 1101 azimuth bright- e,

C.ened. but the pattern was not unlike the pattern of the am-
monium-sulfide-treated surface at a ,ubstrate temperature < 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
near or slightl\ higher than 540 C -\ko. oscillations were
obsersed in the specular spot of the RIIEED pattern upon Distance From Surface (pm)
initiating growth. indicating two-dimensional nucleation of
the GaAs on the ammonium-sulfidc-trcated GaAs surface. FIG 2 Apparent electron concentration as a function ofdistance from the

The regrown OaAs layer was 0.5 urn thidk and doped n type surface as determined from capaciiance-volhage profiting A slight accumu-
lation of electrons is obsersed at the interrupted growth interface which was

at a coticent ration of - 2 x 10' fm treated with ammonium sulfide
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ion-Implanted p-n Junction Capacitors for GaAs 8 Une Word Une

DRAM's

J. W. PABST, T. E. DUNGAN. J. A. COOPER, JR.. N P
AND M. R. MELLOCH si. GAs sbstre

~Am-Thie gener -alied storage time of ion-implanted GaAs Fig. i. Fully ion-implanted MESFET DRAM cell.

p-a Junction capacitors is reported. Deep n-type potential wells were
formed in a ligly p-oped epitaxial layer with l50-keV SI * doses of Va(t)

S x l,"U cm-and d x 10" cm"2.Mg* doses of S x 10" cr-1 were C--- Mat - .

implanted through a thin SION cap at 40 and 60 keV to form shallow asa
p -regions within the n-wells. Storage times obtained from capacitance
transient measurements of the p-n-p structures indicate the possibility 7
of planar lon-implanted GaAs dynamic memory cells at room temper-

0sore.

. INTRODUCTION 
P. P. P.

GaAs memories are attractive for cache applications demanding
very high speed and moderate capacity. Without a complementary P.

MESFET technology, most GaAs SRAM's are fabricated with six-

transistor E-D DCFL cells or with cells using four enhancement- Fig. 2. Storage time test circuit and p+-n-p- capacitor structure.

mode transistors and two high-resistance load elements. To achieve
high-speed operation. such cells are operated in overdrive [I], re- TABLE I

suiting in significant power dissipation in the storage state. A one- SAMPLES AND ION IMPLANTS

transistor GaAs dynamic memory cell could provide higher inte-

gration density and better speed/power performance than static Si ,mplant Mg* implant

memory cell designs. sampl energy dm energy

The essential qualities of a DRAM storage capacitor are long (keV) (c-2) (keV) (cm
-2 )

storage time and large capacitance per unit area. Carrier confine- 1

ment must be sufficient to insure storage times longer than the "4 5-10 o

DRAM refresh period over the entire range of operating tempera- #P2B 150 5.101, 60 5 _ 1014

ires. For the down-scaling necessary for the desired high density #P3A 150 )- 10" 40 5 - 1014

of a DRAM design, the storage cell should also exhibit a large #P3B T-O i -o 4  60 5 .130"

capacitance per unit area. The capacitance of a GaAs p-n junction
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) has demonstrated both
attributes 12], 131. metric p-n-p buried-well structure reported from earlier experi-

Ion-implantation technology offers a proven processing strategy ments 12). [3). The p-n-p capacitors were fabricated on four GaAs
for fabricating high-yield planar devices. Demonstration of a stor- samples by ion-implanting Si and Mg into a 3-Am MBE-grown p--
age capacitor fabricated by ion implantation is a first step toward layer doped at 2 x 1015 cm -3.The samples and respective implants
achieving a one-transistor dynamic memory cell compatible with are listed in Table 1. Using a 7-gm AZ-4620 photoresist mask on

standard MESFET technology 141. Fig. I shows such a fully ion- the bare GaAs. deep n-wells were selectively implanted with Si +

implanted GaAs MESFET DRAM cell, as proposed by Dungan et ions at 150 keV. Si doses of 5 x 1013 cm - 2 and I x 1014 cm - 2

al. [2]. Although MBE-grown GaAs p-n junctions have demon- were used in two samples each. to form n-wells of differing donor
strated sufficient storage characteristics for DRAM applications, it density. After stripping the Si implant mask, 300 A of SiONy was

is not apparent that the same qualities can be obtained with im- deposited by PECVD with a flow r tio of 5 SiH,: 7 NH 3 :3 N20.
planted p-n junctions. In this brief we report our investigations into The SiON cap served several purposes. As reported in other papers

ion-implanted GaAs p-n junctions for use as DRAM storage ca- 15], [6], this SiON film was found to minimize surface degradation

pacitors. of encapsulated semi-insulating GaAs substrates in furnace an-

II. DEVICE FABRICATION neals. The amorphous capping layer reduced channeling of Mg
ions. which could spread the shallow p -regions to undesired

To investigate the charge storage potential of ion-implanted p-n depths, Mg lodged in the encapsulant above implanted regions also

junctions. the structure of Fig. 2 was fabricated and tested The retarded the significant outdiffusion of Mg from the shallow p*-
storage cell is an ion-implanted version of the MBE-grown syn, regions into the SiON. which can occur during a furnace anneal

Manuscript received June 12. 1989 This work was supported b) the [7]. An AZ-4620 photoresist layer was patterned to mask two p-

Officeof Naval Research underContracts N00014-86-K-0350and NOOO14- regions within each n-well. A heavy dose of 5e 10" c& 2 ofMg'

89-J-1864 and by the SDIO/IST under Contract N00014-8-O527. The re- was implanted at either 40 or 60 keV to form the shallow p'-sur-

view of this brief was arranged by Associate Editor S.-S. Pei. face regions. Following photoresist removal, the samples were

The authors are with the School of Electcal Engineenng. Purdue Uni- rinsed in HCl acid and cleaned with solvents before furnace an-

versity, West Lafayette, IN 47907, nealing for 15 min in an 850°C N 2 ambient. Proximity caps of

IEEE Log Number 8932949 semi-insulating GaAs placed face-to-face on each of the four sam-
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pies provided As (and Gi overpressure to adequately reduce sur- -n

face evaporation damage. A 5-min etch in HF acid and a 5-min VA
boil in H3P0 4 acid (140-1500C) removed all oxi-nitride from the -IVO

GaAs samples. Contacts were fabricated with an evaporation and
lift-off procedure. The surface acceptor density of the Mg-im-
planted regions was sufficient for ohmic response from the unan-

iealed AuZn (99: 1) p-contacts. .irne

III. EXPERiMIEN",

An n-layer sandwiched between two p-regions can be depleted ._ _

of majority camera for storage of positive charge. To deplete the t
n-well for storage time measurements, a voltage pulse is applied to Fig. 3. Capitance trnsient of p+-n-p- structure during storage time test.
the top p*-contacts within the n-well, while the p--substrate is
grounded. The capacitance transient following the voltage pulse
shows the storage time constant, defined as the time needed for the T (-C)
capacitance of the depleted p-n-p structure to recover 63.2 percent 101127 97 72 49 :,4 13
of the difference between its initial and final values at zero bias. 'a

In testing ion-implanted £:ructures. it is important to understand
the effects of assymetric dop,ng levels on the capacitance tran- 0

sieats. Fig. 3 is a typical capacitance transient observed in testing 10 =m eo

an ion-implanted p+-n-p- storage cell by applying a voltage pulse
VA as illustrated in Fig. 2. Consider the instant immediately after & *

the leading edge of the positive pulse. Before any current flows 101 - a22A
from the n-well, electrons in the well redistribute towards the p*- 6 a eP28

region. The p--n-depletion region widens more than the p*-t. de- , °
* #P3B

pletion region contracts. The result is an immediate drop in the 10-2 1 .....
total capacitance. 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.5

The net effect of the forward- and reverse-bias currents across 1000/T (1/1K)
the p'-n and p--n junctions, respectively, is a positive charging of Fig. 4. Storage times versus temperature.
the n-well. As the well charges, the p+-n depletion region widens
slightly, as its forward bias is reduced. The p--n depletion width
also widens, as its reverse-bias is increased. The widening deple- TABLE 11

ton regions cause the total capacitance to drop as the forward- and STORAGE TIMES AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES

reverse-bias junction currents settle. When the two junction cur-
rents are equal, the total device capacitance reaches a steady-state p atl 27W ) EA

value. ave. I# tsted best (eV)

At the trailing edge of the voltage pulse, the electrons in the #P2A 2.00 24 8.00 0.516

charged well are no longer drawn toward the p*-region. The car- MR2 0.69 it 1.10 0.390

riers shift back toward the p-n junction, shrinking its depletion #P3A 0.64 29 2.50 0.539
width and slightly widening the p*-n depletion region. The total -

device capacitance, dominated by the wider p--n depletion width, 0 .77 26 1.O -

instantaneously rises in response to the charge redistribution. Be- Ave.. 0.525

cause electrons hive been removed from the n-well, the n-region
retains a positive charge. The capacitance is lower than the initial
equilibrium zero-bias capacitance due to the enlarged depletion The activation energy E, car Ne found from the slope of a plot o,
widths. Thermal generation in the depletion regions slowly re- In (r,,) versus I/T.
populates the n-well to restore the depletion widths and the device Table 11 summarizes the storage time data measured from the

capacitance to equilibrium. Analysis of the final rising capacitance capacitance trai,sients. Two p-regions were implemented within

transient yields the storage time constant. each n-region to allow surface-to-surface (p*-n-p* ) or surface-to-
The thermal generation rate is exponentially dependent on the substrate (p-n-p-) capacitance tests. In measuring the storage

operating temperature. Equation (1) follows from the inverse re- times, the voltage pulse was applied to one p+-surface region, while

lationship between the generation rate and the storage time con- the other p*-region and the p--bulk were grounded as illustrated
stant in Fig. 2. This test configuration reduced noise in the capacitance

Ce meter output signal. Storage time constants a I s were typical at
.(.) room temperature. Devices on sample P2A held the positive

where charge for the longest time, averaging 2 s at room temperature. The
superior storage times of sample MP2A devices can be related to

rp, is the thermal generation rate (in ehp per second times cu- the quantity of ion-implant damage to the substrate. Lighter uoses
bic centimeters); and lower implant energies cause less lattice damage. The lighter

C, is the proportionality (in ehp per cubic centimeter); dose of Si+ + and the ;.)wer energy of the Mg* implant in sample
7,, is the storage constant (in seconds); P2A produce the least lattice damage, resulting in the longest
C2  is the rate constant (in ehp per second times cubic centi- storage times. T! charge regeneration rate of the other three sam-

meter); pies appears to be accelerated by the increased dose of Si ions
EA is the activation ene-gy of the generation mechanism (in and/or the higher energy of the Mg* ions.

electronvolts); Fig. 4 shows the expected linear relationship between In (,r,)
k is Boltzmann's constant in electronvolts per degree Kel- and I /T. The e "*a were obtained by testing the best device on each

vin); of the four samples. The average activation energy of the thermal
T is the abolute temperature of the device (in degrees Kel- generation was found to be 0.53 eV. Half-bandgap activation en-

vin). crgy is expected for bulk generation in most cases, but in an im-
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planted region this assumption is questionable. The quantity and
distribution of traps caused by the ion-implant damage may signif-
icantly increase the probability of multiple trap generation mech-
aims.

IV. CON'CUSON~

The activation energies and time constants of the ion-implanted
GaAs p-n junction storage capacitors are lower than previously re-
peated measurements of comparable devices constructed with MBE
(2]. (31 but sufficient for DRAM applications. The best ion-im-
planted device exhibited a storage time Of 8 s at 27*C, decreasing
to 110 Ins at 101 *C. Using such p-n junction capacitors in a Ga.,s
DRAM with 2 refresh period of I kHz, commercial operating tern-
peratures are arnainable with a safety margin of two orders of mag-
nitude in storage times. Shorter storage times corresponded to
higher ioe-implant doses and energies, suggesting that lattice dam-
age is the limiting factor in the generation rate. Continuing im-
provements in ion-implantation technology wini enable high-den-
sity high-yield radiation-resistant GaAs DRAM circuits for high-
speed low-power digital signal processing applications.
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One-Transistor GaAs MESFET- and JFET-Accessed
Dynamic RAM Cells for High-Speed Medium

Density Applications
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Abstract-The introduction of digital GaAs into modern computing Hierarchical memory designs combine the advantages
systems has lead to increasing demand for high-density memory in these of both static and dynamic memories by using small, fast
GaAs technologies. To date. must of the memory development efforts static caches backed by large. efficient dynamic main
in GaAs have been directed toward four- and six-transistor static

RAM's. which consume substantial chip area and dissipate much static memories. As processor speeds increase, the importance

power. This paper discusses theoretical and experimental work that of inter-chip delays increases and the consequences of

presents the possibility for a high-speed. low-power one-transistor cache misses become more severe. The need for larger
room-temperature dynamic RAM technology in GaAs. Isolated storage caches requires development of very fast memories of in-
capacitors have demonstrated over 20 min of storage time at room tem- termediate single-chip capacity in the 16- to 256-kb range.
perature with charge densities comparable to that obtained with planar

silicon technology. One-transistor MESFET- and JFET-accessed Because of power dissipation limitations, this capacity

DRAM cells have been fabricated and operated at room temperature range is difficult to achieve with the static Si ECL designs
and above. The standby power dissipation of these first cells is only a presently used for high-speed caches. This paper reports
small fraction of the power dissipated by the best commercial GaAs initial progress in the development of low-power GaAs
SRAM cells. dynamic memories for this high-speed intermediate-ca-

1. INTRODUCTION pacity performance area.
MESFET-based static GaAs memories have been avail-

N SILICON integrated circuits. dynamic and static able for some time. but their single-chip capacity is lim-

memories have traditionally been targeted at different ited both because of power dissipation and because of die-

applications because of their differing capacities. speeds. size restrictions in GaAs. Without an effective comple-

and complexities. Dynamic memories achieve extremely mentary-MESFET technology. GaAs static memory cells

high single-chip capacities which translate into excellent consume a significant amount of power in the storage

cost per bit and produce reliable, compact system de- state. This power dissipation can be largely eliminated in

signs. Static memories are used in applications requiring dynamic cell designs. It is this possible reduction in power

smaller single-chip capacity because of the design-sim- dissipation without corresponding loss of speed that pri-

plicity advantage derived from eliminating the need for marily motivates the consideration of dynamic memories

periodic refresh of the contents of the memory. Any mem- in GaAs. The cell-area reduction associated with switch-

ory technology will experience a reduction in speed per- ing from static to dynamic cells is expected to be less sig-

formance as single-chip capacity is increased. Because nificant in GaAs than in Si. as will be discussed later.

dynamic memories are designed for higher densities, the The lack of a native oxide with the excellent electrical

access times of dynamic circuits are typically consider- characteristics of the Si /SiO, system complicates the de-

ably longer than those achieved in static designs. For ex- sign of both the access transistor and the storage capacitor

ample. if the technology used is the same (e.g.. i-Mum for a one-transistor dynamic memory cell in GaAs. Sec-

CMOS), then the access-time advantage of a 256-kb static tion II describes the performance of generation-limited p-

memory over a I-Mb dynamic chip is essentially attrib- n junction capacitors as an alternative to MIS structures.

utable to the difference in capacity. rather than to an in- Section III considers operating voltages for FET-accessed

herent speed advantage of one design approach over the cells. Section IV discusses possible complete-cell config-

other. urations. Section V reports preliminary results from com-
plete MESFET- and JFET-accessed memory cells. The

Manuscript received November 13. 1989. This work was supported by concluding section summarizes the present state of the re-
the Office of Naval Rescarch under Grants NOOO14-86-KO350 and N00014- search.

9.-J1864 and by $DIO/IST under Grant N00014-88-K-0527. The review

of this paper was arranged by Associate Editor S. S. Pei.
T. E. Dungan was with the School o' Electrical Engineering. Purdue

University. West Lafayette. IN 47907. He is now with Hewlett-Packard II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR p-n JUNCTION
Corp.. Ft. Collins. CO 80525, CAPACITORS

P. G. Neudeck. M. R. Melloch. and J. A. Cooper. Jr. are with the
School of Electrical Engineering. Perdue University. West Lafayette. IN
47907. Without a high-quality insulator with very low interface

IEEE Log Number 9036011. state density, it is not possible to construct the charge-
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coupled memory cells used in early silicon dynamic mem- storage time. Increasing doping reduces the depletion
ory designs. The capacitance of a simple reverse-biased width, and thus the generation volume. Heavier doping
p-n homojunction has been suggested as an alternative for also raises the built-in potential of the junction, resulting
the storage element of GaAs dynamic memory cells II]. in reduced bulk generation lifetimes due to field-enhanced
The two critical requirements for the dynamic storage ele- generation 16). The competing effects of smaller genera-
ment are sufficient charge-storage density and low enough tion volume and shorter lifetimes result in a maximum in

leakage to allow an acceptable refresh rate over the in- the storage time performance as the doping in abrupt GaAs
tended operating temperature range. In the optimization p-n junction capacilors is, increased.
of p-n junction capacitors, a design tradeoff is encoun- The effect of doping on storage time has been investi-
tered between maximum charge density and maximum gated experimentally using buried-well test structures and
storage time. as described below, the capacitance-transient storage time measurement tech

The charge per unit area stored on an abrupt p-n junc- nique described in I I]. The MBE-grown test structures

tion at reverse-bias voltage V can be written as consist of an n region between two p layers. forming back-
N., N ]) '2 1r- to-back diode,, which are defined by wet chemical etch-

N2eq l +,, + V - N/ VI, (I) ing. Ohmic contacts are made to the upper and lower p
2L NA + No regions while the n region is left floating. The storage

where e is the dielectric constant. q is the electronic time is measured by using a momentary bias pulse to
charge. NA and ND are the acceptor and donor densities, withdraw electrons from the n region and observing the
and V,,, is the built-in potential. Increasing the doping resulting transient in the capacitance as thermal genera-
density on both sides of the junction narrows the depletion tion refills the well. Devices which are otherwise identical
width and increases the charge-storage density. The max- except for the doping in the p regions surrounding the n
imum charge-storage density at a given voltage would be layer have been examined. Fig. I plots the I/e capaci-
obtained by increasing the doping levels until the break- tance-recovery time constant versus inverse temperature
down limit due to avalanching or tunneling was only for devices having p region dopings of 7 x 10' 5 cm - 3.

slightly larger than the applied bias. However, at the small 10l cm-_. and 10 1" cm > In all three samples, the n re-
logic-level voltages used in digital GaAs circuits, the ma- gion was doped at approximately 10"' cm - ', and the n
terial limits on doping density ( - 10" cm- 3 ) will be and p regions were made thick enough so that they were
reached before the breakdown limits of an ideal planar never completely depleted at the 2 V bias pulse used in
diode. At I V reverse bias, the charge-storage density on the measurement.
a GaAs diode doped near the material limits will be be- The maximum in the storage time performance as the
tween 2 and 3 fC/m 3. This is an order of magnitude doping is increased is evident in Fig. I. The shortest stor-
lower than the theoretical maximum charge density age times come from the most lightly doped sample. The
achievable in silicon capacitors 121. but it is comparable sample with intermediate doping shows the longest stor-
to charge densities actually obtained in planar Si designs age times. and the performance of the heavily doped sam-
131. pIe is reduced. Also apparent in Fig. I i , the effect of

The storage time in a p-n junction capacitor with the p field-enhanced generation on the activation energies of the
region grounded and the n region floating is determined samples. Least squares fits to the data show activation
by the rate at which thermal generation replenishes elec- energies of 0.79, 0.62, and 0.51 eV for the light, inter-
trons removed from the n region. The generation current mediate, and heavy dopings, respectively. The differ-
will have components due to the bulk and the perimeter ences in the activation energies agree fairly well with
of the device, and generation will occur both inside the Frenkel's simple one-dimensional model of field-en-
depletion width and outside within a minority-carrier dif- hanced barrier reduction [61, which is somewhat surpris-
fusion length. In GaAs the extremely low equilibrium mi- ing. because measurements of field-enhanced generation
nority-carrier concentrations result in a vanishingly small in Si have found the simple theory to predict a much larger
concentration gradient in the neutral regions under reverse effect on activation energy than is actually observed 171-
bias. and bulk diffusion currents can be ignored. In re- 19]. The tradeoff between storage time and charge density
gions where the junction intersects a surface, the surface can be seen in the performance of the two more heavily
diffusion current is enhanced because Fermi-level pinning doped samples of Fig. 1. The individual junctions in the
results in increased equilibrium minority-carrier concen- structure with N4 = 10'' cm - 3 have charge densities of
trations at the surface. However, calculation of the sur- 0.68 fC/l.m2 at I V reverse bias. while the charge den-
face diffusion component by a method similar to that used sity at the same bias on the junctions of the degenerately
in 14] for forward-biased diodes indicates that the gener- doped sample is 2.1 fC/pum2 .
ation within the surface depletion region will dominate It is possible to retain the long storage times of the sam-
surface diffusion current for biases greater than a few tens pie with the intermediate doping while achieving a charge
of millivolts, using reasonable assumptions for the sur- storage density almost as high as in the degenerately doped
face-state parameters in GaAs 15]. sample by inserting a thin undoped !ayer between the n

If the generation lifetime were independent of the dop- and p regions. Fig. 2 compares the storage time perfor-
ing, then increasing the doping would be beneficial to the mance of the degenerately doped sample from Fig. I to
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Fig. 1. 1/e capacitance recovery time constant of p-n-p storage capacitor. PerinoterlAria (l4m)

for various lighter doped side doping concentrations. In all cases a 1.0 Fig. 3. Storage time pcrlormancc of p -i-n' -i-p' capacitors versus perinm-
V bias pulse was used to remove electrons from the floating n region. eter-to-area ratio at 130.5°C. This plot shows that both bulk generation

and perimeter edge generation are significant leakage mechanisms lim-

S*Citing capacitor storage time (see text).

" 144 1.11 84 60 40 21

where GB is the bulk generation rate, Gp is the perimeter
• • generation rate, PIA is the perimeter-to-area ratio and K

02 ,*is a proportionality constant. The relationship expressed
*P N'i P' by (2) has been experimentally observed as shown in Fig.
" .",P" 3. which plots inverse time constant versus perimeter-to-

1 0" area ratio for several differently sized p'-i-n--i-p* capac-
• " itors at 130.5°C.

The top axis in Fig. 3 shows the edge length of a square

2.4 2.6 2.8 30 3.2 3.4 capacitor which corresponds to the perimeter-to-area ratio
on the bottom axis. The storage time is longest for the

100 (ev ) largest devices and decreases as the devices become
Fig. 2. Storage time performance of heavily doped p'-i-n'--p' and p'- smaller and their perimeter-to-area ratios increase. The

n*-p* capacitors versus temperature. The reduction oltjunction e(ectric
field through the addition of a thin intrinsic layer increases the capacitor line represents a least squares fit of the data. The nonzero
storage time. vertical intercept indicates the presence of a significant

bulk generation component. The positive slope indicates
that of a device which is identical except for the addition that there is also a significant perimeter generation corn-
of 300 A undoped layers between the p* and n' regions. ponent. Extrapolating the line off-scale to the right of the
The intrinsic region reduces the built-in fields, resulting figure allows prediction of the performance of very small
in improved storage times and a higher activation energy. devices. For example. a 10 x 10 1Lm2 device would have
The storage time of the p'-i-n* diodes is almost identical a perimeter-to-area ratio of 0.4 gm-' and a storage time
to that of the intermediately doped sample from Fig. I, at 130.5'C of 730 ms. A 4 x 4 JAm 2 device would have
while the charge storage density at I V reverse bias in the a perimeter-to-area ratio of 1.0 jAm- 1 and a 130.5°C stor-
p"-i-n junction is more than three times as large at 1.9 age time of 320 ms. These results indicate that it is pos,
fC/Am2 . sible to produce GaAs diodes which simultaneously pro-

In order to measure the capacitance transients, it is nec- vide acceptable charge-storage density and sufficient
essary for the buried-well structures to be much larger than storage time. even in minimum-dimension devices, for use
would be practical for the capacitors of high-density dy- as storage elements in dynamic memories operating at
namic memory arrays. In a capacitor dominated by bulk more than 125°C.
generation, the storage time is expected to be independent Room-temperature charge storage has also been dem-
of the size of the device, because the stored charge and onstrated in GaAs p-n junctions formed by ion implanta-
the generation rate scale equally. In a device dominated tion. Loh eta. 1101 observed storage times of several tens
by generation at the perimeter, the storage time will be of seconds at room temperature for diodes formed by im-
inversely proportional to the perimeter-to-area ratio, be- planting Mg to form a shallow p' region on an n-type
cause the stored charge scales with area while the gener- VPE epilayer. Recently. room temperature storage times
ation rate scales with the perimeter. The inverse of the of several seconds have been demonstrated in diodes in
storage time constant, which is proportional to the gen- which both n and p layers were formed by implantation
eration rate, can be expressed as of Si and Mg [I 11. Expected further improvements in ion-

I implanted capacitors results are important to the design of
- = K[Ga + GpP/AJ (2) complete dynamic memory cells, as discussed in Section
7, IV.
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111. ELECTRICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR

FET-ACCESSED CELLS Wood t.*

There are many possible choices for access transistor
types and cell configurations for one-transistor dynamic
memories using p-n junction capacitors. MODFET and
bipolar access are being researched. but this discussion P s,.,w.
will consider only directly connected n-channel MES-
FET- and JFET-accessed cells, as diagramed in Fig. 4. ca,,wo.,

The access transistor of a dynamic memory cell must liWO
be capable of supplying a very large range of drain-to- Bit -r* co e c Tkm

Fig. 4. Direct[5 connected FET-uccec.~ed t-T DRAM cell. The n channel
source currents. To achieve high-speed operation, the ca- of the FET iN directly connected to the n regin of a p-n junction storage

pacitor-to-bitline current must be as large as possible dur- capacitor.

ing reading and writing. In the storage state, the capaci-
tor-to-bitline current must be extremely small in order to
maintain the small-signal charge on the capacitor between VGM is established by the access transistor type. Typical
refresh cycles. Without the gate insulator of the MOSFET values might be 0.6 V for a MESFET and 1.3 V for a
access transistors used in Si dynamic memory cells, the JFET. A V,,, is selected from the access transistor's I)s

range of gate biases which can be applied to the gate of a versus-Vcs characteristics to satisfN the write cycle time
GaAs MESFET or JFET is restricted. If the gate is biased requirements. and typically must be greater than 0.4 V.
too far forward during cell access, significant current will Equation (4) shows that once V(;A, and A V,,, are estab-
flow to the capacitor or to the bitline, interfering with lished, making the threshold voltage more positive di-
proper operation during reading and writing. When the rectly reduces the logic swing.
transistor is biased below threshold during the storage During storage, the capacitor will be at t'h,,h or at V,,,.
state, making the gate potential more negative will cause so the gate-to-source bias will never be more positive than
the transistor-to-capacitor current to reach a minimum and VWLIitfr - V,,,,,. where V4 .,,,, is the wordline voltage in
then to slowly increase 112]-1141. reducing the storage the storage state. To keep the capacitor-to-bitline leakage
time. Also, when the gate is held below threshold so that at an allowable level, the gate-to-source bias must be more
the channel is completely depleted. a large wordline-to- negative than V7 - A V,11, so
substrate punchthrough current will flow if the gate and VIV,,,fl vl,, < VT - A V,,, (5)
substrate are not at the same potential. To accommodate
these considerations, MESFET- and JFET-accessed dy- Vi,,, > 1R , I IlI + AV,, - VT- (6)
namic memory cell arrays require shifted operating volt- The wordline voltage during storage must be chosen to be
ages compared to standard DCFL GaAs logic. r

agesomdenif to sanr DCLa s loguic.mes d the same as the substrate voltage to prevent the large gate-
Toto-substrate punchthrough current mentioned earlier. De-

A V,,, as the voltage beyond threshold which must be ap- tusubstrate ptentia a lier. De-

plied to the gate to achieve the desired bitline-to-capacitor fining the grounded substrate potential aS ero. (6) be-

current during reading and writing. A Vol( is the amount

of voltage below threshold which must be applied to the V,,% A V, - Vr. (7)
gate to reduce the bitline-to-capacitor current to the level
needed during the storage state. VGm is defined as the thesval n f A transistrind by the
maximumsubthreshold swing of the transistor and the acceptable
to-cacitr forae-t-bitwich jctn b fe a tgae- capacitor-to-bitline leakage in the storage state. The
to-capacitor or gate-to-bitline junctions before an unac- subthreshold swing is defined as the change in gate poten-
ceptably large gate current begins to flow. Vh,h and V", tial needed to change the subthreshold drain-to-source
are the logic high and logic low voltages internal to the

current by an order of magnitude. Subthreshold swing de-
memory array. The body effect is neglected, so the thresh- pends on threshold voltage, gate-to-channel barrier height.old voltage Vr is a fixed gate-to-source value, channel doping. gate length. and temperature 15]. Assure-

The cell's write sequences relate the logic swing to the ihat th e l ent in temstratte mustsbe
threshold voltage and the maximum gate forward bias. For ing that the leakage current in the storae state must be

threhol votag an th maimu gae frwad bas.Forsix orders of magnitude lower than at threshold, and using
example, to write a one, the bitline is taken to Vh,,, and a orders of 112 l Vwdetan at threshold

the transistor is turned on. The transistor must remain on a conservative value of 112 mV/decade for subthreshold

until the capacitor charges up to Vh,,h. This requires that swing, an estimate for A V,,, is 675 rnV.

the wordline be held at Vhih + Vr + A V,,. The wordline Treating (3). (4). and (7) as equalities. V,.... Vh,,h. and

voltage during the write cycle. , must not exceed VWL 1 0,, can be plotted as a function of threshold voltage,

V11.~~ + VGm to prevent excessive gate current in other cells using A V,,,. A V,,,. and VGAI as parameters. Fig. 5 shows

connected to the same wordline. Thus these relationships for a JFET-accessed memory cell using
VGm = 1.3 V. AV,,, = 0.5 V. and A V,,0 = 0.675 V.

VWLt,,,I = Vhv, + VT + A,,, s Vl,, + VG (3) w.,,,, is required to be zero. For a specified logic swing,
Vhih - Vi, :5 VGM - V- A V,,,. (4) there is an upper limit on the threshold voltage. For A V,,,
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2.0 V Word Line Capaitor Pilte Connemon

V, . Lg Fig. 0. A simple epitaxiai JFET-acccssed DRAM cell.
1 V SwinL

v".)'-0375V .... T( 0... no greatly reduce the storage time. However. the cell suf-
-05-.4-. -. 0. . 0102 . .405fers from two problems which point out the need for con-

figurations in which the transistor and capacitor can be

Thshold Voitg. (V) optimized separately.
Fig. 5. Operating voltages versu access-ransistor threshd br a FET-l c e a se d a c

accessed DRAM cell. ness of the n layer in the capacitor must be the same as in
the transistor channel. Ideally. the doping and thickness
of the capacitor's n layer would be much greater than in

=0.5 V and a minimum logic swing of 0.5 V. the figure the transistor channel so that the storage node would not
shows that the most positive JFET threshold is 0.3 V. be close to depletion at any logic level. Otherwise, the
Similarly, for a MESFET-accessed cell using the same lateral flow of carriers through the capacitor to the accessparameters with Vc- = 0.6 V. the maximum threshold FET will be restricted. slowing the cells operation. The
voltage is -0.4 V. second difficulty with the cell design of Fig. 6 occurs be-

For a specified logic swing, shifting the threshold neg- cause the parasitic capacitance of the bitline and gate con-
atively wil llagow larger values Of Ar ins,. This increases tacts must be minimized by using very light doping in the

capacitor-to-bitline current during reading and writing. underlying layers. As described in Section 11. a large de-Howeverc more negative threshold voltages also require pletion region under the capacitor results in a large gen-
larger values for Vl... Vhig h , and V/wt.,,_ V. Ywt.(,,,r must eration volume reducing storage time and increasing col-
remain at ground. so increasing Vw.€,,o increases the lection efficiency for alpha-part ic le-ginduced chargen
wordline voltage swing. which will eventually increase The first problem can be avoided by using a recess-
the cycle time. The wordline-to-capacitor leakage in the etched MESFET access transistor as shown in Fig. 7. The

stored one" state increases withVh,h. A maximum lower n layer decreases the bitline resistance and prevents par-
limit on t Vh o s 0.6 . he maxiu hrehvolt- asitic transistor action in the capacitor, while the MES-
age reaches the gate junction breakdown limitw FET threshold is controlled by the recess etch depth. Such

Summarizing, given a transistor type, signal charge, recess-etched epitaxial MESFET's have demonstrateddesired cycle times, and operating temperature range -the very high transconductances o 15. The lower barrier
values for allo A lae, and A V,,rr are approximately fixed height of the MESFET compared to the JFET results in
Vapac is required to be zero The necessary logic swing increased leakage due to thermionic emission. However-
is fixed by the sense amplifier design placing an upper the operation of MESFET-accessed cells ia been dem-
limit on the threshold voltage. The exact target for the onstrated at room temperature t as will be reported in Sec-
threshold voltage below this limit is determined by con- tion V. The configuration f Fig. 7 could also employ a
sidering the effects of its variation on operating speed and JFET-access transistor by ion-implanting a shallow pe
storage time. The p-type capacitor plate is held at ground. gate region after the recess-etch a
or at V,,t if the reduced generation and increased signal The problem of confining the depletion region below
charge justify the additional dc supply level. The sense the capacitor without increasing the parasitic capacitance
amplifiers must translate the shifted logic levels used by of the transistor could be solved by using an all-impanted
the peripheral circuitry, cell as shown in Fig. 8. The p implant beneath the storage

node confines of the Mes the capacitor reducing the gen-IVs CELL CONFIGURATIONS eration volume and the alpha-particle collection effi-

The physical configuration chosen for the complete ciency. The only additions to a standard ion-implantedGaAs dynamic memory cell will affect the performance MESFET process needed to form the cell of Fig. are
of the storage capacitor and the access transistor. For ex- the deep p implant and the associated alloyed contact. As
ample the most obvious way to extend the buried-well with t hed cel a NET version of the all-im-
test capacitors to include an access transistor is to form a planted cell could be produced using a shallow p* gate

ET by etching through the upper p layer and adding an implant. The penalty for using an ion-implanted storage
ohmic bitline contact to the n layer as shown in Fig. 6. region is increased thermal generation in the capacitor.
This type of cell has been used to demonstrate the storage Complete ion-implanted memory cells have not yet been
time capability of a JFET-accessed cell 121 as described demonstrated, but the results for isolated implanted ca-
in the next sectionn Because the same junctions form the pacitorn reported in I II suggest that room-temperature
transistor and the storage node, the transistor leakage does operation should be achievable d

ampl, te mot oviou wa to xted th buied-ell withthereces-echedcel, a FETverson f•th..l-i .
testcapaitos toincude n acesstranistr isto frm platedcellcoul beprodcedusin a"sallw p4 g -t
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Fig. 7. An epitaxial recess-etched gate MESFET- acesscd DRAM cell.
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Fig. 8. A planar ion-implanted MESFET DRAM cell. This cell could be woA P. GaAs
fabricated by adding a deep p implant and an associated capacitor plate
contact to a standard MESFET process. Fig. 9. The first JFET-acccssed GaAs DRAM cell test structure 1131, The

n GaAs layer is the active channcl. and the p' layer% above serve as
transistor and storage node gates. The thin p layer below the channel is
used to improve the subthreshold characteristics of the JFET and is to-

V. PRELIMINARY FET-ACCESSED DRAM CELL tally depleted. The storage capacitor plates arc 100 x 100 m:. the JFET
RESULTS gate lengths are 5 jim. and the source and drain contacts are 20 x 300

iumz.

The first complete memory cells constructed and char-
acterized are MBE common-n-channel JFET DRAM cells
as shown in Fig. 9 1121. The cells consist of two 100 x
300 jum2 p-n junction storage capacitors surrounded by a Stored I cal
5-aum ring-gate JFET with a threshold voltage of - 1.0 V. te 0 Ca-, ta

As discussed in Section IV, this structure is nonoptimal 1

in that it uses a depletion-mode access transistor with a Bwllvne

large perimeter ring gate, the lower junction of the capac- 0 wite1 7 v

itor has a large generating depletion width, and the FET 1 [1110C
channel layer is used as the n-well of the storage capaci- t -- p

tor. Nevertheless, the devices demonstrate full DRAM
JFET Galecell capabilities and storage times sufficient for room-tern- voae

perature DRAM operation.
Writing of information into the cell is demonstrated in 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4'

Fig. 10. Logic I's and 0's are written successively to thecell by quickly pulsing the gate from its off condition ( VG TIme(s)
= -1.5 V) to an on condition ( GG = 0) with the bitline Fig. 10. Pulse train demonstrating writing of I's and O's to the JFET-ac-

cessed DRAM cell. For this demonstration, the charge on the storage
held at an appropriate voltage ( V~ilin = 0 to write a logic node is monitored by measuring the capacitance. The cell is written when
0, Virlne = +0.6 V to write a logic I ). The charge state the gate of the access transistor is briefly pulsed to 0 V from its off con-

of the storage region. which is monitored by measuring dition of- 1.5 V.
its capacitance, is not affected by changes in the bitline
voltage with the gate off, showing good bitline-to-capac- FET probe to respond to the positive charge stored on the
itor isolation. Some decay in the capacitance of the stor- capacitor. The leading edge is the important feature of the
age node in the logic I state is observed as charge escapes probe response because in a complete integrated circuit,
via capacitor and transistor leakage mechanisms. There is sense amplifiers would detect and latch the data from the
no such decay for a stored 0 since this is the capacitor's initial voltage excursion of the bitline. The bitline voltage
zero bias equilibrium state. The I /e storage time of a decays in about 250 js due to leakage through the resis-
logic I at room temperature is 2 s and the activation en- tance of the probe. This also discharges the storage ca-
ergy is 0.627 eV [12]. pacitor, which is connected to the bitline through the ac-

As shown in Fig. I1, the read capability of the cell is cess transistor. Thus the second gate pulse of Fig. I I
tested by measuring the response of a 0.5-pF active FET shows the bitline response when an uncharged capacitor
probe acting as the bitline. Logic I 's are written to the (stored 0) is read. The small positive response of the FET
cell by briefly pulsing the top of the capacitor positive probe during the read 0 is due to charge redistribution
with the access transistor off ( V0t,,r, = - 1.5 V ). Isola- when the gate is turned on: some electrons from the bit-
tion between the capacitor and the bitline is again con- line are needed to fill the shrinking gate depletion area as
firmed by the lack of response of the active probe to the the gate voltage swings positive.
change in capacitor voltage. A half millisecond later the Depletion-mode MESFET-accessed DRAM cells based
cell is read by turning on the access transistor causing the on the recess-etch design of Fig. 7 have also been con-

, ' I II
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Fig. 12. Comparison ot JFET- and MESFET-accessed DRAM cell Iran-

Fi. 11. Waveforms demonstrating that the cell can be read through the sistor turn-off characteristics. The increased MESFET leakage is due to
access transistor. The top waveform is the potential of the bit line. which thermionic emission over the gate. The storage time of JFET-accessed
is monitored by a low-capacitance active probe. The middle wavelort' ccl biased at Y1;,, = - 1.5 V was 2 s while the MESFET cell biased
is a pulse applied to the p-n junction storage capacitor to remove elec- at V,,,-, = - 1.3 V was 2.4 ms. The 300 x 5 tm2 ring-gate JFET (Figs.
Irons and precharge the capacitor to a positive voltage, and the lower 6 and 9) has a 1300 A thick 4 x 10" cm ' channel while the 300 x 10
wavel'forn is the read pulse train applied ito the gate o" the access tran- jm recess etched ring-gate MESFET (Fig. 7) has a 4 x 10" cm -

"
sistor. During the first read operation, the bit line potential goes positive channel that is approximately 750 A thick. Both transistors feature a
due to charge sharing between the bit line and the positively charged depleted buried p-layer (500 A. I x 10'7 cm

-
3) to improve turn-offr storage capacitor. The rapid discharge is due to the resistance of the characteristics.

probe. The second read operation shows little voltage excursion since
the storage capacitor was discharged to a logic zero during the first read.

call
structed. These cells are characterized and operated at s1n1
room temperature in the same manner as the initial JFET
cells. MESFET-accessed cells with nearly the same ge-
ometry as the JFET-accessed cell of Fig. 9 exhibit a stor- 'i"ine
age time of only 2.4 ms at room temperature. The drop 2 VOW*

in storage time is directly attributable to increased gate
leakage from the MESFET. Fig. 12 shows drain current I M 1ul

as a function of gate-to-source voltage for the transistors
of a JFET-accessed cell and a MESFET-accessed cell with a - ME, - sFETa.
nearly identical geometries. The subthreshold current ...
minimum of a GaAs FET is limited by leakage from the 1 2 3 4

reverse-biased gate diode 1121-[141. Thermionic emission (mnf)

over the lower Schottky barrier of the MESFET results in Fig. 13. Pulse train demonstrating write operation of the MESFET-ac-
a much higher current minimum than the JFET, which has cessed DRAM cells with positively shifted logic levels. The transistor

I V, = -0.8 V) is off with V,; V,,,_,,,, = 0 V so that no gate toa p-n junction gate barrier. The decrease in storage time substrate current flows in the storage state. This reduces the total power
of the MESFET-accessed cell compared to the JFET cell dissipated by the cell in the standby (storage) state to less than 300 nW.

roughly corresponds to the increased off current of Fig.
12.

For all MESFET cell geometries tested, the gate leak- access transistor is turned off by shifting the logic low
age of the access transistor dominates the leakage of the level positive according to (7). The top plate of the ca-
p-n junction storage capacitors despite the fact that the pacitor is held at V,,w = 1.3 V, and the bitline swings
capacitors have a much larger area. Longer storage times from Vl,, = 1.3 V to Vhigh = 2.45 V. The cell is written
are obtained by shrinking the size of the gate (leakage when the gate of the access transistor is pulsed to 1.7 V.
current) relative to the capacitor (stored charge). A I/e The storage times of the cells do not change significantly
storage time of I s at room temperature is observed on a with the shift in operating voltages.
device with a 220 x 220,um2 storage region accessed by The total power consumption in the storage state is less
two 10 x 50-lim" MESFET's. The MESFET-accessed than 300 nW for the MESFET cells and 20 nW for the
cells are less temperature-dependent (EA = 0.305 eV) JFET cells when operated with positively shifted logic
than the JFET-accessed cells (EA = 0.627 eV), so the voltages to eliminate gate-to-substrate current. These
storage time disparity shrinks with increasing tempera- numbers, even though measured on very large cells, corn-
ture. pare very favorably to the I to 10 #tW per bit of standby

As discussed in Section Ill, minimum power dissipa- power obtainable with GaAs SRAM's 1161. This power
tion in the storage state is achieved using positively shifted advantage is due to the fact that only small leakage cur-
logic levels to eliminate gate-to-substrate punchthrough rents flow in the DRAM cell when the access transistor is
current. This is demonstrated for the MESFET-accessed off. Since the leakage currents scale with junction area
cell in Fig. 13. With the gate and substrate at ground, the and perimeter, further improvement in power dissipation
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Arsenic precipitates have been observed in GaAs low-temperature buffer layers (LTBLs)
used as "substrates" for normal molecular beam epitaxy growth. Transmission electron
microscopy has shown the arsenic precipitates to be hexagonal phase single crystals. The
precipitates are about 6±4 nm in diameter with a density on the order of 1017 precipitates
per cm 3. The semi-insulating properties of the LTBL can be explained in terms of these
arsenic precipitates acting as "buried" Schottky barriers with overlapping spherical depletion
regions. The implications of these results on LTBL resistivity stability with respect to
doping and anneal temperature will be discussed as will the possible role of arsenic
precipitates in semi-insulating liquid-encapsulated Czochralski-grown bulk GaAs.

Recently, a new type of semi-insulating GaAs epilayer, has also been observed that LTBLs doped greater than 10i8
known as a low-temperature buffer layer (LTBL) was Si atoms per cm 3 remain semi-insulating after a 600"C
found to reduce "sidegating" or "backgating", an impor- anneal.4 '

tant parasitic problem associated with GaAs field-effect Given that, to first order the above listed properties of
transistor circuit technology.' Even though there is cur- the as-grown LTBL can be explained by the presence of a
rently much interest concerning possible applications of high concentration of antisite defects, there are at least two
this material, there is a certain "mystery" about its chem- intriguing questions which come to mind concerning the
istry, atomic structure, and electronic properties. Most of annealed LTBL. First, how has the excess arsenic been
this mystery is well documented by Kaminska et al. 2 It can redistributed? Second, what makes the annealed LTBL re-
be summarized as follows. The LTBL is grown by molec- main semi-insulating, especially highly Si-doped layers?
ular beam epitaxy (MBE) at about 200 *C using "stan- In this letter we show that for our growth conditions
dard" MBE parameters. Next, this LTBL is used as a we observe the excess arsenic as hexagonal phase arsenic
"substrate" or "superstrate" upon which film structures precipitates. Second, we show that the semi-insulating
for active GaAs devices, such as metal-semiconductor properties of the annealed LTBL can be explained by a
field-effect transistors (MESFETs) or high electron mobil- simple model in which the arsenic precipitates act as bur-
ity transistors (HEMTs), are grown by MBE at "normal" ied Schottky barriers with "spherical" depletion regions.
substrate temperatures, i.e., in the vicinity of 600 *C. If the The layers become semi-insulating when either the doping
LTBL is characterized before continued growth or anneal level is low enough or the precipitate density is high
at 600 C, it has the following properties. At normal exci- enough for the depletion regions to overlap. Since Schottky
tation intensities there is no measurable photoluminescence barriers in GaAs have both large n-type (0.8 eV) and p-
(PL) signal compared with that for "normal" buffer type (0.6 eV) barriers, 6 and thus deplete both donors and
layers.' The LTBL has a > I at. % excess arsenic over the acceptors, our model can explain in simple terms why, for
stoichiometric amount and it is "highly resistive." z It has a example, highly Si-doped annealed LTBLs are semi-
"giant" electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal insulating.' '5

corresponding to 5 x 10" As antisites per cm3 and it has a The samples used in this work were grown in a Varian
0.1% larger lattice constant than for bulk GaAs. 2 How- GEN II MBE system. The details of the film growth have
ever, if the LTBL is (1) "annealed" (defined as either a been reported previously. 7 Transmission electron micros-
600 *C, 10 min anneal or used for MBE growth at 600 *C) copy (TEM) images of cross-sectional specimens have
or (2) grown above 250 "C instead of at 200 *C and with or shown the existence of a large number of small precipitates
without a subsequent anneal, its properties change in a in the LTBL. These precipitates give rise to weak spots
peculiar way. It is now found to have a very small PL near spots of GaAs in electron diffraction patterns. By
signal with a decay time 4100 ps. 3 It still has a > I at. % analysis of diffraction patterns and high-resolution electron
excess arsenic. It is now uniformly semi-insulating with a microscope images, these precipitates have been identified
lattice constant the same as that for bulk GaAs, and it has as elemental arsenic having a hexagonal structure!8 Figure
no measurable EPR signal (resolution -1018 cm- 3 ). It l is a dark field image obtained by using one of the spots of
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the arsenic precipitates. A weakly excited ( Ill) spot of (b)
GaAs was also included in the objective lens aperture and, 0 L r
hence, gives rise to thickness contours. In the image, ar-
senic precipitates appear as bright sphere-like particles FIG. 2. Band bending for n-type semiconductor with isolated Schottky

showing moire fringes inside. Diameters of the arsenic pre- barrier clusters: (a) high doping/low cluster density, (b) low doping/

cipitates range from 2 to 10 nm. Because of the nature of high cluster density.

the dark field imaging technique, only a limited number of contrast, for high cluster density and/or low doping den-
arsenic precipitates existing in the area can be seen in the sity the GaAs will be completely depleted and semi-
observed image. Considering this effect, one can estimate insulating [Fig. 2(b)]. Solving Poisson's equation, it is
that the density of arsenic precipitates in the LTBL is of found that the maximum depletion radius r, is related to
the order of 10"T-1018 cm - 3. (This estimate was made by barrier height i,b and cluster radius r, by
selecting sections of the TEM image where the sample 6b=(qND/6e) [(2r/r o) + r.-3r], ()
thickness was approximately 1000 A and counting the ob-
served precipitates.) Using the lower limit of 107 arsenic where ND is the doping density. For a cluster radius of 3
precipitates per cm3 and a cluster radius of 3 nm, we esi- nm, barrier height of 0.8 eV, and a doping level of I x 1018

mate 5 x 102() atoms of excess arsenic precipitates per cm 3  cm -, the calculated depletion radius is about 190 A so
of GaAs which agrees well with the previously reported that depletion spheres will begin to overlap for cluster den-
excess arsenic concentration of over p at. %, i.e., >4o 102 sities greater than 2 X 1016 cm-3. A perhaps clearer expla-
excssarsenic topetra of ore etil, of te ox 1 nation is obtained by calculating the amount of charge onarsenic atoms per cm . of GaAs." More details of the ob- aclse.Lpc'squtogis

servation and analysis of the TEM images will be reported
elsewhere." n,= ( 4 TfE/q) ro, (2)

Given both the greatly decreased antisite defect con- where n, is the number of electron charges. This number,
centration in annealed LTBLs and the existence of a high times the cluster density, is the maximum density of dop-
density of precipitates, it is tempting to recall the role of ants that the clusters can compensate, and for 3 nm clus-
excess arsenic or arsenic clusters in the formation of ters one obtains n - 22 and n , = 16 for n- and p-type
Schottky barriers at metal/GaAs interfaces. Arsenic clus- material, respectively. This model implies that for fixed
ters can be associated witn Schottkv barrier formation ei- cluster size, compensation limits are proportional to cluster
ther through their role in generation of metal-induced gap density, as shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the cluster
states (MIGs) '('or in their role in native defect generation density in our LTBL will render GaAs semi-insulating for
which pins the interface Fermi level at a value which cor- ND < 2.2 x 10" cm - ' and N, < 1.6 X 1018 cm - 3 . This
responds to the Schottky barrier height." Within this value is in good agreement with previous n-type doping
model, arsenic clusters will be surrounded by spherical de- results in which the annealed LTBL is still semi-insulating
pletion regions analogous to the planar regions at two- for high Si-doping levels.4 5 It should also be noted that in
dimensional metal/GaAs interfaces, with characteristic the crossover regime, where depletion spheres are starting
barrier heights OfCbb, = 0.8eV and (br = 0.6 eV, for n-and to overlap but the GaAs is not yet completely depleted,
p-type material respectively. When these depletion regions conductivity will be affected by percolation behavior and
are isolated, namely for low cluster density, A',. and/or will likely lead to hopping-like conductivity at low temper-
high doping density. ND. the GaAs will be partially com- atures.
pensated but still conducting as shown in Fig. 2(a). In We should like to note that the nature of the arsenic
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- 10 9 grown material w.th an arsenic precipitate density which
1 r. 3nm would be a factor of 0.01 for that of annealed LTBL or 1015

1018 " particles per cm3. A more conservative argument would be
I 10\ -'' that since the maximum EPR signal (5x 10" cm - ) is
10yp approximately equal to u.01 times the total excess arsenic

n-tynb
concentration (5 x 102' cm --') the total excess arsenic con-

L0T6 pL:p centration in bulk LEC GaAs would be expected to be 100
Stimes its EPR signal (1016 cm-1). This would be l0ts

to3 10 1 107 arsenic atoms per cm or 2X 1014 precipitates per cm as-

Cluster Density. N ,, cm 3 ) suming 6 nm diameter precipitates. Thus from Fig. 3 we
see that for this mechanism, bulk GaAs doped less than

FIG. 3. Conductivity regime for n- and p-GaAs with 3 nm radius clusters, mid 1015 cm -' would be semi-insulating. This agrees qual-
Upper left corresponds to Fig. 2(a) lower right to Fig. 2(b). The cluster itatively with the known carrier versus doping properties of
density for the LTBL is indicated. LEC GaAs. (It can be shown that the compensation effi-

precipitation will very likely depend on both the thermo- ciency, namely the ratio of maximum compensation to ex-
chemical history of the LTBL and the kinetics associated cess arsenic, is proportional to I / , so that conditions
with the transition from a supersaturated arsenic state to leading to small clusters will result in even greater com-withthetrasiton fom suersturted rseic tat to pensation limi,- at the -ame density of excess arsenic. ) The
an equilibrium state when the LTBL is annealed. For ex- priation ii the ame den it f ex renthe
ample, Ref. 2 has no mention of arsenic precipitation. implications of this argument along with the experimental
However, using samples similar to Ref. 2 arsenic precipi- results of this study might lead t the following conjecture.
tation has been reported recently.12-14 Clearly, the excess Even though the arsenic antisite defect and the EL2 defect

arsenic concentration in the LTBL is determined by the have been well studied and correlated, it is possible that

MBE conditions, especially the As/Ga flux ratio and the they do not directly contribute to the semi-insulating char-

substrate temperature during the low-temperature growth acter of the undoped GaAs found in technology applica-

phase. The formation and properties of the arsenic p - tions. Rather, might it be possible that their signal is in-

itates must depend on the details of the anneal, especially dicative of the presence of arsenic precipitates which in
especally turn dominate the semi-insulating properties of undopedanneal time, temperature, and strain environment. In this arnicrihna s thi noting bertfp of

regard it is quite likely, for example, that a rapid thermal arsenic-rich GaAs? This notion might be a fruitful topic of

anneal (RTA) to high temperatures (750-900 C) would further research.
The authors wish to acknowledge the discussions and
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We have grown film structures by molecular beam epitaxy which include GaAs buffer layers
grown at low substrate temperatures (250 *C). The film structures have been examined
using transmission electron microscopy. The layers grown at normal temperatures (600 *C)
were free of defects or clusters. In contrast, the layer which was grown at low substrate
temperatures contained precipitates which have been identified as hexagonal arsenic. The
density of the arsenic precipitates is found to be very sensitive to the substrate temperature
during growth.

The growth of GaAs by molecular beam epitaxy 300 -C, and then loaded into the growth chamber. In the
(MBE) at low substrate temperatures has recently growth chamber, the sample was heated to 615'C for 2
attracted much attention. - These low-temperature buffer min (the surface oxides desorbed at 580 *C) and then low-
layers (LTBLs) are highly resistive and have been shown ered to the initial growth temperature of 600 *C.
to virtually eliminate side gating in GaAs integrated The growth rates for all layers were 1 Am/h with a
circuits. '- LTBLs have been found to contain an excess of group V to group III beam equivalent pressure of 16. (The
arsenic.5 We have used transmission electron microscopy arsenic source was the tetramer As4.) Initially, 0.8 Am of
(TEM) to examine film structures grown by MBE which undoped GaAs was grown. Then the substrate temperature
include an LTBL. The layers grown at normal substrate was lowered from 600 to 250 *C during the growth of the
temperatures (600 °C) were found to be free of defects. In next 0.25 Am of GaAs. The evolution of the reflection
contrast the layer grown at low substrate temperatures high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) pattern during
(250 *C) was found to contain precipitates which have this lowering of the substrate temperature has been re-
been identified as hexagonal arsenic. The formation of the ported previously. 3 After reaching a substrate temperature
arsenic precipitates is very sensitive to the growth condi- of 250 *C, I Am of undoped GaAs was grown. The sub-
tions and post-growth "thermo-history" of the sample. strate temperature was then ramped back to 600 C during
This point is clearly evident from previous lack of obser- the growth of the next 0.15 jm of GaAs. After attaining
vation of arsenic precipitates in as-grown LTBLs and LT- the normal growth temperature of 600 °C, an additional
BLs which were annealed at 600"C.5 However, several 0.85 jm of undoped GaAs was grown. This was followed
groups have recently reported the observation of arsenic 0.8 t h of a tdoped etroncTi w hich

precpittesin TB~sfolowig gowt of laer t nr- y the growth of a modulation-doped heterojunction which
precipitates in LTBLs following growth of a layer at nor- consisted of a 200 A Al0 .3Ga0 7As spacer layer, an n-type
mal substrate temperatures on top of the LTBL or after an 600 A Al0 3Ga0 .7As region, and a 50 A n + GaAs cap The

anneal following the growth of the LTBL.6 ' In this letter
we present the details of the MBE of our LTBLs and TEM gallium furnace temperature was lowered during the
a n of our films. growth of the last 2000 k of the GaAs before initiating

The film used in this work was grown in a Varian GEN growt of the AlowGat As spacer layer so that the
11 MBE system on a 2-in.-diam liquid-encapsulated Czo- A10 3Ga0.7As growth rate would be s tm/h. the
chraiski GaAs substrate. Some of the details of the film AlGa0 7As regions were grown at a substrate tempera-
growth have been reported previously.3 However. the ture of615"C.
thermo-history of the sample plays a key role in the for- There was no interruption of the growth process ex-
mation of the arsenic, pre,:ipitates. Therefore, a more de- cept in the early stages of the GaAs layer grown at a sub-
tailed description of the film growth will be presented so strate temperature of 600 "C following the growth of the
that the TEM results at various levels of the film structure LTBL. The purpose of the growth interruptions (which
can be correlated with the growth conditions. were of - 15 s in duration) was to see if RHEED oscilla-

The substrate was degreased, etched in a 60 .C solution tions could be observed shortly after completion of the
of 5:1:1 of H2S0 4:H20 2:H20 for I min and placed in a growth of the LTBL. RHEED oscillations were clearly
nonbonded substrate mount. The substrate was outgassed visible indicating a layer-by-layer growth with up to 40
for 2 h at 200 C in the entry chamber of the MBE, moved periods being observed after growing as little as 300 k of
to the buffer chamber where it was outgassed for I h at GaAs at normal substrate temperatures.
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Hal bridges were fabricated and complete electrical
characterization of the two-dimensional electron gas (2- /
deg) has been reported previously. 3 In brief, the 2-deg ex-

hibited a carrier density of 5.5 x 1011 cm -2 and mobility of
7800 cm2/V s at a temperature of 300 K and a carrier
deamity of 4x l0l Cm- 2 and mobility of 2.OX 106 cm2/V s
at a temperature of 4.2 K. Only recently have there been
reports of higher mobilities in a 2-deg,9- 11 clearly indicat-
ing high quality MBE material can be grown on top of
these LTBLs.

For the TEM observation, (0 11) cross-sectional sam-
pies were prepared by Ar ion thinning. A JEM 2000 EX
electron microscope with an ultrahigh resolution objective
lens pole piece was used. The spherical aberration coeffi-
cient of the pole piece is 0.7 mm which yields a point
resolution of 2.0 A. Bright field images of cross-sectional
samples showed a large number of small particles in the
area corresponding to the LTBL. Figure 1 (a) is a bright
field image taken from an area including the LTBL bound-
aries of which are indicated by arrows. In the image, the -

small particles appear as dark circular spots with a nearly
uniform distribution. Diameters of observed particles
range from 20 to 100 A, and their density is of the order of
10" to 1018 cm. - ' Despite the existence of a large number
of particles, no defects such as dislocation lines or disloca-
tion loops were found in the sample, including the LTBL. b

In selected area diffraction patterns taken from the
LTBL, weak spots appear near the spots of GaAs as seen in
Fig. I(b). The small particles in the LTBL appear with
bright contrast in a dark field image taken by using one of
these weak spots. This observation suggests that the small
particles have a different crystal structure from that of
GaAs and have a certain orientation relationship with the
surrounding GaAs crystal. By analyzing diffraction pat-
terns and high-resolution electron microscope (HREM)
images, these particles have been identified as elemental
arsenic having a hexagonal structure with lattice parame-
ters of a =3.760 A and c =10.548 A.12 Weak spots indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 1 (b) correspond to the (102) and FIG I (a Li right fi eId Image of i c1r u 0,1:,:11taI sample which includes
(003) planes of the hexagonal structure. In HREM im- a LTBL. (b) Electron diffraction pattern taken from the LTBL. Weak

ages, clear lattice fringes are observed in the arsenic pre- spots of arusenic are indicated b%. arrou,

cipitates which exist in the thinnei" parts of the sample.
Figure 2 is a HREM image showing one arsenic precipi- In earlier TEM studies, the existence of elemental ar-
tate. The beam direction is in the [011) direction of the senic precipitates were found in annealed arsenic-rich bulk
GaAs crystal, and the amount of defocusing is about 450 GaAs crystals.''' Diffraction patterns and HREM images
A. Lattice fringes corresponding to (102) and (003) of those arsenic particles are ',cr% similar to the ones ob-
planes of the hexagonal structure are seen in the precipi- served in the present study There is. however, one impor-
tates near the edge of the sample. As expected from dif- tant difference. In the annealed bulk GaAs crystals, arsenic
fraction patterns, these lattice fringes are nearly parallel to precipitates are always obser\ed along dislocation lines or
(111) type lattice planes of GaAs. A part of the area in this inside dislocation loops, which i, c\plained as a result of
precipitate shows an amorphous-like image which is be- preferential nucleation of arsenic precipitates on these de-
lieved to be caused by destruction of the arsenic crystal fects. In our LTI3Ls. no such delect, are found around the
during the ion thinning. In the precipitates existing in the arsenic precipitate. The arsenmi prccipitates in the LTBLs
thicker part of the observed area, no lattice fringes of the are surrounded by a perfect (iGA, crystal and uniformly
arsenic crystal are seen due to overlapping of the arsenic distributed
and GaAs crystals, which gives rise to Moiri fringes. These One interesting feature reparding the distribution of
HREM images suggest that the shapes of the arsenic pre- the arsenic precipitates is found i)n the GaAs layer where
cipitates are spherical or ellipsoidal without having any the substrate temperature Nsa, uraduall.

r reduced from 600
well-defined boundary planes. to 250 'C o,er a thickness of" (25 urm prior to the growth
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The TEM images reported in this letter were of LTBLs
which were grown using As 4. We have recently grown
LTBLs using As2. We have not investigated the LTBLs
which were grown with As, by TEM, but indications from
the optoelectronic response of the material indicate the
presence of As precipitates.15

In summary, we have observed the formation of ar-
senic precipitates in GaAs regions which were grown by
MBE at low substrate temperatures. For growth at a sub-
strate temperature of 250 °C and an As4 to Ga beam equiv-
alent pressure of 16, the precipitates were found to range in
size from 20 to 100 A with a density of 1017- 1018 cm.- In
earlier TEM studies of LTBLs, arsenic precipitates were

•5_ not observed. 5 In order for the arsenic precipitates to con-
dense, growth of a layer at normal substrate temperatures

FIG. 2. High-resolution electron microscope image showing one arsenic on top of the LTBL or an anneal sometime following the

precipitate in the LTBL. growth of the LTBL is required as has been observed re-
cently by several groups. 6- 8
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Electrical characterization of GaAs PiN junction diodes grown in trenches
by atomic layer epitaxy
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We report the electrical characterization of GaAs PiN junction diodes grown over the
sidewalls of patterned trenches by atomic layer epitaxy. The diodes exhibit excellent
rectifying behavior demonstrating that high quality GaAs was grown on the entire trench
structure including sidewalls and corners. The sidewall material is characterized
electrically through reverse bias diode leakage from thermal generation in the depletion
region. 2-Am-deep trenches contribute a leakage current of less than 60 pA/cm2 of sidewall
area under I V reverse bias at 144 *C, which is satisfactory for most device applications.

The ability to epitaxially grow high quality III-V layers H3P0 4:1 H202:3 H20 for 45 s. The photoresist is stripped
on sidewalls of patterned mesas and trenches would facil- with another solvent clean, and a final clean in concen-
itate the fabrication of mar., new device structures. 1-3 trated HC1 for I min preserves the trench pattern.
Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) is to date the most promising The growth system, conditions, and active layer struc-
technique for sidewall growth. Metalorganic chemical va- ture are described in Ref. 12. A 200 nm buffer layer of
por deposition and molecular beam epitaxy produce non- 2X 1018 cm -3 N' GaAs is grown, followed by a I X 1018
uniform growth (or no growth) on sidewall surfaces, re- cm- 3 Se-doped layer, 200 nm thick, which forms the N
suiting in inadequate material in areas underneath side of the junction. Next, a 30 nm unintentionally doped
overhangs and traversing sharp etched corners. 4- 7 In con- layer is grown under conditions optimized to achieve a

trast, ALE proceeds in a self-limiting fashion that enables background doping level of less than 105 cm -3. A 200 nm
growth to take place on all crystal surfaces with greater layer of I X 1017 cm -3 Zn-doped GaAs is grown as the P

uniformity. 8 ALE's sidewall growth capability was first side of the junction, and the growth is finished by the ad-
demonstrated with GaAs/InGaAs multilayer structures. 9  dition of a 100 nm degenerately doped P ' cap layer. Fol-

More recently, intentionally heavily doped ALE sidewall lowing growth, gold is evaporated and patterned by lift-off

layers were used to reduce the parasitic resistances of a to form a nonalloyed Ohmic contact to the P cap layer.
delta-doped field-effct transistor. 10.11 Previous work, how- Fabrication is completed by a 0.8 /m patterned mesa etch

ever, has failed to address the electrical quality of the side- in 3 H3PO4:1 H202 :25 H20. A schematic cross section of a

wall material. One reflection of material quality is leakage mesa-isolated diode with a single trench is shown in Fig. 1.

due to thermal generation in the depletion region of a Leakage currents due to the trenches were character-
reverse-biased diode. Planar ALE diodes have achieved ized using three 100×X 100 Am diode structures. One diode

record-low leakages,' 2 and most of this leakage current was has a planar top surface, one contains a single 30x 30X 2

attributable to surface generation at the etched perimeter A m trench (cf. Fig. 1). and one contains nine lOX lOx 2
of the device. In this letter, we report on the fabrication /pm trenches. The total horizontal surface area is the sameand characterization of GaAs PiN diodes grown over the (104 / m2 ) on each of the three diode mesas. Moreover, thesidewhrasotetrnchfGas ddes bn . t horizontal area at the bottom of trenches is exactly 900sidewalls of etched trenches by ALE.

The diodes were fabricated on N + silicon-doped GaAs
(100) substrates. The substrate preparation prior to Au Ohmic Metal

growth is vital to the quality of epitaxially grown layers. / P+ 300 nm
On planar substrates, an etch of several microns is typically i 30m
employed to provide a pristine surface for initiation of N. 400 mm
growth with minimal defects. The addition of trenches
prior to growth complicates substrate preparation in that
the final clean-up must preserve the previously etched
trench pattern. The first wafer clean consists of standard
solvent rinses and an etch for I min in 15 H2SO 4:l H202:1 777
H20. Rectangular trench patterns oriented - 15' off the FIG. I. Schematic cro-A section of a single-trench mesa-isolated PiN di-
(1101 cleaved edges are patterned by standard photoli- ode. The two doping regions in the N a and P' layer% are onitled ror
thography. Trenches 2 jm in depth are wet-etched using I clarity.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of reverse current on trench perimeter at 144 'C and
I V reverse bias. All samples have the same top surface area (100"( 100

Mm).

FIG. 2. SEM photo of the nine-trench diode after ALE growth but before perimeter for several devices of each type. A general linear
metallization. The ALE-grown material covers all visible surfaces, and dependence is apparent, indicating that sidewall leakage
the surface morphology is smooth. The horizontal scale bar at the top of scales directly with trench perimeter and not with the
the photograph represents 10 im. number of trench comers. It is not possible from these data

to determine whether sidewall leakage actually scales with
pm 2 on both the 1-trench and the 9-trench samples. The sidewall perimeter or with sidewall area, since all trenches
only difference between the I-trench and 9-trench samples are the same depth. Further experiments are planned to
is the trench perimeter (which has a 3:1 ratio) and the determine the dependence on trench depth and on trench
number of trench corners (which has a 9:1 ratio). An orientation. However, if the sidewall leakage component is
independent tevt structure was used to verify that mkterial normalized to sidewall area for these samples, we obtain a
in the bottom of the trenches is electrically connected to value of about 60 pA/cm2 at 144 °C and 1 V reverse bias,
the top planar surfaces via the ALE-grown sidewalls. Fig- which is quite satisfactory for most device applications.
ure 2 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pho- The reverse-bias sidewall current varies approximately
tograph of the nine-trench structure after ALE growth as the square root of applied voltage, which suggests that
(but before metallization). thermal generation in the depletion region is the primary

At room temperature the reverse diode leakage cur- source of sidewall leakage. The temperature dependence of
rents were below the noise limit of conventional current leakage current at I V reverse bias for the three IOOX 100
measurement equipment, so current-voltage (I-V) charac- pm diodes is given in Fig. 5. The activation energy of
terization was conducted at 144 *C. The I- V curves of the leakage current on the I-trench and 9-trench diodes are
three 1Ox 100 um diodes are given in Fig. 3 along with nearly the same, at 0.844 eV, while the activation energy of
the I-Vcurve of a lOOX 100 tm low leakage diode 12 which the planar sample is 0.713 eV.
was fabricated on a planar substrate with no trenches. The In conclusion, we have fabricated and characterized
nearly identical characteristics of the two planar diodes the first PiN junction diodes from GaAs grown in trenches
shows that planar material on the trenched substrate is by ALE. The quality of sidewall material has been mea-
comparable to the excellent material reported in Ref. 12. sured electrically for the first time through reverse bias
Planar devices fabricated entirely on the flat bottom sur- leakage due to thermal generation in the depletion region.
faces of large trenches show the same leakage characteris- The leakage current due to the trench sidewalls is signifi-
tics as planar devices on the top surface. cant compared to the current due to the planar surfaces.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of leakage on trench

TOmpOwature (C)

144 112 84 W0

Area:100x10m .•101

104 T =144 *C 
0rec

1 - gTrgnch .102 1-Trlnch
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10~ Planar (Ref, 12) 10 laa
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FIG 3 Hign-temperature ALE PiN 100> 100 pm diode I-" character- FIG. S. Temperature dependence of leakage current at I V reverse bias
istics The solid line is the PiN diode reported in Ref 12. for 100> 100 4m test diodes.
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FIG. 3. Inverse storage time as a function of P/A ratio for three different
temperatures. The y intercepts are proportional to the bulk generation
rate G5 and the slopes are proportional to the perimeter generation rate

FIG. I. PiNiP AIO.4Ga 6As charge storage capacitor. Gp

An aluminum mole fraction of 0.4 was chosen for the mal generation, and the trend of higher activation energies
experiment. The epilayers shown in Fig. 1 were grown on for smaller devices implies that Gp has a higher activation
a (100) P+ -GaAs substrate in a Varian Gen II molecular energy than GB.
beam epitaxy system using silicon and beryllium for n and To resolve the two mechanisms, the bulk and perime-

p-type dopants. 100 nm of Ti and 200 nm of Au were then ter generation rates at each temperature were calculated by

deposited in an electron beam evaporation system and pat- applying (6) to plots of 1/T, vs P/A (Fig. 3). The temper-

terned by liftoff to form a nonalloyed ohmic contact to the ature dependence of the two mechanisms is presented in

P +-GaAs cap layer. The metal contact layer acted as a Fig. 4. The bulk generation rate GB exhibits an activation

mask during a 5 min etch in 3 H 3PO4:l H 20 2:100 H 20 energy (1.16 eV) that is close to half the extrapolated

which isolated the devices, zero-temperature A]0 .4Gao.6As band gap. This temperature

Figure 2 shows the storage time performance of four dependence is consistent with the theory that near-midgap

sizes of Alo.4Ga0.6As P NiP devices over the temperature centers dominate thermal generation in the bulk. In con-

range 70-145 *C. The activation energies change with de- trast, the measured temperature dependence of Gp does not

vice size, and they do not correspond to half the extrapo- conform with the supposition that near-midgap surface

lated zero-temperature band gap of Alo.4GaO.6As (extrap- states dominate perimeter edge generation. Instead, the ex-

olated EG/2 = 1.11 eV as calculated from parameters in perimental behavior of Gp can be modeled within the

Ref. 8). Above half-band-gap activation suggests that non- framework of (4) by dominant surface generation centers

midgap centers play a significant role in Alo.4Ga0.6As ther- that are approximately 0.5 eV off the middle of the band
gap. Whether these centers lie above or below E cannot be
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FIG. 4. AloGaO6As bulk and perimeter generation rates as a function of
FIG. 2. l/e storage time vs temperature data for PINiP capacitors ranging temperature. Bulk generation rates were calculated from y-intercepts of
in ize from 25x25,um to lSOx 150 gm. A I V. 2 s bias pulse was used plots or l/r, v% P/A (Fig. 3), while perimeter generation rate% were
to initially charge the capacitor, calculated from the slopes.
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Using GaAs epilayers with arsenic precipitates (GaAs:As) as the photoconductive material
in a broad-band optoelectronic terahertz beam system, we have generated and detected
freely propagating, subpicosecond electromagnetic pulses. The receiver signal gave a
measured integrated pulse width of 0.71 ps. Fast photoconductive rise times have been
achieved which are characteristic of good mobility GaAs. In addition, the material exhibits a
short "effective" carrier lifetime of several ps due to the embedded, closely spaced (about
20 nm) arsenic precipitates.

The use of subpicosecond pulsed laser technology to indicate that the photoconductive response of the GaAs:As
drive photoconductive switches 1 has led to a widespread material consists of an ultrafast, subpicosecond turn-on
interest in the development of ultrafast optoelectronic ma- time similar to that for "normal" GaAs, but followed by a
terials and devices which can generate and detect subpico- turn-off time of several picoseconds. Consequently, for the
second electrical pulses. 2- 0 Generally, achieving ultrafast transmitter the emitted THz pulse is produced by the lead-
optoelectronic performance depends on both the properties ing transient. Similarly, this photoconductive response
of the photoconductive material and the configuration of "gates" the receiver so that it operates in an integrating
the sampling device. Nonetheless, it is well understood that mode, where the high-frequency limit is determined by the
the ideal photoconductive material would have high dark sharpness of the photoconductive rise time.
resistivity, high carrier mobility, and short carrier life- Since the process windows which produce GaAs:As
times. Such material would exhibit a fast rise time, high are not yet well established, the details of the relevant ep-
output signal, and a fast turn-off time. The best previously igrowth procedure will be described. The epilayers used in
studied subpicosecond material, namely, implanted silicon- this study were grown in a Varian GEN II molecular beam
on-sapphire (SOS), achieved short carrier lifetimes via epitaxy (MBE) system on a 2-in. diam, liquid-
high defect densities-this results in excellent receiver encapsulated-Czochralski (100) GaAs substrate. The sub-
noise characteristics, but compromises somewhat the car- strate was degreased, etched in a 60 °C solution of 5:1:1 of
rier mobility and pulse rise time, and thereby the ultimate H2S04:H2O2 :H2 0 for I min and placed in a nonbonded
high-frequency performance. substrate mount. The substrate was outgassed for 2 h at

An alternative photoconductive material is GaAs 200 °C in the entry chamber of the MBE, moved to the
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at 200-250 "C buffer chamber where it was outgassed for 1 h at 300 C,
(LT GaAs). As grown, this material contains roughly 1% and then loaded into the growth chamber. In the growth
excess As, producing an extreme concentration of bulk de- chamber, the sample was heated to 615 °C for 2 min (the
fects." When used as th! photoconductive material in a surface oxides desorbed at 580 oC) and then lowered to the
transmission line, electrical pulse "launcher," 9 it produced initial growth temperature of 600 'C.
an electrical pulse width of 1.6 ps and a large improvement The growth rate for all layers was I sum/h, with a
in signal amplitude over SOS-based structures. From that group V to group III ratio (beam equivalent pressure) of
study, its authors surmised an electron mobility of 200 22. The arsenic source used was the dimer As 2. First, 0.75
CM2/V s. Since then, electrical pulses as short as 0.6 ps Am of undoped GaAs buffer was grown. Then the sub-
have been generated on coplanar transmission lines with strate temperature was ramped from 600 "C to 250 °C, dur-
this material.10  ing the growth of the next 0.25 Am of GaAs. After reach-

Recently, it has been shown that under certain anneal- ing a substrate temperature of 250 "C, 1 pm of undoped
ing conditions, the excess arsenic in LT GaAs will coalesce GaAs was grown. The substrate temperature was then
into arsenic precipitates (GaAs:As) about 6 nm in diam- ramped back to 600 "C during the growth of the next 500 ,
eter with an average spacing of about 20 nm.12 In this letter of GaAs, and the structure was capped with an additional
we demonstrate the relatively large signal generation and 100 k of undoped GaAs. The structure growth was fol-
detection of subpicosecond freely propagating electromag- lowed by an in situ anneal in the As2 flux for I h at 600 *C.
netic pulses using these GaAs:As epilayers as the photo- The substrate was rotated at 5 rpm during the growth of all
conductive emitters and detectors in a complete, broad- layers and during the one hour 600 "C anneal. Transmis-
band optoelectronic terahertz beam system 5' 6 Our results sion electron microscopy revealed arsenic precipitates (6
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.the amplitude spectra for 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, il-
lustrating a slight advantage in bandwidth for the GaAs:As
signal after differentiation. Lastly, by comparing noise lev-
els in the GaAs:As and SOS receivers, it is estimated that

the photoexcitation decay in the GaAs:As is on the order
of 2 ps, which is consistent with mediation by sparse As
clusters rather than a high density of bulk defects (as in
SOS or LT GaAs). Because of the indirect nature of this
pulse shape inference it would be dubious to attempt a

. . .. .rigorous direct comparison with earlier LT GaAs work. 9

Nevertheless, the above results and corroborating DLTS
(b) meaSUrements14 Suggest a quality now approaching that of10 intrinsic GaAs.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an optoelectronic
THz beam transceiver system, which uses GaAs:As as the
photoconductive material in the laser driven Auston
switches. The system generates relatively powerful subpi-

Is a , cosecond pulses of THz radiation. Our measured inte-
I110- TIMMAY (psi) grated pulse widths of 0.71 ps indicate that the GaAs:As

photoconductive material has the desired combination of
an ultrafast, subpicosecond turn-on time, due to the excel-
lent mobility in the high-quality, epitaxial material, to-(c) gether with a reasonably short carrier lifetime of several

picoseconds due to the high density of As clusters acting as
recombination centers.
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Probe beam intensities more than an order of magnitude larger than pump beam intensities
do not erase photorefractive gratings during nondegenerate four-wave mixing in
photorefractive GaAs/AIGaAs quantum wells. The pump and probe laser wavelengths are
absorbed in spatially separated regions of the multilayer structure. The photoconductivity
of a probe beam around 840 nm is confined to the GaAs quantum wells and cannot easily erase
the trapped space-charge gratings in the AIGaAs barriers written by an above-band-gap
HeNe laser at 633 nm. This allows a weak visible control beam to modulate a strong infrared
signal beam.

A requirement of any efficient control system is the iments, the wavelength ranges of interest are 825-845 nm,
ability to control strong signals with weak signals. In bulk at the excitonic absorption, and 633 nm at the wavelength
photorefractive devices this ideal has been elusive because of the HeNe laser. The HeNe photon energy is large
probe beams erase photorefractive gratings, forcing the enough to excite electron-hole pairs in the quantum wells
pump lasers to have intensities equal to or larger than as well as the AlGaAs barriers and buffer layer. This laser
probe beams. Recent work has begun to combine the res- therefore experiences absorption throughout the device
onant quadratic electro-optic effects associated with exci- thickness. In contrast, the 840 nm light is absorbed only in
tonic absorption,"'2 with semi-insulating materials to pro- the GaAs quantum wells. The sample absorption coeffi-
duce high-sensitivity photorefractive devices. 3 5 In this cient at t = 840 nm is a = 1.4 x 104 cm - 1 (considering an
letter, we use nondegenerate four-wave mixing in semi- interaction length of 1.05 /im) and at ), = 633 nm is
insulating multiple quantum wells (SIMQWs) of GaAs/ a = 2.8 X 104 cm - 1 (considering an interaction length of 2
AlGaAs to spatially isolate the photoconductivity of the Mim). The dark conductivity of the sample is ad = 10 - 6 S
probe beam from the space-charge gratings generated by a after proton implantation. The absorption as a function of
visible HeNe laser. By isolating the probe photoconductiv- wavelength exhibits sharp excitonic absorption at room

* ity to the GaAs quantum wells, the gratings in the AlGaAs temperature. The heavy hole exciton width is 5 meV, and
barriers are not easily erased. Probe intensities therefore the light hole exciton width is 6 meV. Electroabsorption
can be more than an order of magnitude larger than the measurements at 837 nm yield a change in transmission of
pump intensity without erasing the grating. measurn at 8 ield a c itn so.

The photorefractive sample is a SIMQW structure.' A 8.8 fo an a e of 7 ke/m
superlattice with 60 periods of alternating 75 A GaAs wells in The nondegenerate optical mixing geometry is shownbetwen 00A Alo. 3Gao.As barriers is grown on top of inFig. 1. The HeNe laser writes the holographic gratings
between 100 AIGa. aers A ga p of with two beams that intersect inside the sample between
8000 A of AIGaAs stop-etch layers. A cap of ALO. 3Ga0 7As thtw elcrdsTehafnge0btenteto500 A thick was grown on top of the multiple quantum the two electrodes. The half-angle 0

wL between the two
500 thck ws gown n tp o themuliplequatum write beams is 8", yielding a grating spacing of 2.2 /um in

wells. The active photorefractive interaction length is 1.05 te be am is gin o 2mi
pm, the thickness of the multiple quantum well superlat- the quantum well sample. The sample is oriented so that
tice. After growth, the sample was proton implanted from the write beams enter from the quantum well side. The
the surface using 160 keV protons at a dose of 1012 cm 2. internal gratings are probed by a Spectra-Physics Ti:Sap-

The proton implant introduces defects that pin the Fermi phire laser pumped by a 5 W argon ion laser with tunable

level mid gap, producing semi-insulating material. 6 The wavelengths between 825 and 845 nm, spanning the exci-

sample was mounted on a glass slide with epoxy and the ton absorption. The diffracted signal is detected by a Si

substrate was removed by a selective etch that stops at the photodiode through a 750 nm longpass filter. Lock-in de-

Alo.5Gao 5As stop-etch layer. The sample was proton im- tection is performed by modulating the applied electric

planted again with the same dose and implant energy from field on the sample and locking in at the modulation fre.

the stop-etch side to ensure that the entire structure was quency. The photocurrent was monitored to ensure that
semi-insulating. Gold contact strips were evaporated on there was no Joule heating of the sample.
the stop-etch layer with a separation of 1 mm. A voltage The thin grating in the I pm interaction length of the
applied to these contacts generates an electric field inside SIMQW allows Raman-Nath diffraction. 7 This simplifies
the thin sample that is parallel to the quantum well planes. the experiment, because Bragg conditions are satisfied for

The electric field modifies the optical properties of the all incident probe-beam angles. The probe is directed per-
excitons through the Franz-Keldysh effect. For the exper- pendicular to the sample between the electrodes. The dif-
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FIG. 2. Diffraction efficiency as a function of wavelength for an applied
FIG. 1. Nondegenerate four-wave mixing geometry for measuring the field of 4 kV/cm at 290 Hz. The Ti intensity was 4 mW/cm2 , and the
infrared gratings generated by the HeNe laser. The ac field modulates the HeNe intensity was 20 mW/cm ", The predicted fit is obtained from elec-
diffraction into the Si detector. troabsorption data and Eq. (2), adjusting only the peak diffraction effi-

ciency to fit the data.

fracted signal in the mth diffraction order is detected at an
angle 0

OD given by quantum wells. The HeNe pump is absorbed everywhere,
but the Ti probe is absorbed only in the quantum wells.

sin (0oD) = 2m sin (0), (1) This isolates the photoconductivity of the probe away from
2 N4, the space-charge gratings in the barriers, allowing a weak

where A,, is the probe wavelength and m is the diffraction control beam to control a strong signal beam, analogous to
order. For a probe wavelength of 837 nm, the detection a weak base current controlling a strong collector-emitter
angle for the first-order diffraction is 0,D = 22' . The diffrac- current in a transistor. The diffracted signal intensity is
tion efficiency into the mth order is given by expressed as a fraction 71 of the incident probe intensity.

/2rAnLint / iAaLint ) The dependence of the diffracted intensity on the incident
ACosPi 2 | t + 0,, (2) probe intensity and on photoconductivity is given approx-

imately by

where J, is a Bessel function of the first kind, An and Aa 2
are the first Fourier components of the excitonic electrore- Ti= Ti ?]sat "1 + CrTi/alHe) 2 (3)
fraction and electroabsorption, 0, is the internal angle for
the probe beam (in our case 0, = 0), and Lin, is the where 77.t is the saturation diffraction efficiency at low
SIMQW thickness. In this letter, we consider diffraction probe intensities, and aTi and UHe are the photoconductiv-
into the first order. Diffraction from higher orders, or from ities for the probe and pump lasers. The second power de-
second Fourier components, will be discussed elsewhere. rives from the quadratic electro-optic effect.' When the

The diffraction efficiency from the first order as a func- photoconductivity of the Ti:Sapphire probe laser exceeds
tion of wavelength is shown in Fig. 2 for an applied ac field the photoconductivity of the HeNe pump laser every-
of 4 kV/cm at 290 Hz. The points are the experimental where, then the gratings are erased and the diffracted sig-
data. The HeNe intensity was 20 mW/cm2 , with the probe nal decreases. The diffracted signal as a function of the
intensity at 4 mW/cm2. The solid curve is the predicted Ti:sapphire laser intensity is shown in Fig. 3 for a HeNe
diffraction efficiency based on electroabsorption data and intensity of 2 mW/cm2. The data at 837 nm are from the
Kramers-Kronig analysis.8 The height of the predicted peak in the diffraction efficiency, and the data at 840 nm
curve is fit to the diffraction data, but has no other adjust- are from the zero-crossing of the electroabsorption on the
able parameters. The diffraction efficiency reaches a peak low-energy side of the heay-hole exciton. The diffracted
near 837 nm. The positions of the heavy and light hole signal goes through a maximum as the probe intensity is
excitons are included in the figure. A diffraction efficiency increased. The fivefold increase in the peak probe intensity
of 8 X 10- 5 is observed near the peak for this electric field on detuning from the exciton resonance reflects the expo-
magnitude. This diffraction efficiency is comparable to the nential decrease of the absorption coefficient for photon
diffraction efficiencies obtained in bulk GaAs for nonreso- energies below the band edge. t0

nant excitation,9 in spite of the fact that the interaction A control parameter P' (analogous to current gain in a
length is four orders of magnitude smaller! transistor) can be defined as the ratio of the incident probe

A requirement for any control device is the ability for beam intensity to the pump beam intensity for which the
a weak control input to control or modulate a strong sig- diffracted signal is a maximum. Ideally, #i' should be as
nal. Large values for the signal-to-control ratio I/I are large as possible. An expression for f' is derived from Eq.
possible using nondegenerate mixing in the photorefractive (3) by relating photoconductivity to absorption, giving

a ,to..- ,,. e n , 4$ * 8- *ifl,. r =-- -- •n @W4t •irh Q~



o4  .. fected by the probe beam. More work is necessary to study
the limits of space-charge isolation from the probe photo-

conductivity. In particular, relaxation of the space-charge
through thermionic emission of carriers from the quantumwells will be strongly temperature dependent, which

should distinguish that relaxation mechanism from tunnel-
10" ing of the carriers into the barrier. Further applications )f

above-band-gap lasers also need to be explored, because in
the thin multilayer structures one is no longer restricted to

Pump 87 7 use lasers with below-band-gap wavelengths. This opens a
inte 840 nm

wide new range of flexibility in the engineering of multi-
S ,.layer photoretractive materials.

1 0" 0 1o "0 "" 101 0o 10' 4In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of above-
ProbeIntensity (mW/m)  band-gap laser wavelengths to write holographic gratings

in a semiconductor quantum well structure. The strong

absorption at the HeNe wavelength in GaAs normally
FIG. 3. Diffracted signal as a function of probe intensity for a pump makes it impossible to use this common laser for bulk pho-
intensity of t-eNe = 2 mW/cm2, and an ac applied field of 5 kV/cm. torefractive experiments. The thin interaction length of the
Charge trapped in the AlGaAs barriers cannot be erased directly by the
probe intensity, leading to gratings that persist for probe intensities nearly SIMQW, on the other hand, allows transmission of the

10 times larger than the pump intensity. The data at A = 837 nm and writing beams, producing intensity gratings throughout the
A = 840 nm demonstrate the increasing persistence of the gratings as the interaction length. The infrared probe beam is unable to
wavelength is detuned from the exciton. erase the space-charge gratings generated in the AIGaAs

barrier layers, leading to a significant persistence of the
SAHe ale infrared grating for probe intensities much larger than the

ft,_HeNe)m Ti A-i (4) HeNe pump intensity, allowing a weak control beam to
control a strong signal beam.

Based on Eq. (4), the control parameter is f =0.5 for the This work was carried out under NSF grant No. ECS-
gratings to be erased in the GaAs wells, where the absorp- 9008266. D. D. Nolte would like to acknowledge the Al-
tion is large for both laser wavelengths. However, the pa- fred P. Sloan Foundation for support. M. R. Melloch
rameters obtained from Fig. 3 are X831 = 10 and would like to acknowledge support from the Office of Na-
jfso = 50, more than an order of magnitude larger. This is val Research under grant No. N00014-89-J- 1864.
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GaAs buffer layers grown at low substrate temperatures using As 2
and the formation of arsenic precipitates
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We have grown GaAs layers by molecular beam epitaxy at low substrate temperatures (250 * C) using the dimer arsenic source
As 2. Following a one hour anneal at 600 * C, the GaAs layers were examined with transmission electron microscopy. The GaAs layers
contained arsenic precipitates of average diameter 100 A and density of 1017 c -3.

GaAs buffer layers grown by molecular beam receiver, we have been able to generate and detect
epitaxy (MBE) at low substrate temperatures (LT- electrical pulses with full width at half maximum
BLs) have been attracting attention because they of 0.71 ps 18]. In this paper we describe the growth
can be used to eliminate sidegating in field effect of LTBLs using the dimer arsenic source, present
transistors (FETs) [1-3]. In addition, the layers transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis
which are grown at normal substrate temperatures of these LTBLs, and compare LTBLs grown with
on top of LTBLs exhibit extremely high electrical As 2. and As4.
quality [4]. By growing at low substrate tempera- The films used in this work were grown in a
tures, excess arsenic is incorporated into these Varian GEN II MBE system on 2-inch diameter
buffer layers [5]. Raising the substrate temperature undoped semi-insulating liquid-encapsulated
back to normal growth temperatures results in the Czochralski (100) GaAs substrates. The substrates
excess arsenic forming precipitates [6]. These ar- were degreased, etched in a 60'C solution of
senic precipitates then act as buried "Schottky 5:1 : 1 of H2SO: H20 2 : H20 for I ma and placed
barriers" whose overlapping depletion regions re- in non-bonded substrate mounts. The substrates
nder the material semi-insulating [7]. What is truly were outgassed for 2 h at 200 *°C in the entry
remarkable is that the GaAs material between the chamber of the MBE, moved to the buffer cham-
Schottky barriers exhibits mobility indicative of ber where they %%,re outgassed for I h at 3000C,
"normal" GaAs (8]. This combination of buried and then loaded i')to the growth chamber. In the
Schottky barriers in high quality GaAs makes growth chamber, eaci. sample was leated to 615*C
LTBLs an excellent material for optoelectronic for 2 mm (the surface oxides desorbed at 580 '
applications [8,9]. Previously, all LTBLs have been and then lowered to the initial growth temperature
grown using the tetramer arsenic source As4 . Using of 600 * C.
an LTBL grown with the dimer arsenic source As 2  The growth rate for all layers was I pjm/h. For

as the photoconductive material in a broad-band samples grown with Asz the group V to group III

0022-0248/91/$03.50 C 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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beam equivalent pressure was 22. For samples a'?-,,
grown with As4 the group V to group III, beam
equivalent pressures were 16. Initially, 0.75 um of
undoped GaAs was grown. Then the substrate -
temperature was lowered from an actual tempera-
ture of 600*O( to a thermal couple reading of
250*C during the growth of the next 0.25 /m of
GaAs. (At the actual temperature of 6000C, the
thermocouple reads in the neighborhood of .
700 0 C.) After reaching a thermocouple reading of . .. _

250"C, I t.m of undoped GaAs was grown. The 5 l
substrate temperature was then ranped back to

600*C during the growth of the next 500 A of
GaAs. After attaining the normal growth tempera-
ture of 600°C, an additional 100 A of undoped
GaAs was grown. This was followed by an in-situ
anneal in the As2 or As 4 flux for I h at 600 0 C. W.
The substrate was rotated at 5 rpm during the
growth of all layers and during the one hour
600*C anneal.

The TEM examination of LTBLs grown with
As, and As, was performed by using a JEM 2000
EX electron microscope. For the examination,
[011] cross-sectional samples were prepared by the 500
ion thinning technique. TEM images of both LT-
BLs have shown the existence of a large number Fig. 1. Bnght field images of ,ro,,c-ctional anple, of the

of As precipitates. the appearance of which is LTBLs grown Aith ij. -. ind (h) -

similar to that observed in our earlier study [6].
Figs. la and lb are bright field images taken from
LTBLs grown with As, and As 4 . respectively. The difference in sizes of -\s precipitates. All observed
two images were taken under identical conditions; precipitates in the LTBL. grown with As, appear
cross-sectional samples were tilted from the [011] as nearlk spherical particle,. However the
axis by a few degrees to excite only one of the boundaries hetmeen the A precipitates and the
(111) type reflections. This condition gives rise to GaAs for ran\ ol the large precipitates in the
broad dark and bright bands of thickness contours LTBL groW n %ith AN. e\hihited flat sections. ug-"
in the images, which were used for the estimation gesting the formation of lo eneru. houndaries
of thicknesses of the observed areas. The small along certain crx\stallographic plnes. Fig. 2 a
spacing of thickness contours in fig. lb is caused high magnification hright field iuage hli such
by a large change of the thickness across the precipitates in the LTB1. grtn \%tth \s.. In the
observed area of the sample. In the images, As image in fig. 2. man\ oit the precipittes exhibit
precipitates appear with either dark or bright con- moire fringes.
trasts, depending on their locations with respect to Densities of the A, pr .phtaie, wcre estimated
those of the thickness contours. As seen in the two from the briuht ficld ii,-' lie thicknesses of
images, the sizes of te As precipitates are dis- the estimated areas %kcre determined h, using the
tinctly different between the two LTBLs; the aver- extinction di,.i:c, - \ mi ( ia \. for the ( I 11)
age diameter of the precipitates in fig. la is 100 A, reflection of 21) k\ el-r Iti-mated dcnsities
while that in fg. lb is 50 A. Observations of other are on tile ordcr kit II in ifr both LII ,. N,)
parts of the two LTBLs also showed this same significant difference iii the detIIts, of preciptics
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GaAs matrix in these LTBLs 181. In order to
confirm these explanations, however, one needs to
carry out further systematic study on the precipi-
tation process of As in LTBLs.

In summary. we report the growth of GaAs
LTBLs by MBE using the dinier arsenic source
As,. We have observed the formation of arsenic
precipitates in these LTBLs. TEM analysis of the
LTBLs indicates an average As precipitate diame-

5 00 ter of 100 A and a density in the range of 1017
cm- 3 for the growth conditions used (beam equiv-

Fig. 2. High magnification bright field image of As precipitates alent pressure of As2 to Ga of 22, a substrate
in the LTBL grown with As2. temperature thermocouple reading of 250 C, and

followed by a one hour anneal at a temperature of
600 0 C in the As, flux). We have also found that

was observed between the two samples, although the incorporation of As in LTBLs is much more
the estimated density for the LTBL grown with efficient when As 2 is used rather than As4 during
As 4 appears to be slightly greater than that for the molecular beam epitaxy.
other LTBL. Since arsenic precipitates play a key
role in the electrical properties of LTBLs [7],
LTBLs grown with As 2 and As 4 should exhibit The work at Purdue University was partially
similar electrical characteristics due to the similar funded by the Office of Naval Research under
densities of arsenic precipitates. Recently, similar grant No. N00014-89-J-1864. M.R. Meoch would
electrical properties for GaAs LTBLs grown using State University for preprints of LTBL work per-
dimer and tetramer arsenic sources have been forme a t o p fr
observed [10,11]. formed at ASU.

In comparing the two film growths used in this
work, the film grown with As 2 had a slightly
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GaAs epilayers which are grown by molecular-beam epitaxy under "normal" group IlI-V fluxes
but at very low substrate temperatures contain as much as 1% excess arsenic. Upon annealing
these epilayers at a temperature of 600 "C, the excess arsenic forms precipitates. We have
undertaken a systematic study of the substrate growth temperature dependence of this
incorporation of excess arsenic in both GaAs and Al0 3 Gao.,As epilayers. The substrate growth
temperature was varied in increments of 25 "C from 225 to 375 °C after every 0.25/um of film
growth for a GaAs and an Alo.3 Gao. As epilayer. Both epilayers were grown using a dimer arsenic
source and a group V to total group III beam equivalent pressure - 20. After growth the films
were annealed for 1 h in the As, flux at a temperature of 600 *C. Cross-sectional samples were
than prepared by the ion thinning technique and examined by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). Both epilayers contained arsenic precipitates; this is the first observation of arsenic
precipitates in an Al. 3 Ga%, As epilayer. The density of the arsenic precipitates in the two
epilayers had a strong dependence on substrate growth temperature. Details of the film growth
and of the TEM observations are reported.

I. INTRODUCTION As4 and the dimer arsenic source As2 *2.13 (Note Puechner
GaAs epilayers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) et al.' have observed comparable electronic properties for
at low substrate temperatures (200-300 C) have attracted GaAs LTBLs grown using dimer and tetramer arsenic
much attention since Smith et al.' used such low tempera- sources.) The density we observed for the arsenic precipi-
ture buffer layers (LTBLs) to virtually eliminate sidegating tates was on the order of 107 cm -3 with an average diameter
in GaAs metal-semiconductor field effect transistors in the range of 30-100 k, indicating most of the excess ar-
(MESFETs). Remarkably, epilayers grown at normal sub- senic precipitates out of the LTBL. Therefore the arsenic
strate temperatures (600 °C) on top of these LTBLs exhibit precipitates must play a dominant role in the properties of
normal film characteristics. In fact we have observed a mo- annealed LTBLs,'5 and it is very important to understand
bility of 2 X 106 cm 2/V s at a temperature of 4.2 K for a the parameters which control the precipitate formation. Be-
modulation-doped two-dimensional electron gas which was sides GaAs LTBLs, researchers are investigating the growth
grown on top of a GaAs LTBL.2 LTBLs are rapidly finding of other III-V materials at low substrate temperatures. 16"7
additional device applications. Yin et al) have utilized a In this paper we investigate the substrate growth tempera-
LTBL on top of a MESFET structure to obtain a substantial ture dependence of the incorporation of excess arsenic in
improvement in the gate-to-drain breakdown voltage. GaAs and in Al, 3 Ga., As.
LTBLs have also been shown to be fast photoconductors and
have been utilized as the photoconducting material in sever- 11. FILM GROWTH
al fast pulse generation systems. 4  The films used in this study were grown in a Varian GEN

Kaminska et al." have observed that LTBLs contain as II MBE system on 2 in. diam undoped GaAs substrates. The
much as 1%-1.5% excess arsenic and that the as-grown substrates were degreased, etched for 1 min in a 60 *C solu-
LTBL has a 0.1% increase in lattice parameters due to this tion of 5:1:1 H, SO :H, O :H,0 and placed in nonindium
excess arsenic. However upon annealing the LTBL at mounts. The substrates were then loaded on a trolley and
600 "C, which occurs if one grows an epilayer at normal sub- placed in the entry chamber of the MBE system where they
strate temperatures on top of the LTBL, the lattice constant were outgassed for 2 h at 200 *C before being introduced into
decreases to that characteristic of GaAs."8 This relaxation the buffer chamber of the MBE system. Liquid nitrogen was
of the the lattice constant occurs due to the excess arsenic circulated through the radial vane and cryoshrouds of the
precipitating from the LTBL during the anneal. 9" We have growth chamber starting 2 h before film growth. The sub-
previously reported details of transmission electron micros- strates were outgassed at 350 °C for I h on a heater station in
copy (TEM) studies of LTBLs grown at a substrate tem- the buffer chamber immediately before being loaded into the
perature of 250 C using both the tetramer arsenic source growth chamber.
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Two films were grown for this work, one containing a low
temperature (LT) GaAs epilayer and the other a LT
AlO.3 G&o.As epilayer. The arsenic source used was the
dimer As,2 which has been reported to be a more efficient
source for arsenic incorporation in a LTBL than the te-
tramer source As,." Two Ga effusion furnaces were used so
that the Al,.3 G%, As epilayer was grown Pt the same rate as
the GaAs epilayer accomplished by closing the shutter to
one of the Ga effusion furnaces while opening the shutter to \ ;:
the Al effusion furnace; the growth rates were I um/h. The
beam equivalent pressures (bep) of the arsenic to the total
group III flux was 23 for the growth which contained the LT
GaAs epilayer and 21 for the growth which contained the
LT Alo.3 Gal, As epilayer; the beps were measured with an e

ion gauge placed in the substrate growth position. The sub-
strate was rotated at 5 rpm during the film growth and the
subsequent anneal in the As 2 flux.

Initially 0.75/am of undoped GaAs was grown at a sub-
strate temperature of 600 *C. While still growing GaAs, the
substrate temperature was reduced to 225 °C for the film
which would contain the LT GaAs epilayer and to 250 'C for
the film which would contain the LT Al0. 3 Gal., A s epilayer.
This GaAs temperature transition region was 0.25/pm thick.
In the case of the LT GaAs epilayer the procedure was to
then grow 0.25/am of GaAs at a substrate temperature of 0.1 Am

225 C, raise the substrate temperature to 250 C and grow

an additional 0.25,4m of material. This procedure was con- FIG. I. Bright field image of the LT GaAs epilayer. The temperature transi-

tinued, incrementing the substrate temperature by 25 'C and tion region is indicated by an arrow.

growing 0.25 pm of material, up to a substrate temperature
of 375 *C. After growing the 0.25 pm of material at 375 °C,
the substrate temperature was ramped to 600 °C during the peratures and observed by using a JEM 2000EX
growth of the next 500 A of GaAs, an additional 200 A of transmission electron microscope. Arsenic precipitates were
GaAs was grown, and the Ga effusion furnace shutters were observed in the TEM images of both the LT GaAs and the
closed to end the growth. The sample was then maintained at LT Al., Gal, As epilayers. Figure I is a bright field image of
a substrate temperature of 600 °C for I h under the As2 flux. the LT GaAs including areas of all substrate growth tem-

In the case of the film which contained the LT peratures from 225 to 375 *C. The arsenic precipitates ap-
Alo 3 Ga., As epilayer, after growing the 0.25 pm GaAs tem- pear as tiny dark spots in this bright field image. As seen in
perature transition region the shutter to one of the Ga effu- this image, the density of the arsenic precipitates rapidly
sion furnaces was closed and the shutter to the Al effusion decreases with the increase in the substrate growth tempera-
furnace was opened. A similar procedure was then followed ture.
for the LT All 3 Ga, As epilayer as described above for the Shown in Fig. 2 is a dark field image of the LT
LT GaAs epilayer. After each increment of 25 'C in sub-
strate temperature 0.25/pm ofAl0 3 Gao., As was grown up to
a substrate temperature of 375 *C. After growth of the 0.25
Mm of All 3 Gal, As at a substrate temperature of 375 °C, the

aluminum shutter was closed and the shutter reopened to the
second Ga effusion furnace. The temperature was ramped to
600 "C during the growth of the next 500 A of GaAs, an
additional 200 A of GaAs was grown, and the growth was
then terminated by closing the shutters to the Ga effusion
furnaces. The All 3 Gal, As epilayer was then annealed for 1
h at 600 °C in the As 2 flux.

III. RESULTS 500A

Both the LT GaAs and the LT Alo 3 Gao , As epilayers FIG. 2. Dark field image of the LT Al_,Ga,, As epilayer. The boundary
were examined by cross-sectional transmission electron mi- between the LT Al., Ga,, As layer and the temperature transition region of

croscopy (XTEM). For the examination, (011) cross-sec- the GaAs buffer is indicated b. an arTo4 The upper side of the image is the

tional samples were prepared by Ar ion thinning at low tem- LT Al , Ga, As layer.
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growth temperatures on both sides of the boundary. As seen

in Fig. 2. the density ofarsenic precipitates is much higher on
the GaAs side of the boundary than on the Al,,3 Ga, As side
where a narrow precipitate-free band exists along the bound-
ary. This observation suggests that excess arsenic atoms may
have migrated from the LT Alo. Gao7 As layer to the GaAs
buffer during the anneal or during the growth of the epilayer.

Quantitative analyses of sizes and densities of arsenic pre-

cipitates in the LT GaAs epilayer were carried out by using
weak beam dark field images. Figure 3 is an example of the
weak beam dark field images used for the analysis, which
includes a layer grown at 250 *C. For each growth tempera-
ture, sizes and the number of arsenic precipitates in a rectan-

4 gular area with edge lengths of 0.12 X 0.16,um were mea-
sured using an EYECOM image analyzer. The average

FIG. 3. Weak beam dark field image of the LT GaAs layer grown at a thicknesses of the measured areas for all growth tempera-
substrate temperature of 250 *C. tures were kept constant by placing the rectangular area on

the same thickness contours of the weak beam dark field
images. Only arsenic precipitates which exhibit distinct
bright contrast or clear moire fringes in the images were

Al1 3 Gao., As which was taken by using a 111 reflection of included in the measurements. Table I lists the results of two
the Al1 3 Gao., As. The area shown tn Fig. 2 includes the tem- independent sets of measurements from one thin area of the

perature transition region of the GaAs buffer and the sample. The two sets of measurements were made by using

Al0.3 Gao0 As layer grown at 250 *C. The TEM images as two different reflections, I II and I 11, for weak beam dark
well as the diffraction spots of the arsenic precipitates in the field imaging. A volume for each precipitate was estimated
LT Al03 Ga0.7 As epilayer are identical to those in the LT by assuming a spherical shape. Volume fractions as well as
GaAs epilayer.' 2 Weak diffraction spots resulting from pre- densities of arsenic precipitates which are listed in Table I
cipitates appear near 111 diffraction spots of the are relative values for different growth temperatures because
Alo.3 Ga., As crystal, similar to those observed in diffraction of the inclusion of only a portion of the arsenic precipitates in
patterns of the LT GaAs layer. These weak spots were iden- the measurement. Figure 4 is a representation of the result-
tified as 102 spots of elemental arsenic having a hexagonal ing size distribution of the arsenic precipitates. As seen in
structure. The change in the density and sizes of the arsenic Fig. 4, the distribution has one well-defined maximum with
precipitates with substrate growth temperature also appear relatively narrow spreading towards both sides. For each
to be similar between the two LT epilayers. One interesting temperature, the diameter corresponding to the distribution
observation was made regarding the distribution of arsenic maximum was found to be nearly equal to the average value
precipitates in the LT Alo3 Ga,.7 As. A significant change in of the diameters. Results of two sets of measurements show
density of arsenic precipitates was found at the boundary that the density of arsenic precipitates and their volume frac-
between the LT Alo.3GaoTAs and the temperature transi- tion rapidly decrease with the increase in substrate growth
tion region of the GaAs buffer layer despite nearly equal temperature. The average diameter, on the other hand, re-

TABLE 1. Two independent measurements of arsenic precipitate density and average diameter as a function of substrate growth temperature, and the
corresponding volume fraction ofarsenic in precipitates. The densities and hence the volume fractions are relative values because only a portion ofthe arsenic

precipitates were included in the measurements.

Measurement set No. I Measurement set No. 2

Volume Volume

Temperature Density Diameter fraction Density Diameter fraction
(*C) (X 0'l cm- ) (A) (X -') (x lo'" cm') ) (xli '0

225 4.3 74 3.410 3.1 70 2.03
250 3.9 55 0.951 2.8 52 0.676
275 1.7 61 0.635 1.3 62 0.667
300 0.78 76 0.556 0.78 51 0.212
325 0.52 46 0.077 0.39 45 0.051
350 0.39 29 0.016
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growth temperatures on both sides of the boundary. As seen

in Fig. 2, the density of arsenic precipitates is much higher on
the GaAs side of the boundary than on the Alo.3 Ga, As side
where a narrow precipitate-free band exists along the bound-
ary. This observation suggests that excess arsenic atoms may

have migrated from the LT Al,. 3 Gao,7 As layer to the GaAs
buffer during the anneal or during the growth of the epilayer.

Quantitative analyses of sizes and densities of arsenic pre-

cipitates in the LT GaAs epilayer were carried out by using
weak beam dark field images. Figure 3 is an example of the
weak beam dark field images used for the analysis, which

includes a layer grown at 250 *C. For each growth tempera-
ture, sizes and the number of arsenic precipitates in a rectan-
gular area with edge lengths of 0.12 x 0.16 p m were mea-
sured using an EYECOM image analyzer. The average

FIG. 3. Weak beam dark field image of the LT GaAs layer grown at a thicknesses of the measured areas for all growth tempera-
substrate temperature of 250 C. tures were kept constant by placing the rectangular area on

the same thickness contours of the weak beam dark field
images. Only arsenic precipitates which exhibit distinct
bright contrast or clear moire fringes in the images were

Alo.3 Ga.. As which was taken by using a 111 reflection of included in the measurements. Table I lists the results of two
the Alo. 3 Gao.7 As. The area shown in Fig. 2 includes the tem- independent sets of measurements from one thin area of the
perature transition region of the GaAs buffer and the sample. The two sets of measurements were made by using
Al0., Ga0.7 As layer grown at 250 *C. The TEM images as two different reflections, 111 and 111, for weak beam dark
well as the diffraction spots of the arsenic precipitates in the field imaging. A volume for each precipitate was estimated
LT Alo. 3Gao.7As epilayer are identical to those in the LT by assuming a spherical shape. Volume fractions as well as
GaAs epilayer. 2 Weak diffraction spots resulting from pre- densities of arsenic precipitates which are listed in Table I
cipitates appear near Ill diffraction spots of the are relative values for different growth temperatures because
Al. 3 Ga0 .7 As crystal, similar to those observed in diffraction of the inclusion of only a portion of the arsenic precipitates in
patterns of the LT GaAs layer. These weak spots were iden- the measurement. Figure 4 is a representation of the result-
tified as 102 spots of elemental arsenic having a hexagonal ing size distribution of the arsenic precipitates. As seen in
structure. The change in the density and sizes of the arsenic Fig. 4, the distribution has one well-defined maximum with
precipitates with substrate growth temperature also appear relatively narrow spreading towards both sides. For each
to be similar between the two LT epilayers. One interesting temperature, the diameter corresponding to the distribution
observation was made regarding the distribution of arsenic maximum was found to be nearly equal to the average value
precipitates in the LT Alo 3 Gao.7 As. A significant change in of the diameters. Results of two sets of measurements show
density of arsenic precipitates was found at the boundary that the density of arsenic precipitates and their volume frac-
between the LT Alo.3 Gao07 As and the temperature transi- tion rapidly decrease with the increase in substrate growth
tion region of the GaAs buffer layer despite nearly equal temperature. The average diameter, on the other hand, re-

TABLE 1. Two independent measurements of arsenic precipitate density and average diameter as a function of substrate growth temperature, and the
corresponding volume fraction of arsenic in precipitates. The densities and hence the volume fractions are relative values because only a portion of the arsenic
precipitates were included in the measurements.

Measurement set No. 1 Measurement set No. 2

Volume Volume
Temperature Density Diameter fraction Density Diameter fraction

(*C) X 10'^cm (A) (X 10- ) (x lO"cm") (A) (<10 ')

225 4.3 74 3.410 3.1 70 2.03
250 3.9 55 0.951 2.8 52 0.676
275 1.7 61 0.635 1.3 62 0.667
300 0.78 76 0.556 0.78 51 0.212
325 0.52 46 0.077 0.39 45 0.051
350 0.39 29 0.016 ......



7 degree of nonstoichiometry increases with the temperature
6 in an equilibrium system. One possible explanation for the

present observation is as follows. The adsorption of excess
Z 5 -arsenic occurs first at a growing surface of a GaAs epilayer
o 4for all substrate growth temperatures and is followed by

thermally activated recovery processes towards a stoichio-
metric surface. A degree ofnonstoichiometry of an as-grown
layer and, hence, a volume fraction of arsenic precipitates in

E 2 an annealed layer are determined by these recovery pro-
U cesses. One such process could be re-evaporation of excess

arsenic atoms from the growing surface. Under the MBE

0 conditions used in this work, including those of the LTBLs,

0 20 40 60 80 100 evaporation of As atoms from a GaAs crystal is known to be

Diameter negligible. In the present case, however, excess As atoms
have to occupy high energy sites such as antisites and hence,

FiG. 4. Size distribution of arsenic precipitates in the GaAs layer grown at a are likely to evaporate more easily even at low temperatures.
substrate temperature of 250 *C. The fact that the "activation energy" estimated from Fig. 5 is

comparable to the nearest-neighbor anion-cation bond ener-
gy of GaAs"5 and considerably lower than experimental val-
ues ( - 4.6 eV) of the activation energy for re-evaporation of

mains at roughly the same value except for the two highest GaAs 9 -2 supports the aforementioned explanation. The

growth temperatures. Further studies on the precipitation present results, therefore, suggest that valuable insights of

process of excess arsenic during the annealing are required to surface atomic processes of the MBE of GaAs can be ob-

understand the dependencies of the precipitate diameter and tained from a study of arsenic precipitates in LT GaAs lay-

density on the growth temperature. ers. A further detailed study on the temperature dependence

Plotted in Fig. 5 is the natural logarithm of the volume of the volume fraction of As precipitates is underway to clar-

fractions of arsenic precipitates versus the inverse value of ify underlying atomic processes and will be reported in a

the substrate growth temperature. The plot is linear resem- separate paper.

bling an Arrhenius-type relationship, as indicated by the
straight line in the figure. The slope of the straight line corre- IV. SUMMARY
sponds to an energy of 0.87 eV. Similar results were obtained In summary, we have investigated the substrate growth
from both sets of measurements. Note that the volume frac- temperature dependence of the incorporation of excess ar-
tion of arsenic precipitates in an annealed LT GaAs epilayer senic in both GaAs and Al. 3 Ga., As epilayers grown by
approximately corresponds to a degree of nonstoichiometry MBE. By annealing the films after growth at 600 °C for I h,
of an as-grown LT GaAs epilayer, i.e., a concentration of the excess arsenic precipitates and can then be observed with
excess arsenic atoms. It is interesting to point out that the TEM. Arsenic precipitates were observed in both the LT
temperature dependence of nonstoichiometry in an equilib- GaAs and the LT Alo.3 Gao As epilayers. This is the first
rium system normally obeys an Arrhenius-type relationship reported observation of arsenic precipitates in Al,.3 Gao.7 As
but is opposite to that observed in the present study; the epilayers. The density of the arsenic precipitates was found

to decrease with increase in substrate growth temperature.
The average diameter, on the other hand, remains at roughly
the same value over the substrate growth temperature range

-5 9 1 rof 225-325 °C and then begins to decrease for higher growth

-6 E A = 0.87 eV for temperatures. TEM studies of arsenic precipitates in an-
the linear curve fit nealed LTBLs may prove to be a valuable tool for studying

-7 surface atomic processes of the MBE of GaAs.
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We have observed two-wave mixing in semi-insulating AIGaAs/GaAs multiple quantum well
structures at wavelengths near the exciton absorption. The photorefractive index
changes are caused by the Franz-Keldysh effect on quantum-confined excitons. Photorefractive
gains larger than 200 cm - 1 are obtained for the first time at wavelengths near 836 rm
using stationary fringes and dc applied fields up to 5 kV/cm. The direction of energy transfer
between the two beams is determined by the direction of applied electric field.

The photorefractive effect in a variety of materials has laser beams. Each beam is s-polarized perpendicular to the
been studied extensively.' Semiconductors have gained in- plane of incidence and parallel to the QW layers. The
creased interest because of their faster response rate over fringe spacing of the interference pattern is A = A/2 sin 9,
ferroelectrics and because of their infrared sensitivity, where A is the laser wavelength in air, 20 is the intersection
However, the gain coefficient of two-beam coupling ob- angle between two laser beams, and the fringe spatial fre-
tained in bulk semiconductors, relying on the linear elec- quency is K = 2ir/A. The total electric field inside the
tro-optic effect, is small. Quadratic electro-optic effects can sample parallel to the MQW is E= Re[EO + Ec
be large for strong fields. Recently, two-beam coupling has X exp(iKx + 4,)], where E, is a space-charge field gener-
been performed relying on the combination of linear elec- ated from the interference pattern of two laser beams, E0 is
tro-optic and quadratic Franz-Keldysh effects. A gain of the external dc applied field, and 4, is the shift of the elec-
19 cm - was obtained2 in bulk InP:Fe, using band-edge tric field relative to the interference fringes. The space-
resonance and temperature stabilization. The Franz- charge field Ec is nonzero only when both beams are
Keldysh effect at room temperature is especially strong for present. A dielectric index grating is generated by the
quantum-confined excitons, 3 which can be several orders of space-charge field through the Franz-Keldysh effect. In
magnitude larger than the linear electro-optic effect for the Franz-Keldysh geometry, the linewidth of the exciton
large fields.4 The advantage of this large electro-optic effect absorption is broadened by the field-ionization process.
in semi-insulating multiple quantum wells (SIMQWs) has This effect does not depend on the sign of the electric field,
been demonstrated in four-wave mixing measurements. 4  only on its magnitude. To lowest order, the electroabsorp-
Here we show that it is possible to generate a large energy tion is therefore quadratic in electric field strength. In a
transfer with two-wave mixing in a SIMQW, without using quadratic electro-optic effect, the absorption and index
moving fringes 5-4 or ac fields.8  changes Aa and An are given by

The samples used in the experiment were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a GaAs substrate. The - (21r/A)n 3s2E2,
multiple quantum well structure (MQW) is sandwiched An= - n3sE 2 ,
between a cap of AIGaAs and an AIGaAs stop-etch layer,
which are transparent at the wavelengths near the of quan- where sl and s2 are quadratic electro-optic coefficients, and

tum-confined exciton absorption. The MQW consists of 60 where the square of the field is given by

periods of alternating GaAs wells (75 A thick) and E 2=(E0+0.5E2.) +0.5E2 cos (2Kx+2,)
Alo3Gao7As barriers (100 A thick). The samples were
proton implanted using 160 keV protons at a dose of 1012/ - 2EoE, cos(Kx + 46). (2)
cm 2 from the AlGaAs cap side. The implanted side of the In the first term of Eq. (2), the screening field results in an
samples were epoxied to a glass slide and the GaAs sub- average electroabsorption, which we describe below. The
strate was removed with a selective etch. The samples were second term in Eq. (2) results in diffraction signals from a
proton implanted again with the same dose and implant grating with twice the spatial frequency of the interference
energy from the etched side so that the entire sample be- fringes, which will be described in a separate paper. The
came semi-insulating. Two gold strips were evaporated on thirerm repre eseied gratingpthat aow Twa

third term represents the field grating that allows two-
the stop-etch layer with a separation of 1 mm. A field beam coupling.
parallel to the MQW is generated when a voltage is applied
across the two electrodes, and the exciton absorption is In the thin grating limit, the beam coupling is given by

altered by the Franz-Keldysh effect. The quantum-con- I+, - / AaLcos ,
fined stark effect is not present in this geometry. I =Ill(' - aEL)I + 2 cos 9'

In our two-beam coupling measurement, the SIMQW

is illuminated symmetrically with respect to the normal 2rAnL sin 0 (3
vector of the quantum well (QW) plane by two coherent + A cos 0')J
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[--12  - L "jr""2 cos 0' FIG. 2. The coherent effective electroabsorption coefficient Aa, of the

two-wave mixing experiment for a dc field of E- 5 kV/cm, compared
21rAnL sin -0) with the incoherent differential transmission data for an ac applied field of
A Cos 0, ) (4) 0-5 kV/cm.

where I + and 12+ are the transmission intensities of the I It+ (E) - 1t+ ( -E) 1I'/2 21rAnL sin.
two beams when both are present, and I, and 2 are the 'I Cos O'
transmission intensities of the two beams in the absence of it (5)
the other beam. The thickness of the sample is L, and 0' is (5)
the internal angle. The phase shift of E. with respect to the Assuming Esc is proportional to the modulation index m of
interference pattern is given by 4. Note that the terms light intensity (as it is for bulk materials), then An is
involving electroabsorption are symmetric for beams I and proportional to m because the third term in Eq. (2) is a
2, while the terms involving the electrorefraction are asym- linear function of E,. The above equation can therefore be
metric. The interaction between the two laser beams results expressed as
in three terms: one term describing the average electroab-
sorption change, another describing the electroabsorption c= (f/I + o) IL, (6)
grating, and the third term describing an energy exchange
due to the refractive index grating. The average electroab- where
sorption change because of Ec is denoted by GE, which 4,nAn,. sin
arises because of the "corrugation" of the index due to the r = Cos 0, (7)
E, portion in the first term in Eq. (2) when both beams
are present. The average electroabsorption aE is zero for Anm is the maximum amplitude of the refractive index
the linear electro-optic effect. grating, and 0 = 12/) is the beam intensity ratio. It is

The geometry of our experiment is shown in Fig. 1. convenient to define an effective electroabsrption coeffi-
The measurements are performed by monitoring the inten- cient Aaea which combines all the electroabsu.,ption terms
sity modulation of one transmitted beam as the other beam in Eqs. (3) and (4), which are measured experimentally as
is mechanically chopped at a frequency of 290 Hz. A dc the symmetric part of the modulated signal. The effective
electric field of 5 kV/cm is applied, with the positive di- electroabsorption is defined by
rection indicated in Fig. 1. The intersection angle between
the laser beams is 20 = 10.4, giving a fringe spacing of 4.6 1 It (E) + It+ ( - E) L
ism for a wavelength of 840 nm. The infrared light source 2 1- AagCos 0" (8)
is a Spectra-Physics Ti:sapphire laser which is tunable
across the exciton absorption between 800 nm and 850 nm. The effective electroabsorption coefficient Aaer caused by

To study the energy transfer and electroabsorption the mixing is plotted in Fig. 2, compared with the incoher-
properties of beam coupling, the mixing signals of both ent differential transmission measured with a single beam
beams were measured. The intensities of both incident for an external 0-5 kV/cm ac field. Notice that the differ-
beams were approximately equal (0.1 W/cm2). When the ential transmission and the effective electroabsorption have
direction of applied field is reversed, the phase shift 4. the same sign, which may appear counterintuitive. This is
changes sign in Eqs. (3) and (4), in contrast to the linear because the second term in Eqs. (3) and (4), which rep-
electro-optic photorefractive effect.' The net energy trans- resents diffraction by the absorption grating, wins out over
fer is obtained by reversing the direction of the applied the increase in absorption from the average electroabsorp-
electric field, and detecting the change in the modulation of tion aE. Therefore, there is a net decrease in the overall
the signal. The energy transfer for the quadratic Franz- absorption because of the coherent interference between
Keldysh effect in thin gratings is given by the two beams.



Wawdasgh (hm) with the maximum internal field modulation, which is lim-
s49 a4 an 8a2 2 21 8e ited by the space-charge density N, and the defect occu-

30 ,0, , , oo4 pancy f in the expression E," = ef(l -f)N(Ke 0 ).
0 2Wn When a single photocarrier dominates, the phase shift is

e oo0 given by9 0 = tan - (E/E.), for an applied field E. If
0 1 the phase shift of the grating is generated by space-charge

o2o e limitation, an estimate of N, can be made from the above
0 formula, which yields N,= 1015/cm 3 for the defect occu-

-.001 pancy. However, such a small N, is far below the expected
100 defect density according to Eq. (Al) in Ref 10. Each pro-

.o0 - ton is expected to I enerate 40 displaced atoms, which
e-0o yields N, = 10"/cm .Because of this discrepancy, we can-

-.e . .i 1. . 0oo4 not rule out other mechanisms for the phase shift that may
1.46 .47 1.4 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.52 be related to the multilayer structure. More work is neces-

EnarV (*V) sary to resolve the origin of the phase shift.
In conclusion, we have performed two-beam coupling

FIG. 3. Two-wave mixing photorefractive gain (data), and refractive experiments for semi-insulating multiple quantum well
index modulation (solid line) as a function of photon energy. The refrac. structures. The strong quadratic electroabsorption and as-
live index modulation is obtained from the Kraners-Kronig transforma-
tion of the incoherent differential transmission data front, Fig. 2. The sociated electrorefraction generates strong coupling of two
relative signs in the figure are set by the electric field direction in Fig. 1. coherent beams. A significant net energy transfer is ob-

served caused by a shifted grating. More work on the pho-
torefractive transport in MQW is needed in order to clarify

The gain I is shown in Fig. 3, compared with the the origin of the phase shift of the grating.
electrorefraction data derived from the Kramers-Kronig M. R. Melloch would like to acknowledge support by
analysis of the incoherent differential transmission data in the Office of Naval Research grant No. N000I 4-89-J- 1864.
Fig. 2. The result is in good agreement with the prediction D. D. Nolte would like to acknowledge support by NSF
in Eqs. (3) and (4), giving unambiguous evidence for pho- grant No. ECS-9008266, and by the Alfred P. Sloan Foun-
torefractive gratings in this coupling process. For the ap- dation.
plied field of 5 kV/cm in the sample of Fig. 3, gains larger
than 200 cm - 1 were observed. Gains as large as 400 cm - 1 1 P. Ginter and 3.-P. Huignard, in Photorefractive Materials and Their

Applications (Springer, Berlin, 1988), Vol. 61.
have been observed in other samples under similar condi- 2J. E. Millerd, S. D. Koehler, E. M. Garmire, A. Partovi, A. M. Glass,

tions. No gain is observed when the writing beams are and M. B. Klein, Appl. Phys. Lett. 57, 2776 (1990).
cross polarized with respect to each other. The gain ob- 'D. A. B. Miller, D. S. Chemla. T. C. Damen, A. C. Gossard, W.

tained corresponds to a refractive index modulation of Wiegmann, T. H. Wood, and C. A. Burrus, Phys. Rev. B 32, 1043
(1985).

An = A cos r/(2nr sin i). Assuming this refraction in- 4D. D. Nolte, D. H. Olson, G. E. Doran, W. H. Knox. and A. M. Glass,

dex modulation is the same as the An in Fig. 3, we find a 1. Opt. Soc. Am. B 7, 2217 (1990).

phase shift of 4' = + 30'. It is worth mentioning that the 'B. Imbert, H. Rajbenbach, S. Mallick, 1. P. Herriau, and J. P. Huig-
nard, Opt. Let. 13, 327 (1988).maximum gain obtained in our measurement is more than 'P. Refregier, L. Solymar, H. Rajbenbach, and J. P. Huignard, J. Appl.
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in a semiconductor. 2  'G. C. Valley, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1. 868 (1984).

In bulk photorefractive materials, in order to have a 'S. I. Stepanov and M. P. Petrov, Optics Commun. 53, 292 (1985).
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1.3-ntm P-i-N Photodetector Using GaAs with
As Precipitates (GaAs:As)

Alan C. Warren, Member, IEEE, J. H. Burroughes, Jerry M. Woodall, Fellow, IEEE,
D. T. McInturff, Rodney T. Hodgson, Associate Member, IEEE, and

Michael R. Meiloch, Member, IEEE

Abowe-We report the successful fabrication of the first but benefit from GaAs:As. an all-GaAs 1.3-1pm optical re-
GaAs detector which operates In the 1.3- to l.S-t m optical ceiver chip should now be possible.
range. The detector Is a P.1-N photodlode with an intrinsic layer
composed of undoped GaAs which was grown at 22SC and II. PHOTODETECTOR STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION
subsequently annealed at 600'C. This growth process has been
demonstrated to produce a high density of As precipitates in the A cross section of the epilayers used for this work is
low-temperature grown region, which we show here to exhibit shown in Fig. 1. On an n' GaAs substrate, the n" side of the
absorption through Internal photoemission. The internal Schot- P-i-N diode is grown first (eliminating effects from the
tky barrer height of the As precipitates is found to be 0.7 eV, substrate/epi interface) at 600"C, followed by a I-pLm-thick
leading to reasonable room-temperature responsivity out to
around 1.7 pm. undoped Mayer grown at 225°C, and a p top-side contact

grown at 600C. No growth interruption was employed,
resulting in "temperature-grade" regions on the substrate

I. ITRtODUCTION and surface sides of the i-layer of 0.25 and 0.05 Am,
M OST commercial optical receivers today are hybrid respectively. The structure sees a 6000C anneal during both

circuits of silicon-based electronics with Ge- or the top contact (p-type) growth and an additional 60 min in
GaInAsP-based photonics, designed to detect the fiber-optic the As, beam after growth has been completed. This process
wavelengths of 1.3- and 1.5-pm light. A preferred configu- has been demonstrated to produce a high-quality GaAs matrix
ration would involve integrated electronic and photonic de- containing As precipitates of roughly 7 nm diameter with a
vices fabricated from one material, or from lattice-matched density of 1017/cm 3 (GaAs:As), which has been used as the
heterostructures such as InP/InGaAsP and InP/InAIAsP. active photoconductive material in a complete terahertz-beaxn
Progress in the commercial development of InP-based inte- transceiver system [4]. It should be noted that this material is
grated receivers, however, has been slow. And while high- fundamentally different from that grown at 200"C or not
performance GaAs-based integrated electronic circuits and completely annealed, which retains a high density of bulk
receivers can now be fabricated reliably, conventional GaAs defects in the GaAs (5].
detectors are not sensitive in the 1.3-1.5-pum range. For device fabrication, a 100-,m-diameter mesa was used

Recently, it was found that GaAs grown at 200-250"C to isolate device p-contacts and define the device active area.
yielded a substrate that virually eliminates the effects of After refilling with evaporated SiOx, Ti/Pt/Au ring contacts
beck- and sidegating in GaAs circuits [1]. Melloch et al. (2] and pads were patterned for the front contact and a blanket
found that such material, when subsequently annealed at Au/Ge/Ni layer deposited for back-side n-contact. With this
600"C, contains a high density of As precipitates and pro- geometry, illumination is provided from the top via the hole
posed that the electronic properties of the material were the in the ring contact. Control samples were fabricated in an
result of internal Schottky barriers between the precipitates identical manner, except that the epilayers were grown at
and the surrounding GaAs [3]. That model suggests the 600'C throughout so that the i-layer was free of As precipi-
possibility of internal photoemission from precipitates, gov- tates.
erned by the As/GaAs Schottky barrier. This paper is the
first report of P-i-N photodetectors using GaAs with As M1I. MEASURED DEVICE PERFORMANCE

precipitates (GaAs:As) which detect 1.3-pm light with rea- The room-temperature performance of these photodiodes
sonable efficiency at room temperature. Since high-perfor- in response to incident light with a wavelength of 1.3 pm was
mance GaAs electronic circuits are not only compatible with examined in some detail. I/ V characteristics of a typical

100-pum diode are shown in Fig. 2, with the lower curve
Manuscript received May 21. 1991; revisibd July 20. 1991. The work done giving data for the unilluminated (dark) case, and the upper

a Purdue University wa supported in pan by the Oke of Naval Research for I-mW incident illumination. The first point of interest in
under Grant N001449-J-I 64.

A. C. Waren. J. H. Burroughes. J. M. Woodall. D. T. Mclnturf, and R. these data is that the diode does not turn on hard in the
T. Hodpoo an with IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown forward direction as a "normal- P-i-N diode would. ThislS@t. NY 106gs.
M. . N Melh is with t10 School o ' . u suggests that the As clusters in the GaAs:As are acting as

University. West Lathyene. IN 47907. strong current sinks. There is some asymmetry and increase
IEEE Log Number 9103183. current in the forward direction, but not enough to preclude
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Fig. 3. Intensity dependence of GaAs:As photodiode responsivity at Vb of
n-GaAs subtrdte -20. -10, +10. and +15 V.

Fil. I. Hetrostiucture cross secuon for the GaAs:As P-i-N photodiode.
"Normal material" growth occurred at 6001C. and low-temperature growth
At 250"C. Continuous growth produced the "'tmperature-grade" regions have fabricated GaAs:As laterally coupled P-i-N photodi-
above and below the undoped low-temperature i-layer. odes, where the incident light is channeled into the .-layer

in-plane. The heterostructure for these devices included Al-
__o"____________,__ _. - GaAs (x = 0.3) cladding layers above and below the active

low-temperature grown i-layer for waveguiding. In spite of

to having no antireflection coating and only coupling roughly
I MIN. m. 3,,M 25% of the light (estimated, from initial optics and geometric

1--- factors), we find a factor of 10 increase in the responsivity.
The dark current for these "lateral photodiodes" is greater

010" than that for the vertical structures, and is probably related to
o "  1 the inclusion of AGaAs in the temperature-grade regions.

10-0 And while the dark current scaled with device length, we find

tno change in responsivity for diode lengths greater than 50
-to" -5 0 5 ' 0 "m. This is consistent with our independent observation of

Bia (V) 003-5% loss through the 1-Am i-layer in the vertical devices.
Bias (V) Fig. 3 shows the intensity dependence of the responsivity

Fig. 2. Photocurrent versus bias in the dark (lower curve) and with I mW to 1.3-pum illumination for various applied biases. As is
of 1.3-SAim incident illumination (upper). shown, it is intensity independent for a 1-mW source atten-

uated from 0 to -20 dBm and applied biases from -20 to
detector operation with a bias at either polarity. The second +15 V. This indicates that over this intensity range saturation
point of note is the low level of dark I/ V leakage current, effects due to precipitate charging are not a factor, and
roughly 5 nA at -10-V bias for 100-pum dots. This is 60 suggests that a two-photon absorption process is unlikely.
tpA/cm 2 , which, while 10 times greater than that exhibited Preliminary results from the wavelength dependence of the

by control devices, compares favorably with results from Si responsivity give an extrapolated barrier height for this inter-
with CoSi2 by Fathauer et al. [6), which suffered from nal emission of 0.7 eV, which is consistent with the barrier

leakage currents of 600 pA/cm2 with a reverse bias of only height of As to GaAs as observed in planar Schottky struc-

I V and operated at 77 K. Even with a forward bias of 10 tures.
V, the GaAs:As photodiodes only yield 300-pA/cm 2 dark A final interesting observation regards the speed with
current. which these photodiodes respond o modulation of 1.3-pAm

The upper curve shows the 1/ V response of these photo- light. Using standard lock-in techniques, we find that under
diodes when illuminated with I mW of 1.3-pum light. A slight forward bias, the diode current response begins to fall off in
positive threshold shift is observed, accompanied by a strong the 50-kHz range. At this point, it is unclear whether the

increase in current, producing 450 nA at -20-V bias. Con- limit here is due to charging effects in the As clusters, or to
trol samples exhibited negligible change upon illumination recombination rate limitations. Details regarding emission
with the 1.3-pm light, as expected. Through transmission and precipitate charging and neutralization further complicate

experiments, we find that only 3-5 % of the 1.3-pum radiation the picture. In the reverse-bias direction though, the photore-
is absorbed or scatterea in the 1-pam i-layer, and assuming sponse is faster ihan our initial equipment limit of 2 GHz.
3% absorption and allowing for 33% reflectance, obtain an Work in progress on metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)
internal quantum efficiency of 2-2.5%. The formard-bias detectors push this value to above 50-100 GHz and with no
responsivity is even stronger, producing I #A at +10-V bias. extended "tail" to the response using 0.7-ps excitation pulses

Clearly. a structure which only intercepts 3-5% of the [7). This suggests that the recombination is similar to that
incident light is not ideal. As an initial improvement, we observed for electron-hole pairs with above-bandgap illumi-
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nation [41, where the photoresponse decay time was observed electronic detectors," Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. 54. pp. 890-892.

to be of the order of2 ps. 1989.
(21 M. R. Melloch. N. Otsuka. 1. M. Woo *&l. A. C. Warren. and 1. L.

IV. SUMMARY Freeouf. "Formation of arsenic precipitates in GaAs buffer layers
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exhibit low leakage currents at 295 K under both forward and properties of GaAs buffer Layers grown by low-tempersture molecular

hewn epitaxy." Appl. Phys. Left.. vol. 57. no. 13, pp. 1331-1333.
reverse bias. Inital results from laterally coupled devices 1990.

have produced a factor of 10 increase in responsivity over the [4) A. C. Warren e al.. "Sdtpicomecond. freely propagating electromag-
top-illuminated device with further improvement expected netic pulse generation and detection using GaAs:As epilayers," Appl.

Phys. Left., vol. 58. no. 14, pp. 1512-1514. 1991.
through optimization. The photoresponse speed in these de- [5 M. Y. Frankel. J. F. Whitaker. G. A. Mourou. F. W. Smith. and A.
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Significant Long-Term Reduction in
n-Channel MESFET Subthreshold
Leakage Using Ammonium-Sulfide

Surface Treated Gates
P. G. Neudeck, M. S. Carpenter, Michael R. Melloch, Member, IEEE, and

James A. Cooper, Jr., Senior Member, IEEE

Abwact-Ammonium-suflde ((NH 4)2S) treated gates have Gate
been employed in the fabrication of GaAs MESFET's that
exhibit a remarkable reduction In subthreshold leakage current.
A greater than 100-fold reduction In drain current minimum Is
observed due to a decrease in Schottky gate leakage. The electri- soum 1 o

cmt characteristics have remained stable for over a year during 0 V .. 0.5

undledcated storage at room temperature, despite the absence I

of pasivatlon layers. 18s"rataa vs,

IN RECENT YEARS an increasing number of hig-ped
digital integrated circuits have been implemented in GaAs Fig. I. Pictorial representation of drain and gate leakages present in an

metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MESFET) tech- n-channel GaAs MESFET biased in the subthreshold regime (VG < Vr). In
most convenuonal-gate MESFET's. los and loG are the dominant sources

nologics. Large-scale integration (LSI) has been achieved of subthreshold leakage. Since Is can be turned off exponentially by
with acceptable production yields, and an increasing variety applying an increasingly negative gate voltage, the drain current minimum of

of GaAs chips is becoming available for incorporation in a long-channel MESFET is usually determined by reverse-biased Schottky

digital systems. A number of device-oriented issues currently gate diode conduction lc 131-161.

being researched are crucial towards further improvements in The chief leakage mechanism in GaAs Schottky barriers is
the performance and capability of GaAs MESFET IC's. One thermionic emission of carriers over the junction potential
such concern is the parasitic subtreshold leakage current of a barrier [7], [8]. In Schottky diodes prepared using conven-
MESFET, which can seriously affect circuit margins and tional fabrication techniques, the Fermi level at the GaAs
performances [1]-[3]. This letter reports a simple technique surface is effectively pinned near midgap, and the Schottky
that has been used to dramatically reduce subtreshold drain barrier height is essentially independent of the metal-semi-
leakage in GaAs MESFET's. conductor work function [91, [101. However, Waldrop ob-

The important drain and gate currents present in a GaAs served an increase in Schotnky ba.-:ir height for metals

FET biased in the subthreshold regiine are depicted in Fig. 1. deposited on a GaAs surface which had prior exposure to
In most conventional-gate MESFET's, IDS and ID are the elemental sulphur [11]. Recently, Carpenter et al. have
dominant sources of drain subthreshold current [31-[6]. los shown that pretreating the GaAs surface with ammonium
can be turned off exponentially by applying an increasingly sulfide ((NH4)2S) before metal deposition can lead to a
negative gate voltage, so the drain current minimum of a significant variation in Schottky barrier height with the metal
long-channel MESFET is usually determined by reverse-bi- deposited [12], [13], and this result was subsequently con-
ased Schottky gate diode conduction (IDo of Fig. I) [3]-[6]. firmed by Fan et al. [14]. The purpose of this work is to

investigate the effect of (NH,_S-treated gates on the sub-
Manuscript received June 17. 1991; revised July 30. 1991. This work was threshold leakage of GaAs MESFET's fabricated using con-

supported by SDIO/IST under Grant N00014-8-0527, thc Office of Naval ventional LS1 processing techniques.
Research under Grant NOO014-89-1J-164. and the Solar Energy Research The devices (Fig. 2) were fabricated in epilayers grown by
Institute for the U.S. Deparament of Energy under subcontract XLO-19142-1.

P. 0. Neudeck was with the School of Electrical Engineenng. Purdue molecular beam epitaxy on a (100) undoped GaAs substrate.
University. West Lafayette. IN 47907. He is now with NASA Lewis The buried p-layer is completely depleted, but provides a
Research Center, Cleveland. OH 44135.

M. S. Carpenter wu with the School of Electrical Engineering. potential barrier that minimizes substrate subthreshold con-
University. West Layfayene. IN 47907. He is now with Cypress Semico- duction in short-channel devices [15]. Conventional lithogra-
ductor, San Jose. CA 95134. phy based on AZ 1350J-SF positive photoresist was used to
M. R. Melloch and 1. A. Cooper, Jr. are with the School of Electrical patyrn isolation mesas and ohmic contacts. Msas were

Engineering. Purdue University. West Layfayene, IN 47907.
EEE Log Number 9103317. defined by a 2.5-min wet etch in 3 H3 P0 4 :I H10 2:S0 H 20
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Filg. 3. 'D, '0, an 'Su versus V0 at room temperature for untreated and
(SH) 2 S-treazed 10 x 350-sm2 ring-gate n-channel MESFET's with Ix

to emoe aproimtel 250 Aof atria. A/GeNi/ ,- 0.5 V. Th 'Sub shown was measured on the (NH-4)S-reated device.S00)and is similar to the untreated devie subs current. These data were

layered ohmic source/drain contacts were then electron-beam measured one year after device fabrication, and showed no change from data

evaporated onto the n regions, patterned by lft-off, and taken within one week of device fabrication.

furnace annealed at 350C for I min in N2 [161.
In the final masking step, the MESFET gate pattern was metal-semiconductor barrier height, dominates the measured

aligned, exposed, and developed. A recess etch self-aligned gate current Io for VG < -0.5 V in the (NH )2S-treated
to the gate pattern was carried out for 160 s in 3 H3 PO,: I device (Fig. 3). The drain leakage current is expected to
H 20 2 :100 H 20; this left an estimated 80-nm-thick n-layer to scale with shrinking gate size until mechanisms unrelated to
serve as the MESFET channel. The wafer was then cleaved channel-gate diode conduction become dominant. Drain-to-
into two pieces, one of which was treated by soaking it in a substrate leakage ('Ds,, in Fig. 1), which arises from the
saturated (NH4 )2 S solution for 2 min [12], [13]. To preserve positive drain bias with respect to the substrate, can some-
the gate pattern under exposure to the highly alkaline gate times determine the measured drain current minimum even
treatment solution, 4% PMMA was used as the resist for the though highly insulating substrates are employed [31, [171.
Minal masking step. Following a deionized water rinse and N2  The treatment is not expected to improve the subthreshold
blow dry, both pieces were placed into a vacuum system and characteristics of very short-channel devices (LG - 0.1 AM)

Au gates were thermally evaporated with the wafers cooled where drain-to-source conduction through the substrate is
to near 77 K by circulating LN2 through the substrate holder totally dominant (19].
[13]. To minimize defect-forming surface chemical reactions, To summarize, we have used ammonium-sulfide-treated
the processing from the treatment to pump-down of the Au gates to reduce gate-diode-limited subthreshold conduc-
evaporation system was carried out without delay, and use of lion in GaAs MESFET's by over a factor of 100. The treated
excited electron sources (e.g., electron beams and ionization device characteristics have remained stable for over a year
gauges) was explicitly avoided. Fabrication was concluded by despite unpassivated exposure to room air. This technique
metal lift-off. shows promise for use with gate materials other than gold,

Fig. 3 compares the measured drain, gate, and substrate provided deposition techniques and gate-to-semiconductor
currents of typical (NH,) 2S-treated and untreated 10 x work-function differences are optimized. As no exotic in-situ
350-*m 2 ring-gate MESFET's as a function of gate voltage processing is required, the technique appears suitable for use
with VDs - 0.5 V. The device characteristics have remained in large-scale integrated circuits.
stable for over a year during undesiccated storage at room
temperature, despite the absence of passivation layers. Al- REFERENCES
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The piezomodulated reflectivity spectrum of asymmetric GaAs/AlGaAs single quantum well
heterostructures display interband excitonic transitions from bound and quasi-bound
valence states to bound and quasi-bound states in the conduction band. The quasi-bound states
with maximum occupancy in the well region in these compositionally asymmetric
quantum wells participate "resonantly" in interband transitions. These spectra are compared
with those from symmetric quantum wells with the same well width.

Semiconductor quantum well structures grown by mo- 400 A Al0.3Ga 0.7 As upper barrier and a 400 A
lecular beam epitaxy (MBE) provide a unique opportunity Al0.,Ga0 .9As lower barrier. There were 30s growth inter-
to control their electronic and optical properties by adjust- ruptions upon completing the Al 0.3GaO.7As barrier and the
ing layer thicknesses and material compositions. The quan- GaAs well to provide for smooth interfaces and a uniform
tum confinement of carriers is reflected in the enhanced thickness for the quantum well. The experimental proce-
band gaps of such structures; this has led to the practical dure for piezomodulation reflectivity is described in Refs. 3
implementation of band-gap engineering.' With this ability and 4.
of implementing one-dimensional quantum mechanical ef- We have calculated the quantum well energy levels for
fects in layered quantum well and superlattice heterostruc- the various geometries in our experiment using an eight-
tures at hand, it is of interest to study the role played by band k-p models within the framework of a double preci-
unequal barrier heights in generating bound as well as sion finite element procedure. 6 The input parameters in the
quasi-bound states in single quantum wells. As is well k-p model for each layer are obtained from the standard
known, symmetric quantum wells must have at least one compilation,7 with interpolation for the energy gap for the
bound state even for arbitrarily small barrier heights. How- AlGaAs layers as given by Bosio et al.8 The wavefunctions
ever, single quantum wells with unequal barriers need not belonging to the allowed continuum of states in asymmet-
have any bound state under conditions derived in text ric wells for V, < E < V 3 are taken to be of the form
books on quantum mechanics.2 In this letter we report a eiklz + re- k: -- ikz
direct observation of quasi-bound, resonant levels in com- J
positionally asymmetric AlGal _ ,,As/GaAs/ lb(z)- 2Ae" sin(k 2z + 62) 0<zd , (1)
AlMGal , As single quantum wells using piezomodulated I 2Be"'e - (z - d) d<z < o
reflectivity. The asymmetric wells have different Al con- where kl, k 2, and K3 are wavevectors of the carrier in the
centrations, x, and x3, on either side of the GaAs layer three regions defined by the potentials VL in the left barrier,
(i.e., x2 = 0) leading to different potential barrier heights V2 = 0 in the well, and V3( > VI) in the right barrier. Also,
V, and V3 on either side. We have studied asymmetric &I and &2 are phase angles defined for convenience in im-
wells of widths 100, 50, 33, and 20 A, and compared them plementing the boundary conditions at the interfaces and r
with their symmetric counterparts. The piezomodulation is the complex reflection amplitude of the carrier wave-
technique has recently been demonstrated to be a powerful function in the left region. The reflected intensity Ir12 is not
and sensitive method for the observation of spectral fea- a useful parameter since I r(E) ,2 = I for all energies such
tures in GaAs/AIGaAs heterostructures. Interband exci- that V, < E < V3. With a slight refinement of Messiah,2 we
tonic transitions have been observed in the piezomodulated define fl as the occupancy of the carrier in the well region:
reflectivity of single, multiple, and parabolic quantum
wells. These include transitions from spin-orbit split-off d(E)= { jb(z) jdz

quantum confined levels in the valence band to those of the J

conduction band levels. 34

The films used in this work were grown in a Varian = Ai2 2d - {sin(2a) - sin(26.)} , (2)
GEN II MBE system on (100)-GaAs substrates. Initially, 2

a 0.5 Im GaAs buffer layer was grown. This was followed where a = kd + 62 and in the one-band approximation
by either a symmetrical or asymmetrical single quantum the coefficient JA 12 is given by
well. The symmetrical well had 400 A Al0 .3Ga0.7As barrier
layers. The asymmetrical single quantum wells had a JAI 2 - I/[I + {(km*/km*) - l} cos'd:6]. (3)
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FIG. 2. Piezomodulated reflectivity spectrum of an asymmetric single
FIG. I. A plot of occupancy in the well n(E), defined in Eq. (2), as a quantum well of 100 A width (I.). The transition energies and their
function ofenergy, E, for heavy holes (solid line) and light holes (dashed identifications are presented in Table I.
line).

tC

n nitude larger than those of bulk GaAs L2M(SHG)

The resonant states participating in the interband transi- - 2 X 10- o m/V, at 10.6 Mm]. Asymmetry due to a
3 tions are those for which fl is a maximum. We have iden- compositional step change in the Al concentration inside

tified the resonant quasi-bound states for the conduction as the well, 9 due to the presence of an externally applied elec-
well as the heavy-hole and light-hole bands as occurring tric field, 10 or due to unequal well widths in double quan-
with energies corresponding to these maxima, with typical tum wells1" have been considered as means of removing the
widths of 20 meV. A typical energy dependence of fl for inversion symmetry in quantum well structures. The single

• the heavy- and light-holes in a 100 A well is shown in quantum wells with unequal barrier heights studied here
d Fig. 1. are the simplest of structures with inversion asymmetry.
e These quasi-bound resonant states exist at energies be- Our theoretical estimatet2 for the second-order nonlinear
s tween the barriers in asymmetric wells. The boundary con- optical susceptibility X(2 = 6 x I0 -m/V in the near in-

ditions on their wave functions differ from those for fully frared region from interband transitions for a 100 A quan-
bound states in that to the left of the interface at the lower turn well with Al concentrations of 10% and 40% on ei-
barrier the wave functions are travelling waves. The reso- ther side of the well, compare favorably with the

nant states are those for which multiples of half their wave-
lengths can be very nearly fitted into the well region. How-
ever, these states are not as sharply defined in energy as 4ooA Symrretr,c

le their fully bound counterparts as can be seen in Fig. 2. The Go

spectrum of the companion symmetric well is shown in ,Zca...s T-6K

Fig. 3. The transitions are labeled with the first number 2Ga4

indicating the conduction band state and the second the .A,G,,..As AGA.S

r valence band state, with "h" and "T identifying heavy and -
light holes. The superscript "q" denotes a quasi-bound 0 . _ _,_..---

t state.

The calculations were performed using the Al concen- .5
trations as determined from the excitonic signatures attrib- i
utable to the barrier layers. Using the bound state energies -
given by the eight-band k.p model and the quasi-bound t, i t
state energies by the peaks in fl(E), we are able to identify 4'0.-,

the lines in the spectra resulting from transitions between
both bound and quasi-bound states. The theoretical tran-

) sition values presented in Table I have not been corrected 6o .
for the excitonic binding energies. 1.4 1.5 ,I.6 17 1 1,9 2.0 2.1

We note that interest in asymmetric quantum wells has Energy (eV)

been based on the fact that they have second-order optical FIG. 3. Piezomodulated reflectivity spectrum of a symmetric single quan-
nonlinear susceptibilities which can be three orders of mag- turn well of 100 A width (I.).
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High-order spatial harmonics of photorefractive gratings are detected directly in multiwave mixing experi-
ments in photorefractive AIGaAs/GaAs quantum wells operating in the Franz-Keldysh geometry. We lave cb-
served diffraction signals from the first-, second-, and third-harmonic refractive-index gratings. The
quadratic electro-optic effect in the quantum wells guarantees a strong nonlinear response for generating a
second-spatial-harmonic grating.

Photorefractive transport is strongly nonlinear and length of the quantum wells generates Raman-Nath
commonly leads to nonsinusoidal responses to inter- diffraction, which removes the necessity for aiigning
ference fringes. Higher spatial harmonics of the probe beams to the Bragg condition. In our ex-
resulting index grating can have amplitudes com- periments, we observe the second- and the third-
parable with those of lower harmonics, especially harmonic gratings directly in a multiwave mixing
under high modulation depth. Furthermore the experiment.
nonlinear response of the material can mix the Nonlinearity in the transport equations arises
spatial frequencies of several individual gratings. from several sources. One source is the feedback
These nonlinear effects can have image-processing between charge transport and the resulting space-
applications, such as high-bandwidth image correla- charge fields; another is depletion or saturation of
tion' and nondestructive difference-frequency image available traps. Because of the feedback and satu-
readout.2  These applications rely on obtaining a ration effects, a sinusoidal illumination intensity
maximum nonlinear material response. On the I = I0(1 + m sin Kx) with spatial frequency K and
other hand, recording nonlinearity can degrade the modulation index m generates a nonsinusoidal
quality and density of holographic storage. Despite space-charge electric field that has higher harmonic
the importance of material nonlinearity, much of components. The internal field up to third order
the early research on photorefractive responses has can be expressed as
concentrated on linearized solutions to the trans-
port equations. For a better understanding of the E = E0 + E = = E0 - [El cos(Kx + 01)
formation and role of higher harmonics and non-
linearities in photorefractive effects, theoretical + E2 cos(2Kx + 'f2) + E3 cos(3Kx + 3)], (1
studies have ranged from perturbative approaches
and special cases 3 - to solutions with high modula- where Eo is the applied field and El, E2, and E3 are
tion depths and arbitrary electric-field strengths.' 9  the first-, second-, and third-harmonic amplitudes
These studies have been restricted to materials with that screen the applied field. (We consider only the
linear electro-optic effects. case of large applied fields and negligible diffusion.)

In this Letter, we present experimental results on The Franz-Keldysh effect is a quadratic electro-
second-spatial-harmonic complex index gratings in optic effect that relates refractive index and absorp-
photorefractive quantum-well samples with qua- tion changes to the square of the local electric field.
dratic electro-optic effects. To make a comparison The complex index change is
with higher spatial harmonics in bulk materials, we
consider here only the Franz-Keldysh geometry, A = (2)
which generates the same transport processes as in 2
bulk materials. The quadratic effect automatically
guarantees a strong nonlinear response to sinu- where At = An + iAK, K = ac/2w is the extinction
soidal illumination gratings, generating second- coefficient, and i = si + is2 is the quadratic electro-
harmonic gratings by mixing the first-harmonic optic coefficient. The squared internal field that
electric field with itself. The short interaction appears in Eq. (2) is

0146-9592/91/241944-0355.00/0 1991 Optical Society of America
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)1  fraction from the first-harmonic grating and anE 2 = E02 + 2(E, + E2
2 + E3

2) - 2EE1  m4 dependence for diffraction from the second-
harmonic grating.

x cos(Kx + 0 ) + EtEi cos(Kx + O2 - 0x) The structure of the semi-insulating multiple

+ E2E3 cos(Kx + 3 - 02) quantum wells (SIMQW's) has been described previ-
ously. '"' The optical interaction region of our

* -Et' cos(2Kx + 246) - 2EoE 2 cos(2Kx + *2) SIMQW sample is composed of 60 periods of GaAs
2 wells (7.5-nm thickness) and Al03 Ga0 7As (10-nm

+ E1E 3 cos(2Kx + -03 - 01) - 2EoE 3  thickness) barriers, with a total optical interaction
length of 1.05 um. The sample was made semi-

x cos(3Kx + *63) + E,.E2 cos(3Kx + 0,1 + 02). (3) insulating by proton implantation. This process

The first and second terms represent the average- introduces deep-level defects that provide traps
squared field. The next three terms represent the to store charge and pin the Fermi-level midgap,
first-harmonic grating that is generated by mixing which makes the entire sample semi-insulating.
the first harmonic with the dc field, by mixing the The electro-optic properties of the sample were
second-harmonic electric field with the first har- characterized in the Franz-Keldysh geometry with
monic, and by mixing the third harmonic with the the applied field parallel to the quantum wells.
second. Finally, the last two terms in Eq. (3) repre- Two exciton absorption peaks at 838 and 826 nm,
sent the third-harmonic grating, which can exist corresponding to heavy and light holes, respectively,
only under the condition of transport nonlinearity, were observed in our differential transmission mea-
Clearly, the quadratic electro-optic effect in these surement. The infrared light source in our experi-

materials generates a strong nonlinear response to ment was a Ti:sapphire laser tuned from 800 to

sinusoidal illumination. Even under conditions 850 nm, which covered the exciton absorption range

where no significant E2 is present, there will still be of the SIMQW
a second-harmonic refractive-index grating because Our multiwave mixing experimental setup is2  shown in Fig. 1. The SIMQW is illuminated sym-According to the coupled-mode analysis, 0 Bragg metrically with respect to the normal vector of theand Raman-Nath diffraction regimes are distin- quantum-well plane by two coherent laser beams,d dwith each beam polarized perpendicular to the plane
guished by the dimensionless parameter of incidence and parallel to the quantum-well layers.

Q AkL The intensities of the two beams are approximately
equal. A dc-biased ac field is applied across the

- .,M , (4) sample in the direction indicated in Fig. 1. To
njustify the diffraction regime of our measurement,

mismatchMbecase ofeiati onc f the k-vector typical values of our measurements were L = I ;m,where M is the grating harmonic, Ak is the A = 840 nm, n = 3.6 for GaAs wells, and A = 4.6 gm.mismatch because of deviation from the Bragg con- Thus Q = 0.14, putting us in the strong Raman-
dition, L and n are the thickness and the refractive th Qegi0.index of the medium, respectively, and A and are me.
the wavelength of the probing beam and the fringe First-order diffraction signals were observed
thepavlengh of the ptering, edtine. from the fundamental, second-, and third-spatial-

When Q < 1, n h r pctielsw frequency gratings. The dependence on the modu-: Wen < , a.an-YT -th diffraction occ~irs with
multiple diffraction orders. The total diffraction
efficiency into the Nth order by the dielectric grat-
ing with a complex index of refraction grating, _A, on ,..L
A = (An + iAAa/4ir)cos(MKx), is given by

N 1 [ rAnL + AaL )2N (5)
.ii I + II' (5)AN N1  ACos OP1 \4cos IG,/j3 9

where 6 is the internal angle of the probe beam. ,.A2 sIvw

The direction of the Nth-order diffraction from the IA M1

Mth harmonic is given by sin eN = NMKA/21r + --------------------------- as
sin 0, where 0, and ON are the external incident and
diffraction angles of the probing and the diffracted
beams, respectively. In our experiments, we con-
sider only the first diffraction order N = 1, but '-
first-, second-, and third-harmonic gratings M = Fa"
1, 2,3. The first-order diffraction efficiencies for Fig. 1. Experimental geometry for the multiwave mixingour sample are ,h - 10- ', which makes , 10-6, experiment. The two beams IA and Ia write intensity
w ieour damplear e te10,hiction limt. s In the sma fringes that generate first- and higher-harmonic index
which is below our detection limit. In the small gratings. The electric field is applied in the plane of the
modulation regime, Et and E2 in Eq. (3) are propor- quantum wells. The multiple diffracted beams all arise
tional to m and M 2 , respectively. For first-order from first-order diffraction but from different spatial har-
diffraction, Eq. (5) in conjunction with Eqs. (3) monics of the index grating. ND. neutral-density filter;
and (2) will produce an m2 dependence for dif- BS, beam splitter; M1, M2, mirrors.

.. ....... .I m m mm m m i ~ lll ~ i m l ~ i
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4.0 We found that the first diffraction order from the
fundamental spatial frequency grating depends on
the direction of the applied field, although the mea-

Wa 'i surement of differential transmission shows no indi-
cation of field-direction dependence. Two processes

o .. may be related to this asymmetry in a diffraction
' 1 order. First, there is an interference effect between

the first-order diffraction signal of 1A from the funda-
" mental spatial-frequency component of the grating

1.0 and the first-order diffraction signal of Is from the
... double spatial-frequency grating component. Sec-

ond, the intensities of IA and Is can be field-direction
0.0 dependent because of two-wave mixing and beam

0. o2 04 0.6 0. 1.0 depletion. 2  More research is needed to clarify the
M4 contribution of each process to the asymmetry effect.

Fig. 2. Diffraction from the second-harmonic grating as In conclusion, we have directly observed diffrac-
a function of the fourth power of the modulation index. tion from second- and third-spatial-harmonic grat-
The data at 840 and 835 nm are from the zero crossings in ings in photorefractive quantum wells. In addition
the electroabsorption. The lines are the best fits. to second-harmonic electric-field components that

arise from transport nonlinearity, second-harmonic
,0 complex index gratings are generated by the qua-

dratic electro-optic effect. Our Franz-Keldysh ge-
[jj o ometry generates the same transport processes as in

C 10"" * • bulk samples, which allows direct study of higher
" ospatial harmonics in photorefractive gratings under

oat high modulation depths and in the presence of10.1O
0  

0

" •simultaneous electron and hole transport. These
,o studies will have relevance to near-resonant photo-

a • " •refractive properties,"3 which share much of the un-
derlying physics.
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A Vertically Integrated GaAs Bipolar Dynamic
RAM Cell with Storage Times of 4.5 h at

Room Temperature
T. B. Stellwag, James A. Cooper, Jr., Senior Member, IEEE, and

Michael R. Melloch, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract-The storage times of FET-accessed GaAs dynamic the p-type base is connected to the word line, and the p-type
RAM cells ae limited to less than I min at room temperature by substrate serves as the ground plate of the storage capacitor.
gate leakage in the access transistor. These transistor leakage The structure of Fig. 1 was fabricated on epitaxial layers
mechanisms have been eliminated by designing a vertically inte-
grated DRAM cell In which an n-p-n bipolar access transistor is grown in a Varian GEN-I molecular beam epitaxy system.
merged with a p-a-p storage capacitor. Storage times of 4.5 h The doping densities and layer thicknesses chosen for the
are obtained at room temperature, a 1000-fold increase over the p-n-p storage capacitor are optimal for charge storage density
best FET-accussed cells, and storage time requirements Il 1. The doping and thick-

nesses of the n-p-n bipolar transistor, however, have not been
1. INTRODUCTION optimized for high-speed, low-power digital circuit applica-

tions.
D YNAMIC charge storage on p-n junctions in GaAs is A four-level non-self-aligned process was used to define

very efficient both in charge storage density (> 1.9 discrete DRAM cells with dimensions ranging from 36 x 48
IC/,Am 2 at I V) [11 and storage time (>6 h at room to 90 x 120 /m 2 . The emitter was defined by wet chemical
temperature) [2]. However, when the p-n junction storage etching, and was contacted by thermally evaporating AuGe
capacitor is connected to a field-effect access transistor and alloying at 370"C for 90 s. (It has been found that
(FET-access) to form a one-transistor dynamic random ac- electron-beam evaporation severely degrades storage times
cess memory (DRAM) cell, gate leakage in the field-effect [5]; details will be reported elsewhere [2].) In order to avoid
transistor reduces the overall storage time to less than 1 min damage during testing, a 200-nm overlayer of Au was evapo-
at room temperature [1]. Generally, storage times of this rated following the anneal. This Au also served as the
magnitude are adequate for DRAM applications since refresh nonalloyed ohmic contact to the p+-base region. The devices
rates are typically around I kHz. However, because gate were completed with a mesa-isolation etch to a depth of
leakage increases exponentially with temperature, the upper 300 nm.
operating temperature of FET-accessed GaAs DRAM cells is
limited. lT. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The gate leakage currents associated with FET-accessed For these experiments, the charge state of the bipolar
DRAM cells can be eliminated by using a bipolar access DRAM is determined by monitoring the capacitance between
transistor. Silicon bipolar DRAM's were investigated in the the p4 -base and the p-type substrate. When the n-type float-
mid-1970's [31, [4], and circuits of up to 16-kb complexity ing collector is at zero bias with respect to the substrate, a
were demonstrated. In this letter, we report on the first high capacitance is measured. This state represents a logic
bipolar DRAM cells realized in GaAs, and the first DRAM ZERO. A logic ONE is written to the cell when a positive bias
cells in any semiconductor to have room-temperature storage is simultaneously applied to the bit line and the word line. At
times measured in hours [5]. this instant, a positive bias is developed across the base-col-

lector junction allowing electrons to flow from the n-type
11. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION floating collector to the bit-line contact. This action charges

Fig. I illustrates a GaAs n-p-n bipolar access transistor the n-region to a positive potential with respect to the sub-
vertically integrated with a p-n-p storage capacitor. In this strate, thereby causing the collector-substrate p+-n junction
design, the floating collector of the access transistor is merged to become reverse biased and the measured capacitance to
with the n-region of the storage capacitor. During operation drop. When the word line is returned to ground potential, the
as a DRAM, the n-type emitter is connected to the bit line, only source of electrons to return the floating collector to

equilibrum are those supplied by thermal generation. This

Manuscript received September 3. 1991; revised November 22,91 recovery process is monitored by observing the capacitance
This work was supported by SDIO/IST under Grant N00014-88-K-0527 ad transient following the turn-off of the access transistor.
by ONR under Grant N00014-89-1-1864. T. B. Stellwag was supported by The room-temperature capacitance transient of a 36 x 48-
an Eastman Kodak fellowship. pm 2 bipolar DRAM cell is shown in Fig. 2. Initially, no bias

The authors are with the School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue Univer- iplar DA e is show in . Initialyto as
sty. West L.afayette. IN 47907. is applied to the bit line and the word line, In order to assure

IEEE Log Number 9106268. that the floating collector is at zero bias with respect to the
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Fig. 3. Storage time as a function of temperature for several different
p_ _a_ Su_tre bipolar DRAM cells. If 100 ms is taken as the minimum storage time forproper operation, ths cells should function at temperatures above 130"T.

Fig. I. Cross section of the first GaAs bipolar DRAM cell. The top n-p-i-n
layers function as a bipolar access transistor, while the bottom p-i-n-i-p
layers serve as the storage capacitor. The middle p-i-n layers are common to constant, and T is the absolute temperature. For the 54 x
both. 72-,sm 2 cell, EA = 0.88 eV. The larger (90 x 120 Jam2) cell

has a lower activation energy, while the smaller cells have
Tnme (hours) activation energies greater than 0.88 eV. This variation is

00 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 expected because the storage time is comprised of compo-
1.10

nents due to bulk and perimeter generation [1]. In particular.
I Ts295K[ ( G P

C1.05 L36x45iim 2  P
_ _ _ _ _ =C 2 , .+ (2)

I where C2 is a proportionality constant, GO is the bulk
0.95 generation rate, Gp is the perimeter generation rate, P is the

1620 sec perimeter, and A is the area of the device. By combining (1)
0.90 0 -0 2 and (2), the bulk and perimeter activation energies can be

0 10,000 20,000 3o.00 40,0 separated. For these devices, EA.Buk = 0.7 eV while

Fig. 2. Charge storage transient of the bipolar DRAM cell at room .4 Pen-aer = 1.0 eV. Therefore, as device size decreases,
temperature monitored by observing the capacitance of the base terminal. the effective activation energy tends towards that of the
The sample was illuminated for t < 0 to insure the storage cell was not perimeter. At room temperature all four devices have storage
depleted of electrons. The illumanation was removed at t - 0. A I-V pulse times of approximately 4.5 h. In digital circuits where a
was applied to base and emitter terminals at f = 10000 s to empty the
storage well. minimum storage time of 100 ms is specified, these bipolar

DRAM cells could be used in applications where the operat-
ing temperature exceeds 130C.

substrate, for time I < 0 the cell is exposed to light, causing Writing the value of the bit line into a cell through the
the p+-n junctions of the storage node to become slightly access transistor is demonstrated in Fig. 4. The top wave-
forward biased. At time t = 0, the light is removed and the form is the room-temperature capacitance of the cell meas-
recombination of excess carriers returns the cell to its zero- ured between the word-line (base) and substrate contacts, and
bias equilibrium value. After 10000 s, a positive pulse is the bottom waveform is the voltage applied to the bit-line
applied to the bit line and the word line causing a sharp (emitter) contact. On this time scale, 100 s per division, the
decrease in the capacitance of the cell. When the bias is short 1-ms word-line pulses could not be captured readily on
removed 600 s later, an exponential capacitance recovery is a digitizing oscilloscope and are not shown in this figure.
observed. The storage time of a cell is defined as the time Instead, it should be noted that the 3-V, 1-ms word-line
required for the capacitance to return to within 1/e of its pulses occur when there is an abrupt change in the capaci-
equilibrium value. Using this definition, the room tempera- tance signal. The data on the bit line are written into the cell
ture storage time of this bipolar DRAM cell is approximately during each l-ms pulse applied to the base of the transistor.
16 200 s or 4.5 h. Initially, a logic ONE is stored in the DRAM cell, and a low

Plots of storage time versus temperature for complete capacitance is measured. During the first pulse, the bit-line
bipolar DRAM cells with various perimeter-to-area ratios are voltage is low and the capacitance rises, indicating that the
shown in Fig. 3. An activation energy EA for the generation cell has returned to its zero-bias equilibrium state. As de-
process can be determined from an exponential fit to this scribed previously, the capacitance decay is due to the turn-off
experimental data using time of the forward-biased base-collector p*-n junction.

7, = C, exp (EA /kT) (i) Likewise, during the second word-line pulse, the bit-line
voltage is high and the capacitance falls, indicating charge

where C, is a proportionality constant, k, is the Boltzmann has been removed from the storage capacitor. This lower
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and there are no measurable leakage currents, the bipolar cell
has zero static power dissipation and could be used as a
short-term nonvolatile memory. Moreover, the access times
of bipolar cells should be shorter than those of FET-accessed
DRAM's because charge is removed vertically rather than

Stam0 captance laterally. Finally, since the storage capacitor is vertically
Ora I Signal integrated with the bipolar access transistor, no additional

Warea is needed for the access transistor. Consequently, a
4.0 complete DRAM cell capable of storing approximately one

million electrons with a I-V reverse bias could be fabricated
.0 in an area as small as 5 x 5 /Mm2.

2.0 Sltlin. (Emitter)I
Volloe IV. SUMMARY

. In summary, a vertically integrated GaAs bipolar DRAM
0.0 cell that eliminates the gate leakage present in FET-accessed

...0 cells has been described. Electrical reading and writing of the
0 200 40 6oo o 10o0 cell have been demonstrated, and storage times of 4.5 h at

Time (80c) room temperature and greater than 100 ms at 130°C have
Fig. 4. Electrical writing of the bipolar DRAM cell. For this test. the been observed. These storage times represent a 1000-fold
charge state of the cell is monitored by observing the base capacitance. The increase over those reported for FET-accessed DRAM cells.
Iow-capacitance store-ONE state is the nonequilibrium condition. This capaci- Moreover, since no applied bias is needed during the store
lance will gradually increase with a time constant of 4.5 h at room

temnperature. state, the bipolar DRAM has potential for use as a short-term
nonvolatile memory.

capacitance value represents the nonequilibrium state of the REFERENCES
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AlGal -As/GaAs heterojunctions were grown by molecular beam epitaxy under normal
growth conditions except that the substrate temperature was 250 *C. After a 1 h anneal at
600 "C, a narrow precipitate depletion (PD) zone was observed on the AlxGa I _ .As sides of the
heterojunctions, while a high density precipitate accumulation (PA) zone was observed on the
GaAs sides. The formation of these PD and PA zones is explained as a result of diffusion of
excess As atoms across the interface from the Al.Gal -,As layer to the GaAs layer. No
significant difference in PD and PA zones was found at inte faces between AlxGa1 -As grown
on GaAs and GaAs grown on AlGal - 1 As, indicating a negligible effect due to the growth
sequence. Widths of PDs were about 250 A, exhibiting a weak dependence on the Al
concentration of the AlIGal - As layers.

GaAs and AlxGal - As epilayers that are grown by mo- low temperatures for the transmission electron microscope
lecular beam epitaxy (MBE) under "normal" group IlI-V (TEM) observations. The TEM images show the presence
fluxes but at very low substrate temperatures contain as of a high density of As precipitates in all layers grown at
much as 1% excess arsenic.' Upon annealing these epilay- 250 *C. No significant differences in the sizes or densities of
ers at a temperature of 600 "C, the excess arsenic forms the precipitates were found between the GaAs and
prczipitates (GaAs:As, AlGal -,As:As).

2-4 Because of Al.Gal - xAs layers. The average diameter of the precipi-
their unique electrical and optical properties, these III-V:V tates is 80 A and their density is in the range of 1016 cm - 3.
epilayers have found many device applications5- 13 since These values are comparable to those obtained in earlier
Smith et al.5 first used GaAs:As to eliminate side gating in studies of GaAs:As and AlGal -_ As:As layers.2-4

GaAs metal semiconductor field effect transistors. In this At each AlxGa, I -As/GaAs interface, a narrow precip-
article we present our study of arsenic precipitate forma- itate depletion (PD) zone was found on the Al1 Ga ..,As
tion at annealed AIGal -As/GaAs heterojunctions side. Figure 2 is a 200 dark field image of an interface
which were grown at low substrate temperatures. between Al0o 3Gao0 7As and GaAs. In the image,

The film used in this work was grown in a Varian GEN Al0 3GaO.7As and GaAs layers appear as bright and dark
II MBE system. A GaAs buffer layer was first grown at regions respectively, and the As precipitates are seen as
600 *C and then the substrate temperature was lowered to dark spots. As seen in the image, a narrow PD zone with a
250 "C while continuing to grow GaAs. The heterojunc- width of about 250 A exists along the interface on the
tions were then grown at a substrate temperature of 250 *C Al0 3Gao.7As side. The image also shows the existence of a
using As 2, two Ga effusion furnaces, and one Al effusion precipitate accumulation (PA) zone on the GaAs side of
furnace. The growth rate was I im/h and the group V to the interface, in which the density of the As precipitates is
total group III beam equivalent pressure was kept at 20 for higher than that in the interior of the GaAs layer. These
the GaAs and AlGaI - As layers. This was possible with- PD and PA zones were observed at all AlGaI - 1As/GaAs
out growth interruptions by adjusting the temperatures of interfaces in this sample. Figure 3 is a 200 dark field image
the two Ga and the Al effusion furnaces during growth. showing all three AlGal - As layers. Two important
Three heterojunctions of different Al concentration were points regarding the PD zones are seen in this image. First
contained in the film as shown in Fig. 1. The Al Ga- _As is the existence of similar PD and PA zones in both normal
and GaAs layers were all of about 0.2 .im in thickness. and inverted interfaces, which indicates no significant Je-
After growth the film was annealed in the MBE chamber pendence of the formation of these zones on the growth
at 600 'C for I h under an As 2 flux. sequence. The second point is the nearly identical widths of

Distributions of As precipitates in the Al.Ga - As/ the PD zones at all interfaces, suggesting no or a weak
GaAs multilayer structure were examined by using a JEM dependence on the Al concentration in the AlGa I -As

2000EX electron microscope. Cross-sectional samples par- layers.
allel to I I 101 planes were prepared by Ar ion milling at The TEM observations describ-d above suggest that the

012 J. Vac. Sei. TechnoL U 10(2), Mar/Apr 1992 0734-211X/92/020812-03501.00 ©1992 Amercan Vacuum Society 012
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FIG. i. Cross section of the film structure FIG. 3. 200 dark field image of three AI,Gal ,As/GaAs heterojunctions.

formation of PD and PA zones is a result of diffusion of atoms exist in these PD zones with the same concentration
excess As from an AIGa -,As layer to a GaAs layer as that in the interior of an as-grown AlGal -, As layer
during the post-growth anneal. It is difficult to assume that but have not formed precipitates.
these zones resulted from nonuniform concentrations of The diffusion of excess As from an AlGa, - xAs layer to
excess As in the as-grown sample. The flux ratio of As to a GaAs layer during post-grcwth anneal is suggested by
group III elements was kept approximately constant dur- the following observations. The average spacing of the As
ing the growth of the multilayer structure, which should precipitates in the interior of the AlGal - As layers and
yield a uniform As concentration in each layer. In c.ddi- of the widths of the PD zones is similar. This similarity is
tion, the symmetrical appearance of PD and PA ,ones explained by the fact that both lengths are determined by
between normal and inverted interfaces rules out the p(.,- the mean square distance of the diffusion of individual As
sibility tbht the PD and PA zones resulted from a chang- atoms for the period of the post-growth anneal. (It should
of the flux condition at a transition from one layer to the be noted that TEM images in Figs. 2 and 3 cor.espond to
next layer. It is also difrcult to assume that excess As projections of three-t menr _nal microstructures so the

spacing of the As precipitates in the images appear smaller
than they are.) The other and more direct evidence is the

existence of a PA zon- along each PD zone. The difference
of the precipitate density between a PA zone and an inte-
rior of a GaAs layer appears to correspond well to the
density of precipitates that are missing in the PD zone. In
an earlier study, we observed a PD zone in an
Al0 ..GaoTAs:As/GaAs:As heterostructure that was an-
nealed at 600 °C for a half-hour.* The width of the PD zone

in that sample was found to be smaller than those in the

present sample as expected from its shorter annealing time.
The most interesting aspect of the PD and PA zones is

the driving force for the diffusion of excess As across an
interface. As seen from densities of As p-ecipitates in inte-

riors of GaAs and Al.Ga1 -,As layers, no significant dif-
ference of th- As concentration exists betwecn the two
layers in the as-grown sample. Therefore, it is unlikely that

250_ the As diffusion across the interface is caused by a gradient
of the As concentration. The difference that can be found

FIG. 2. 200 dark field image of the interface at the Al, ,Ga,,As/GaAs in the present sample is only the presence and the absence
heterojunctions cf Al on the two sides of the interface. Therefore, our
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Leakage currents due to thermal generation in a reverse-biased p-n junction can be accurately
monitored by measuring the capacitance recovery transient of a p-n-p structure. Using this
technique, it has been demonstrated that the thermal generation in the bulk depletion region of
GaAs p-n junctions grown by molecular beam epitaxy can be as much as three orders of
magnitude greater for samples metallized in electron-beam evaporators as compared to thermal

evaporators. The increase in thermal generation rate is shown to be dependent upon the device
area exposed during the evaporation, the type of metal initially evaporated onto the sample, the
growth conditions during molecular beam epitaxy, and the depth of the p-n junction from the
semiconductor surface.

INTRODUCTION form the top ohmic contacts. In this process, a 1.5 Am

Electron-beam (E-beam) evaporation of metals for use layer of AZ 1350J-SF positive photoresist protected areas

as ohmic or Schottky contacts and first-level interconnects of the wafer where no metal film was desired. Approxi-

is a common fabrication technique used in planar GaAs mately 250 nm of metal was deposited onto two of the

integrated circuit (IC) processes.' Recently, however, it three samples using a 9-kV Airco Temescal E-beam evap-
orator. On the first sample, the contact to the top

has been reported that metallization performed using E- o+ro n the frst sape te n tact to the top
beam evaporation causes a factor of five degradation in the P region was formed using 250 nm of Au, while the con-

mobility of a modulation-doped two-dimensional electron tact to the second sample was formed using 100 nm of Ti

gas (2-DEG) 2 and a slight increase in the forward-biased followed by 150 nm of Au. The third piece of each film was

current of Schottky barrier diodes.3 The effect of E-beam used as a control sample, and in this case 250 nm of Au
metallization on the thermal generation rate in the bulk was deposited in a Norton Research Corporation (NRC)
depletion region of GaAs p-n junctions is also significant. 4  thermal evaporation system. Following the metal liftoff,

depltio reion f G~s -n unctonsis lso ignficnt. the devices were completed with a mesa-isolation etch in 1
In this paper, it is demonstrated that thermal generation

rates can increase by more than three orders of magnitude NH 4OH:3.5H 20 2:500 DI.

when samples are metallized in E-beam evaporators rather
than in thermal evaporators. Moreover, it is shown that MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
this increase in thermal generation rate is dependent upon The p-i-n-i-p buried-well structure shown in Fig. I can
the device area exposed during the evaporation, the type of be used to monitor very accurately the small currents due
metal initially evaporated onto the sample, the growth con- to thermal generation in a reverse-biased GaAs p-n junc-
ditions used during molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and tion. When using this structure, the thermal generation
the depth of the p-n junction from the semiconductor sur- currents are observed by measuring the depletion capaci-
face. tance between the top and bottom p +-GaAs regions.5-

More specifically, a positive voltage is applied to the top

DEVICE FABRICATION P + contact to deplete the floating n region of electrons and
charge it to a positive potential with respect to the sub-

In order to investigate the effect of E-beam metalliza- strate. After charging the n region, the applied voltage is
tion on the generation rate, several structures like the one removed and the top contact is grounded. The n region
shown in Fig. I were grown in a Varian GEN II MBE then returns to an equilibrium condition due to reverse-
system on two-inch diameter, non-indium-mounted bias leakage currents which result primarily from genera-

p + -GaAs substrates. The growths were conducted at a tion in the bulk space-charge region of the two p-n junc-
substrate temperature of 600 .C, a growth rate of I /m/h, tions and generation at the mesa-etched perimeter. During
and a group V molecule to Ga beam equivalent pressure of this recovery process, a capacitance transient can be ob-
20 (as measured with an ion gauge in the substrate growth served as the reverse-bias depletion widths shrink.
position). The arsenic species used in one growth was the For the p-i-n-i-p structure, this capacitance recovery
dimer As2, while the tetramer As4 was used in all other transient can be characterized by a time constant r, which
growths. is inversely proportional to the generation rate. In partic-

Each film was divided into three samples that were ular,6.7
processed simultaneously using the following procedure.
First, an electrical contact was made to the p + substrate [_, [ 1___
by alloying indium. A liftoff procedure was then used to l", I G8 + Gp(P/A
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FIG. 2. Recovery time constant as a function of temperature for 100
x 300 Am2 devices fabricated on the film grown ustig As2-fAux. The insert
shows the room temperature capacitance transient of a device on the
control sample. The room temperature transient has a time constant of

FIG. 1. Cross section of the p-i-n-i-p structure used to characterize the approximately 6 h.
leakage currents due to thermal generation in a reverse-biased GaAs p-n
junction. Thin intrinsic regions are included to reduce the peak electric
field, thereby eliminating field-enhanced generation. pose of analysis, it will be assumed that the recovery time

constant -, can be approximated by a single exponential

term. In this case,
where G is the total generation rate, GB is the bulk gener- C3

ation rate, G, is the effective perimeter generation rate, -r., exp(EA/kBT), (7)
P/A is the diode perimeter-to-area ratio, and NB is the
doping concentration given by where C3 is a proportionality constant and EA is an effec-

NONA tive activation energy of the total generation process.7 Us-

N- N + NA' (2) ing (7), values for EA can be obtained from an exponential
fit to a ln(-;sT 2) vs I1T Arrhenius plot.

where ND is the donor concentration and NA is the accep-
tor concentration. If a device is dominated by bulk gener- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ation (G, > GpP/A), the recovery time constant can be ex- The recovery time constant as a function of tempera-
pressed as ture for 100 X 100 jim 2 devices fabricated on the film grown

NB NBTg using As 2 flux are shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, data fot
GB - n (3) the control sample are indicated by open circles, while data

for samples with contacts formed by E-beam meta~lization
where n, is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and -r. is the are indicated with filled squares, circles, and diamonds.
bulk generation lifetime. For a perimeter-dominated device The various filled markers are also used to represent data
(GpP/A • GB), for samples having different contact metal-to-active area

NBA NB A ratios and/or different contact metals. In particular, filled
r"j - GP, P - son, P' (4) squares represent devices with a 95% metal-to-active area

Au contact, filled circles represent devices with a 35%
where so is the surface generation velocity. By substituting metal-to-active area Au contact, and filled diamonds rep-
expressions for rs, s0, and n,,8 (3) and (4) can be rewritten resent devices with a 35% metal-to-active area Ti/Au con-
in an exponential form given by tact.

C, Several important conclusions regarding the effect of
lr,, = p exp(EAB/kBT), (5) E-beam metallization can be drawn from the data given in

Fig. 2. Most significantly, more than a three order of mag-
C2 nitude degradation in the recovery time constant is ob1-

r,p = y7 exp(E./kBT), (6) served at all measured temperatures following E-beam dep-

osition of Au. This difference is labeled (a) in Fig. 2. For
where C, and C 2 are proportionality constants, k, is the example, the room-temperature recovery time constant for
Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and the control sample is approximately 6 h, as shown in the
EAR and EAp are the effective bulk and perimeter genera- insert of Fig. 2, whereas the time constant is only 4.5 s for
tion activation energies, respectively. The T 2 temperature- devices with 95% metal-to-active area E-beam evaporated
dependent prefactor arises from the temperature depen- Au contacts. The activation energy of the generation pro-

dences of the thermal velocity included in r, and so and the cess is also reduced by E-beam evaporation, from about
effective density of states term included in n,. For the pur- 0.92 eV for the thermally-evaporated control sample to
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approximately 0.63 eV for the E-beam evaporated samples. 0.25
Similar experiments performed in a Varan E-beam evap- -- " o(G GB)l-]
oration system yield comparable resuits. However, there is 0.20 a C, [ TI
evidence to suggest that the degree of degradation may
vary with the type and design of E-beam evaporator used 0.15
to deposit the metal. 9

The data in Fig. 2 also indicate that the increase in the * 0.10
generation rate is proportional to the active area exposed
during the E-beam metal deposition. In particular, the line
segment labeled (b) in Fig. 2 shows the difference between 0.05
the recovery time for devices with 35% and 95% metal-
to-active areas. To explain this result, the expression for 0.00
recovery time given in (1) can be extended to include a 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

term due to the metallized area Am. In particular, (a) AM/A

I I AM (A-AM) P 0.20
B1-GM A+ GR A + GpAJ

(Gm - G.)o + G(195

where GM is the bulk generation rate under the metal con- . 0.10I-
tact and GB is the bulk generation rate under the nonmet-
allized device area. Figure 3 (a) shows the reciprocal of the 0
room-temperature recovery time plotted as a function of 0.05
metal contact-to-active area for devices metallized with E-
beam evaporated Au. By comparison to (8), it is evident .
that the recovery is dominated by generation in the bulk 0.00
regions below the metal contacts (GM) which were not 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

protected by photoresist during E-beam evaporation. (bI P/A ratlo (cm')
Moreover, generation in bulk regions outside the metal FIG. 3. (a) Inverse recovery time constant at room temperature as a

contact (GB) and generation at the etched perimeter function of metallized area for devices with E-beam evaporated Au. For

(Gp) are negligible compared to generation under the small metal-to-active area ratios, the reverse-biased leakage results prima-

metal contact. ns suggested by the shaded area at the hot- rily from generation in the bulk space-charge region and generation at the
mesa-etched perimeter (indicated schematically by the dashed line). For

tom of the graph. In contrast, Fig. 3(b) shows that the ratios larger than 0.3, however, the leakage is due to generation in the

control sample, which was not exposed to the E-beam en- bulk depletion region under the metal contact. (b) Inverse recovery time
vironment, has clearly discernible bulk and perimeter corn- constant of the thermally-evaporated control sample as a function of

ponents. perimeter-to-area ratio. The intercept indicates the bulk generation rate
G, while the slope indicates the perimeter generation rate GP These

Finally, line segment (c) of Fig. 2 demonstrates that generation mechanisms are obscured in the E-beam samples by the much
the generation rate is also a function of the type of metal larger generation G in the E-beam damaged regions.
initially evaporated onto the sample. When Ti is used as
the first layer of the metal contact, the degradation in the
recovery time constant is one order of magnitude less than evaporated sample can be explained by considering the rel-
when Au is deposited directly onto the GaAs. Similarly, ative contributions of the various generation mechanisms:

Auret et al. found that Schottky barrier diodes (SBD's) GM, G, and Gp, As described previously, the recovery
formed with Ti were of higher quality than SBD's made process in the control sample consists of components due
with Pt.) This group determined that during deposition, to bulk and perimeter generation. By combining (3), (4),
stray electrons from the electron gun introduce defects in and (8) and setting GM = GB (there are no E-beam dam-
n-type GaAs. The difference was attributed to the lower aged regions in the control sample), we can write
E-beam intensity used to melt Ti and the corresponding
reduction in electron dose imparted to the sample during 1(9)
the evaporation. This conclusion is consistent with the re- ; rB p
suits presented here since a higher E-beam intensity was Figure 4 shows a plot of l/(-rT 2 ), l/(-rBT), and
used during the Au evaporation than during the Ti evap- l/(-r'T 2) versus temperature. From the slopes of
oration. l/(T'AT 2) and l/(-rpT2) the activation energies for bulk

and perimeter generation can be determined using (5) and

ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE CONTROL SAMPLE (6). For the control devices, E,4  = 0.68 eV while EAp
= 1. 1 eV. The dashed line in Fig. 4 is a plot of 1/,r, ob-

The difference in measured activation energies of 0.92 tained by adding l/sB and l/rp according to (9). The
eV for the control sample and 0.63 eV for the E-beam activation energy for this line is approximately 0.91 eV.
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T ('C) energy can actuafly Cominate the process. An equauon

112 104 97 91 84 78 72 which more accurately describes the generation process in

104 ... ._._._._. a depletion region is derived beginning with (3), and sub-
stituting for the generation lifetime 1r

N 5 [ -E E. _E-
1- " =-- n ep) + nexp( - - L , (10)

CIA 1where ET is the trap level, E, is the intrinsic Fermi level,
__ and 'p and -r. are the hole and electron lifetimes. Simpli-

1fying further, using

2-60 2.65 2.70 2.75 2.80 2.85 2.90 ( 2 kT

1000/T(K "I ) (10) becomes

FIG. 4. Inverse recovery time constant of thermally-evaporated control N f (ET - Ec- E'
sample as a function of temperature. Generation due to the bulk and 1 P exp kT ) + i, exp kB ,
perimeter are indicated with solid lines, whereas the sum is indicated with (12)
a dashed line. From the slopes, EA, = 0.68 eV, E, = 1.1 eV, and E(

- 0.91 eV. where Nc and Nv are the conduction band and valence
band effective density of states. Finally, by substituting the

Thus, the measured activation energy of the control sample expressions for r. and r.-,,

can be viewed as a weighted average of the activation en- NB I ET - E0
ergies for bulk and perimeter generation. N= N N exp -

ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE E-BEAM METALLIZED +1 Ec E-E (13)
SAMPLES + , k1T

The activation energy of 0.63 eV observed in the E- where vth is the thermal velocity, NT is the trap density,
beam evaporated samples, however, is entirely due to gen- and ap and a, are the hole and electron capture cross sec-
eration in the bulk depletion region under the metal con- tions. Equation (13) can be rewritten to include the T2

tact (GM). In this case, it is reasonable to assume that the temperature-dependent prefactor which appears in (5)
activation energy might be used to identify a specific deep-
level trap. Two groups have characterized E-beam induced C4 [ (ET-Ev\ 1 Ec - E 
defects using deep-level transient spectroscopy TSB = 4 exp kT)+ - exp. -T) (14)

(DLTS). 9 "0 Following E-beam irradiation, both groups

identified two dominant deep levels: a trap identified as where C4 is a proportionality constant.
EL2 which was present in the as-grown metalorganic If it is assumed that the E-beam induced trap at Ec
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and metalorganic - 0.57 eV reported in Refs. 9 and 10 is responsible for the
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) material and an electron bulk generation in these samples, then Ec - ET = 0.57 eV.
trap at Ec - 0.57 eV which was introduced during the This requires that ET - Ev = 0.85 eV. Since electron emis-
E-beam metallizat;on. The EL2 was present with a concert- sion to the conduction band would require less thermal

tration of 10"' cm - which did not change with exposure energy than hole emission to the valence band, one would
to the E-beam environment. The trap at Ec - 0.57 eV was expect hole-electron pair generation to be limited by hole
not detected in the as-grown film. After E-bearn metalliza- emission, yielding an activation energy of 0.85 eV. How-
tion, however, the density of this trap was about 1016 ever, if the electron capture cross section is smaller than
cm - 3 near the surface and decreased almost exponentially the hole capture cross section, then electron emission could
with distance into the material. The concentration dropped become the rate-limiting process, and the smaller activa-
below the DLTS detection limit at 130 nm from the sur- tion energy would be observed.
face. The generation activation energy of 0.63 eV measured

In general, it is assumed that the activation energy of a on our samples is close to that reported in Refs. 9 and 10.
generation process should correspond to the largest energy As discussed, our generation data would be consistent with
transition an electron must make in order to move from the the DLTS data under the assumption of asymmetrical cap-
valence band to the conduction band. Thus, the activation ture cross sections. We hasten to point out, however, that
energy for generation through a trap at Ec - 0.57 eV in based on our data alone, we cannot unambiguously identify
GaAs would appear to be 0.85 eV. Under specific condi- a specific trap position within the band gap, and cannot say
tions, however, it can be shown that the lower activation whether the trap is in the upper or lower half of the band
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FIG. 5. Recovery time constant as a function of temperature for 100 10001T(K )

X 100 ,m 2 devices fabricated on films grown using the As2 and the As4
species of arsenic flux. FIG. 6. Recovery time constants of E-beam damaged samples as a func-

tion of cap layer thickness. All samples were grown with As, flux. The
sample with a 1000 nm cap layer has a recovery time within a factor of

result, the association of our generation process two of the control sample, indicating that the penetration depth of thegap. As a rslteas~to forgnrto rcs damaging species is much less than 1000 nim.

with the trap identified in Refs. 9 and 10 must be regarded

as tentative.
junctions, the depth dependence of the mechanism causing

EFFECT OF GROWTH CONDITIONS ON GENERATION the increased generation rate can be determined by varying
RATE the distance of the p-i-n junctions from the top surface of

As indicated in Fig. 5, the generation rate also depends the structure shown in Fig. 1. Two additional films having
on the growth conditions during MBE. In this figure, the p +-cap layers of 50 and 1000 nm were grown using the

recovery time constant is plotted as a function of temper- As4 arsenic species. In these two films, the thickness of the

ature for samples grown using the As 2 and the As 4 species n region between the two p-i-n junctions was not changed.
of arsenic flux. The As,-grown sample demonstrates the Both samples were processed in a manner identical to thatproperties described previously for the As2 -grown sample. described previously. Figure 6 shows a plot of the recovery

In particular, there is more than a three order of magni- time constant versus temperature for the samples with 50,

tude increase in the generation rate following E-bean met- 100, and 1000 nm cap layers. The recovery time constant

allization, and the activation energy of the generation pro- of the sample with the 1000 nm cap-layer thickness is es-

cess changes from 0.92 eV to approximately 0.63 eV. There sentially equal to that of the thermally evaporated sample.

is, however, a larger recovery time constant associated with (The time constants of the 1000 nm cap-layer thermally

both the As4-grown control sample and the As4-grown evaporated samples are approximately a factor of two

sample metall- ed using E-beam evaporation, lower than the 100 nm cap-layer thermally evaporated

Since the activation energy of the As2- and samples. This is attributed to an increase in the perimeter

As4-grown samples are the same after E-beam metalliza- generation due to a deeper mesa-isolation etch profile.) In

tion, it is likely that the generation mechanism is the same contrast, the recovery time constant of the 100 nim cap-

in both samples. During MBE, the As2 and As4 fluxes are layer sample is approximately two orders of magnitude

produced from different effusion cells, so it is possible that lower, and the 50 nm cap-layer sample is approximately

different types and/or densities of impurities might be three orders of magnitude lower than that of the control

present in the films. Even if no impurities are present, the sample.

difference in arsenic incorporation mechanisms"11" 2 could A plot of the inverse recovery time constant at 95 "C as

possibly lead to a difference in the density of defects in the a function of cap-layer thickness is shown in Fig. 7. In

film. Whatever the source, we postulate that nonelectri- addition, the data of the depth dependent Ec - 0.57 eV

cally active defects are present in the as-grown film and the electron trap measured by Kleinhenz et al. is also

density and nature of these defects depend upon the MBE included.9 Extrapolating from the 50 and 100 nm cap-layer

conditions. Upon exposure in the E-beamn system, however, data (assuming the damage decreases nearly exponentially

some of these defects change configuration and become with depth), the damage which causes increased genera-

efficient generation sites. tion appears to be limited to the first 200 nm of semicon-
ductor material, at which point the recovery time constant

HDEPENDENCE AND DAMAGE MECHANISM becomes equal to that measured for the thermally evapo-
rated samples. This is consistent with the depth depen-

Since leakage in the E-beam irradiated samples is due dence of the Ec - 0.57 eV trap observed in the MOCVD
to generation in the bulk space-charge region of the p-i-n samples.
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1016 0 103 CONCLUSIONS
0 In summary, more than a three order of magnitude

Ids 00 [olae~m L 102 increase in the thermal generation rate of E-bean metal-0 * .,--p 1 lized GaAs p-n junctions has been observed compared to1"-140  
0 10 1 6 samples metallized in a thermal evaporator. The increase

10 0 in generation rate depends on the device area exposed dur-

0 3ing evaporation, the type of metal initially evaporated onto
10t o 10 0  the sample, the growth conditions during MBE, and the

Ldepth of the p-n junction from the semiconductor surface.
10 121 ,,.... 10 1  The generation activation energies of all the samples ex-

10 100 10o0 posed to the E-beam environment are approximately 0.63
eV. Additionally, the depth dependence of the induced de-Depth from Surface (nm) feet causing the increased generation is similar to that re-

FIG. 7. The data of the depth dependent Ec - 0.57 eV electron trap ported for an Ec - 0.57 eV level introduced into MOCVD
measured by Kleinhenz et al. are shown using the left vertical axis, while flms by E-beam exposure. Finally, from studies of the
the inverse recovery time constant at 95 "C as a function of cap-layer depth dependence, it can be concluded that the primary
thickness are shown using the right vertical axis. The depth dependence of damage mechanism is high-energy electrons.
the mechanism causing the increased generation rate is consistent with
that of the Ec - 0.57 eV trap observed using DLTS in the MOCVD ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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High resolution x-ray diffraction methods have been used to characterize GaAs grown at low
substrate temperatures by molecular beam epitaxy and to examine the effects of post-growth
annealing on the structure of the layers. Double crystal rocking curves from the as-deposited
epitaxial layer show well-defined interference fringes, indicating a high level of structural
perfection despite the presence of excess arsenic. Annealing at temperatures from 700 to 900 'C
resulted in a decrease in the perpendicular lattice mismatch between the GaAs grown at low
temperature and the substrate from 0.133% to 0.016% and a decrease (but not total
elimination) of the visibility of the interference fringes. Triple-crystal diffraction scans around
the 004 point in reciprocal space exhibited an increase in the apparent mosaic spread of the
epitaxial layer with increasing anneal temperature. The observations are explained in terms of
the growth of arsenic precipitates in the epitaxial layer.

Gallium arsenide epitaxial layers grown at low sub- ature of 600 *C. The substrate temperatilre was then low-
strate temperatures (LT-GaAs) have recently attracted ered to 225 "C while growth of GaAs continued. This ten-
considerable attention due to their interesting and poten- perature decrease took 15 min, resulting in a 0.25 jum
tially useful electrical properties. Following growth by mo- temperature transition region. After attaining the target
lecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at temperatures in the vicin- substrate temperature of 225 *C, a GaAs layer with a nom-
ity of 200 'C, LT-GaAs films that are annealed at elevated inal thickness of I /um was grown. The wafer was then
temperatures exhibit extremely high resistivities and break- removed from the MBE system and cleaved into samples
down strengths.I Despite the fact that this material is that were annealed in a computer-controlled AG Associ-
grown at temperatures that are much lower than those ates mini-pulse rapid thermal processor. The anneals were
typically employed in MBE, numerous studies have indi- done using a proximity cap for a duration of 30 s; samples
cated that the crystalline quality of LT-GaAs is surpris- were annealed at 700, 800, and 900 *C. These anneals result
ingly high.3- 7  in the formation of As precipitates due to the excess As

X-ray diffraction is an obvious method for character- that was incorporated in the GaAs layer. Using transmis-
izing LT-GaAs and for observing the effects of post-growth sion electron microscopy, it has been observed that the
annealing on the structure and perfection of this material. average diameter of the precipitates increases and their
X-ray rocking curves of as-grown LT-GaAs typically ex- density decreases as the anneal temperature is increased.7

hibit a lattice parameter that is larger than that of bulk For 30 s anneals, typical average precipitate diameters and
GaAs, whereas samples annealed at 600 "C were reported densities are 70 A and I × l0x1 cm -3 (700 *C anneal), 150
to revert to the bulk lattice constant of GaAs.25 Wie and A and I X 1016 cm -3 (800 "C anneal), and 200 A and 3
co-workers have reported that the lattice parameter of LT- 10" cm-3 (900 "C anneal).
GaAs changes abruptly at an anneal temperature of High resolution x-ray diffraction analyses were per-
around 350 C, where the perpendicular lattice mismatch formed using a Bede 150 double-crystal diffractometer. In-
decreases significantly.3 -9 They also reported that samples stead of the conventional single reflection monochromator,
subjected to either furnace annealing or rapid thermal an- a pair of grooved silicon crystals was used in which the
nealing show a transition from a lattice expansion to a incident x-ray beam executed four (220) reflections in the
lattice contraction at higher temperatures. We have con- ( -, +, +, -) geometry.10 Copper KaI radiation was ob-
ducted a high resolution x-ray diffraction analysis of LT- tained from a Rigaku RU200 rotating anode generator. A
GaAs grown by MBE to better undersiand the structure of relatively large beam size on the sample (6 mm 2) was used.
the as-grown material and to clarify the effects of post- Analogues to conventional double-crystal rocking curves
growth processing on this material. were obtained with the sample situated on the first axis of

The films used in this work were grown in a Varian the diffractometer (i.e., in the location usually used for the
GEN II MBE system on two-in.-diam undoped (001) monochromator in the double-crystal geometry), and the x
GaAs substrates. The nominally undoped layers were rays diffracted by the sample were recorded with a wide-
grown at I jum/h using an As/Ga beam equivalent pres- open scintillation counter. Alternatively, the intensity dif-
sure ratio of 20. The growth sequence consisted of first fracted by the samples was also examined by placing a
depositing a 0.5 um GaAs layer using a substrate temper- triple bounce (220) grooved silicon crystal on the second
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FIG. 3. Triple-crystal scans from annealed LT-GaAs (identical ranges of q, and q, in all scans). (a) 700, (b) 800. (c) 900"C.

the main Bragg peak. The angular deviations of the sample and annealed GaAs grown at low temperature by MBE has
and analyzer crystals from the (004) reflection were con- been examined by high resolution x-ray diffraction tech-
veted into the orthogonal reciprocal space coordinates q,, niques. We have found that the crystallographic quality of
q, using the relationships given by lida and Kohra.13  the material examined in this study is extremely high, as

The intensities in the figures are recorded on a loga- evidenced by the presence of well-defined interference
rithmic scale as a function of position in reciprocal space; fringes in the as-grown material. Triple-crystal x-ray dif-
the equal intensity contours are given in increments of 0.8 fraction reveals an increase in the apparent mosaic spread
units of the logarithm of the measured intensity. Visible in of the LT-GaAs with increasing anneal temperature. We
the figure are the so-called surface streaks in the q direc- attribute this observation to the presence of strain fields
tion which arise from the truncation of the crystal lattice at that are associated with the thermally-induced arsenic pre-
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Characterization of a GaAs/A1GaAs Modulation-Doped
Dynamic Random Access Memory Cell
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We report the electrical properties of a GaAs dynamic random access memory (DRAM)

cell in which the storage capacitor is a modulation-doped heterojunction and the access

transistor is a modulation-doped field-effect transistor (MODFET). Experimental

waveforms illustrating both reading and writing are exhibited. Isolated storage

capacitors have l/e storage times as long as 4.3 hours at room temperature. The

complete DRAM cell exhibits a room temperature storage time of about 3 minutes,

limited by gate leakage in the access transistor.
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In recent years, several groups have investigated GaAs heterojunction structures for use in

dynamic memory applications. The earliest work involved charg. storage at the interface

between GaAs and undoped AIGaAs (1-4]. In this type of capacitor, the storage time is

'leakage limited": An excess electron concentration stored at the heterojunction leaks away

over time as the device returns to its equilibrium state. Since the electrons are confined by

the relatively small conduction band offset at the heterojunction, charge retention in this

structure is too short for DRAM operation at room temperature (4]. Other investigators

have studied a leakage-limited memory device which stores electrons in a GaAs/AlGaAs

quantum well [5,6]. Storage times of 1-2 sec were reported at room temperature.

However, it is not possible to quickly erase the charge stored in this structure.

It has been recognized for some time that a modulation-doped structure would make an

ideal storage capacitor [7]. Unlike undoped layers, a donor-doped AlGaAs layer bends the

semiconductor bands sufficiently that a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is present at

the GaAs/A1GaAs interface in equilibrium. To store information, electrons are removed

from the cell, and the cell gradually returns to equilibrium by thermal generation. This type

of cell is termed "generation-limited". Cells of this type were recently reported by Chen et

al. [8], and exhibited a storage time of about 5.4 sec at room temperature.
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In this letter, we report modulation-doped storage capacitors having storage times in excess

of four hours at room temperature and MODFET DRAM cells with storage times of three

minutes at room temperature. A schematic diagram of the DRAM cell is shown in Fig. 1.

The cell consists of a modulation-doped storage capacitor and a MODFET access transistor.

The gate of-he storage capacitor is biased at the substrate potential. The inversion charge at

the GaAs/AlGaAs interface (or 2DEG), present in equilibrium, serves as one plate of the

storage capacitor. A "one" is written to the storage capacitor by removing the 2DEG

through the access transistor. During the storage period, the capacitor is isolated from the

bit line by biasing the transistor to the off state. In a production DRAM, the substrate

would be semi-insulating; we have used a p substrate to facilitate monitoring the operation

by observing the capacitance of the storage gate.

The epitaxial layers in Fig. 1 are grown in a Varian GEN-il MBE machine. The AlGaAs

barrier consists of a 36 nm doped layer (1.3xi018 cm "3 silicon) surrounded by undoped

spacer layers. All AIGaAs layers have an AlAs mole fraction of 30%. The resulting 2DEG

density is 1.5x1012 electrons/cm2 . An undepleted p+ GaAs cap layer is used as the gate for

both the access transistor and the storage capacitor in order to reduce leakage currents from

the gate [9]. The ohmic contact to the 2DEG consists of thermally evaporated and alloyed

Au and Ge. Contact to the p cap layer is made with thermally evaporated Au. Electron-

beam evaporation is explicitly avoided, since this has been shown to increase the thermal

generation rate in GaAs pn junctions [10]. The storage gate, transistor gate, and bit line are

isolated from each other by removing the intervening p cap with an electrically monitored

etch. The entire cell is mesa isolated by wet etching

Figure 2 shows the drain current for a typical MODFET access transistor at a drain bias of

2.5 V. This transistor is depletion mode with a threshold voltage of -2.08 V. The

subthreshold slope is 81.3 mV/decade, higher than the undoped limit of 60 mV/decade due
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to the p- doping in the substrate. The drain current consists of three components: drain-to-

source, drain-to-gate, and drain-to-substrate current. For gate biases more negative than

-2.4 V, the drain current begins to increase due to drain-to-gate and drain-to-substrate

leakage. The drain-to-substrate component arises because of the alloyed ohmic contact to

the drain. Since the DRAM cell does not contain an ohmic contact adjacent to the storage

capacitor, the alloy contact leakage is not present in the DRAM cell and the minimum

current would be slightly lower than shown here.

In Fig. 3, both a "one" and a "zero" are written to a MODFET DRAM cell. For the

purposes of this demonstration, the charge state of the storage capacitor is monitored by

recording the capacitance between the storage gate and ground. When the 2DEG within the

storage capacitor is removed, the substrate depletion layer expands and the capacitance

decreases. In the figure, the arrows indicate the points where the access transistor is

momentarily pulsed to the "on" state. At these points the storage capacitor quickly charges

to the potential of the bit line, and an abrupt capacitance change is noted. When the

transistor is off, transitions in the bit line potential do not affect the capacitor charge.

However, the charge density in the capacitor gradually returns to its equilibrium value

(rising capacitance) as a result of generation in the depletion region. For the present case, a

gate bias of -2.9 V maximizes the storage time. We are able to write the DRAM cell with

gate pulses as short as 20 nsec, limited only by our present measurement equipment. This

demonstrates that the charge is mobile and not stored in traps.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the storage time for a DRAM cell and for an

isolated capacitor. Capacitor storage times of up to 4.3 hours are observed at room

temperature. The capacitor exhibits two different activation energies, indicating two

competing generation processes are present. Both these activation energies are higher than

half-bandgap, suggesting that generation is occurring through centers which are at some
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distance from the middle of the bandgap. This DRAM cell has a storage time of 120 sec at

room temperatne and an activation energy intermediate between the two values observed in

the capacitor. The dramatic reduction in storage time is due to gate leakage in the MODFET

access transistor. Both these structures were metalized by thermal evaporation. As stated

earlier, the storage time is seriously degraded if electron-beam evaporation is used for metal

deposition. Identical storage capacitors metalized by electron-beam evaporation exhibited

storage times of only about 15 minutes at room temperature. This is consistent with recent

observations of Stellwag, et al. (10].

A demonstration of electrical read-out is shown in Fig. 5. Here the potential of the bit line

is monitored by a high-impedance FET probe. Initially, the 2DEG is removed (or partially

removed) by pulsing the storage gate to a negative bias for sufficient time for the electrons

to recombine with substrate holes. Then the storage gate bias is returned to zero. When

the access transistor is turned on 50 msec later (at t = 0), charge sharing occu's between the

storage capacitor and the combined capacitance of the bit line and FET probe, resulting in a

voltage output proportional to the storage capacitor potential. The decay of the output

signal for t > 0 is due to the conductance of the FET probe and leakage in the bit line ohmic

contact.

In summary, we have built and characterized modulation-doped storage capacitors with

storage times in excess of four hours at room temperatu; These storage capacitors have

been combined with MODFET access transistors to produce DRAM cells with storage

times up to three minutes at room temperature. A p+ GaAs gate is used to reduce gate

leakage in both the storage capacitors and the access transistors, and electron-beam

evaporation of metal layers is avoided to reduce generation in the depletion regions.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under grant N00014-89-J-1864.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Structure of the MODFET DRAM cell. A p+ GaAs gate is used for both the

storage capacitor and the access transistor. The capacitor is 187 x 189.5 pm

Iand the access transistor gate is 5.5 x 54 pim.

Figure 2 Drain current at room temperature in a typical MODFET at a drain bias of 2.5

V. The transistor has a gate length of 5 pm and a width of 26 prn For gate

voltages below -2.4 V, drain-to-gate and drain-to-substrate leakage dominate.

Figure 3. Demonstration of writing the DRAM cell. Write pulses are applied to the word

line at the points indicated by arrows. Capacitance is proportional to the 2DEG

charge in the storage capacitor. Note that the storage capacitor is unaffected by

changes in bit line potential when the access transistor is off. The lie recovery

time of this cell is approximately three minutes at room temperature.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the storage time in a DRAM cell and an isolated

capacitor. A 1 sec, -1 V pulse is used to empty the isolated capacitor of its

charge. The capacitor exhibits two activation energies, indicating two

competing process are present.

Figure 5. Bit line waveforms during reading as a function of the write pulse voltage used

to empty the storage capacitor. The access transistor is turned on at time t=O,

which occurs 50 msec after a "one" is written to the cell. The storage capacitor

contains a partial 2DEG even for the -1.5 V case, since the threshold voltage

for removal of the 2DEG is -2.08 V.
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